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Midnight Jobs
Chapter 1
So, do you want to hear a bedtime story?
Steam sputtered out of the hissing radiator as I stood over the
car’s open hood. I was going to have to ditch that thing anyway.
I was stuck on the center divider of the 5 Freeway, with only a
matter of minutes before the highway patrol would come to escort me
home, then see what I did and lock me up. I took a chance and ran
across four lanes of the freeway during a traffic lull. A minivan sped
by moments after I reached the exit lane, and honked. Well, that
didn’t work out very well. After walking for twenty blocks, I reached
a bus stop. The bus was headed to the beach. I thought the ocean
might give me an idea of what to do. What’s one more day at the
beach?
After checking into the Venice Hostel, I took a walk along the
shoreline to plan my next move. As I felt the moist sand between my
toes, I wracked my brain for ideas about how to make some quick
money before what little I had ran out. I only had the $200 that I’d
stolen from Bob’s petty cash drawer before I set the house on fire. I
was seventeen, in the middle of the worst economic downturn since
the Great Depression, with a probable arson warrant on my head very
soon. I had no job prospects. The ocean waves didn’t help clear the
static in my head. I couldn’t come up with any plan Bs.
The heavy orange sun dipped under the waves, as bonfires ignited
all over the beach, and a drum circle formed behind me. A couple of
bongo players began the first beats, and soon they were joined by
spoons clacking, steel drums wailing, and maracas shaking, while a
grungy young beachcomber with carefully constructed, hair-sprayed
dreads set up a didgeridoo near the Jamaican drummers. He was
probably from a good, middle-class, Midwestern family with parents
who still wonder where they went wrong.
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I still hadn’t figured out a plan B, and all the racket didn’t really
help my thought process. I turned, glared at the gathering, and sighed,
deciding to go back to the hostel.
I passed through the front door and walked up the rickety, old
hostel stairs, down a long hallway, and into the community bathroom.
As I washed my hands in the bathroom sink, two rail-thin kids came
out of the same stall in the back of the bathroom. One of them threw a
syringe and a piece of string into the trash can next to the sink, too
close my hands. I opened the door to the bathroom and walked down
the hostel hallway into my room. It had ten other beds in it, and most
of them were full. There were a few people sleeping, and a few others
having way too much fun in their private mental amusement parks
while on illegal substances; a dreadlocked girl sleeping in a bed near
mine likely hadn’t washed her face in a week. One of her bare breasts
peeked out from under a thin flannel blanket. The nipple was pierced
with a silver ring. Another older man slept near her, passed out,
stinking of cheap wine and urine. His face was sunbaked leather.
A portly guy wearing jeans, a white T-shirt, and a black bowler
hat sat in a chair in the corner near my bed, periodically illuminating
the pockmarks and crevasses of his face with a lighter to ignite a
wooden hash pipe. He had a goatee and was starting to gray around
his sideburns. The sticky, heavy smoke filled the bedroom, cut by a
salty ocean cross breeze coming from the open window next to him.
He considerately blew the smoke out to the air above the boardwalk.
As I lay down on top of the bed, I heard the ocean waves punctuated
by his muted coughs as he took several long drags at the pipe. I closed
my eyes and listened to the waves, coughing, and drums for hours,
pretending I was loaded on something too.
Later that night, I left the hostel and walked all the way out to the
Santa Monica Pier, still figuring out what to do. I decided to take a
bus from there to Hollywood. I don’t know why. I just had to keep
moving for the rest of the night until I figured it out.
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Another burning August day had turned into a stinking, wet-hot
night. Sitting on a filthy LA bus headed for Hollywood, I might as
well have been a trailer-trash roach in a mobile roach motel. I sat in
the vehicle of the damned. I looked outside the window, careful not to
let my cheek rest against the smudged, certainly infected surface of
Plexiglas. An abandoned LA Weekly lay on the seat next to me. I
flipped through the pages after walking onto yet another transfer bus.
The last few pages of the Weekly are the most interesting, filled with
ads for “Monica the She-Male,” who will show you more good times
than you can imagine, and photos of girls who will not be the girls
you talk to on the other end of the phone sex line. Ever.
I flipped the page, and saw an ad for a strip club called Bar Strip.
The showgirl on the photo was a little thick in the thighs. Her tarblack hair fell down over ample breasts. A black feather boa covered
her shoulders and wound down the sides of her waist like an
anaconda, forming a “V” that covered her crotch. The ad said,
“Always hiring new and experienced dancers. Lowest house fees in
town. Great Beverly Hills location.” I thought it probably was a
decent place if it was in Beverly Hills. Compared to the stereotypical,
Barbie image of a stripper, the girl looked a little homely, which made
me think I could audition for the place. I’m not that attractive. I have
issues with my wide waist, and I have no hips. I’ve been told I have
“little girl tits.” I don’t like a lot of things about myself, but I liked my
thick, curly dark hair.
I looked up at the TV screen showing a repeat of the evening
news at the front of the bus. The newscaster Delia Marga reported on
a mysterious arson case in my neighborhood.
“Police are searching for missing teenager Angela Nelson for
questioning in a possible arson investigation. Early this morning,
police answered a call from neighbors claiming that her home in
Montebello, California, was burning, and police and firefighters
rushed to the scene.”
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The screen cut away from the newscaster to a shot of my house
burning in the midmorning sun. Huge billows of jet-black smoke
were blowing out from the living-room windows. Firefighters ran
onto our lawn and started showering the blaze with their highpressure hoses. Then, I saw my yearbook photo on the news with
instructions from the newscaster to call the police line below my
image for any information regarding my whereabouts. I sunk a little
lower in my bus seat, pulling the newspaper up to my face for more
coverage.
I noticed a street outside the window that had the same name as
the address on the club: La Cienega. The bus was heading north. After
the bus turned on another street, it crossed Fairfax, and turned left. I
looked out the window at the one-block stretch known as Little
Ethiopia. Nyala restaurant was on one side of the block, Rosalind’s on
the left. The sidewalk was full of delicate, light-boned Ethiopian
immigrants laughing and walking together. Candle lamps on white
linen-covered tables beckoned street roamers inside to order piles of
spicy, exotic lentils and spongy sourdough flatbread.
I looked down again at the photo of the dancer in the ad for the
club. She looked a little bit like Nina, a girl I knew at school. I’d had
a crush on her all year. The dancer was a little more Latina, and Nina
was more Jewish, but the resemblance made me wonder what she was
up to. I hardly spoke to her in class. She was so unattainable in my
eyes, always attached at the hip to some guy, never knowing I existed.
I was so shy that I’d only admired her from my seat in the back of
fourth period English class. I wrote horrible poetry about how silent
my love was.
I saw one of the last phone booths on earth outside of a 7-Eleven
when the bus stopped at a bench on the street in front of the store. I
exited the bus, walked into the booth, and dialed the number from the
strip club ad, wondering if they were still hiring “new” dancers.
“Good evening, this is Bar Strip, can I help you?” a man’s voice
asked on the receiver. I was straining to hear him as I held it several
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inches away from my ear with a tissue. The voice sounded nasal and
thin, the words strung together in an accent I couldn’t place.
“Yeah,” I said. “I was wondering when you hold auditions?”
“When we open at eight. Are you over eighteen, and do you have
any experience?”
“Yes,” I lied. “I used to work private parties.”
“Do you have clothes?”
“Umm, isn’t it a strip club?” I asked.
“You know, dancer stuff,” he said.
I rummaged through my backpack for the sluttiest outfit I could
find with my free hand. I found a white tank top that I could cut up,
and one black thong.
“Sure, of course,” I said. “Lots of cute stuff. Can I audition
tonight?”
“Tonight’s too late. Come in tomorrow night before ten p.m. We
need girls right now, so you’ll work same night if you’re any good.”
“Thanks, I’ll come in tomorrow at seven. See you then,” I said.
“Sure, see ya.” Click.
I rode the bus all the way to a Metro station, where I could take a
transfer subway to get to Hollywood. Out the bus window, I saw a
hooker standing on a street corner. She was pasty and skinny. Her hair
was brassy yellow, and one vinyl-clad hip popped out toward the
oncoming traffic, beckoning. I looked up at the TV monitor, again
flashing my yearbook photo with a number underneath to call for any
information regarding my whereabouts.
The solution to this problem was simple: if I wanted to stay free, I
had to change my look. I used some of my money to buy a cheap
home bleaching kit from a drugstore when I got to Hollywood. As I
roamed the aisles looking for the bleach, the security guard kept on
following me. It was so annoying that I finally turned around and
asked her, “Excuse me, but I’m looking for hair dye. Can you help me
find it?” She didn’t speak English very well, and I had to repeat
myself several times before she shrugged and pointed in the general
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direction of the beauty aisle. I went at my hair in the Metro subway
bathroom at the Hollywood/Highland stop. After I left the dye in for a
while, my scalp started itching and burning. If I washed it off at that
point, it would be orange. So I settled into the burn. The bleach
eventually turned my hair from curly and black to porno blonde
bombshell. It wasn’t fabulous hair, just blonde with a few hints of
orange, frayed at the ends like unraveled pieces of rope. My eyebrows
were still dark, but at least I didn’t look like the fugitive juvenile
delinquent on the news anymore.
I opened up the door to the underworld. By this time, it was
midnight. I was alone, wet-haired, and walking the long, subterranean
expanse between the restroom and the escalator that moved up toward
the Hollywood/Highland street level. A security guard stood watch
next to the escalator. He looked like he juiced on steroids. Enormous,
dark biceps made lumps under the fabric of his beige uniform. He
stood guard like a statue ready to come to life at the sight of trouble. I
stared at the ground as I walked toward the guard, sure he was eying
me. I felt like a drowned rat coming up from the sewer. As I stepped
onto the escalator, I locked eyes with him for a moment and nodded.
He nodded back. The corner of his full mouth twitched in a dampened
smile before he went back to being a neutral statue, his dark brown
forearms intertwined across his chest like giant tree roots.
As I went up the escalator, I heard the hip-hop beats before I saw
the break-dancers pounding the sidewalk with acrobatics. The three
kids were black, shirtless, all taut, sinewy muscles jumping up and
landing on the twinkling, dirty stars of the Walk of Fame. They must
have been my age. One was poised on one shoulder, legs inverted
skyward. One of the b-boys jumped over the posing one, and landed
in a handstand before flipping onto his feet and handspringing
backwards twice. A few tourists looked on: A couple of
marshmallowy beer-bowlers stood hand in hand, probably on a oncein-a-lifetime tinsel town honeymoon.
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The rest of the people on the street were young, mostly drunk,
and wandering in droves from nightclub to nightclub. The girls were
dressed in shirt-length minidresses, sequins, black, silver, and red. It
seemed like half of them had fake tits and the other half had
something done to their faces that still weren’t perfect. Or maybe a
pair of lips that were a bit too perfect. Of course, there were some
normal-looking ones. Probably local girls like me. It’s always the
Beverly Hills brats, the OC rich girls, or the girls from Ohio that get
the work done.
The chasing boys ran around them, buzzing like bees after nectar,
heavy with overpriced martinis and, I guess, the promise of a quick
and anonymous fuck at the end of the night. Some of them had that
rocker douchebag look about them that screamed cocaine, too much
hair gel, chains, and more time spent on the lifestyle than hours
logged in a rehearsal studio with a band. I walked among all these
club kids, practically invisible. All I was missing was a kitten and a
coffee can.
After a while, I ran out of stars to walk over. It was kind of late. I
think the bars were starting to announce last call. I turned a corner
down a side street, and walked past some actual punks with kittens. It
wasn’t very well lit down the side street, so I walked fast until I hit
Sunset Boulevard. There was a little more light on the Sunset Strip,
and the crowd of bar-hoppers were starting to empty out of clubs and
into cabs. I was standing near a 7-Eleven when a taxi pulled up. The
window to the back seat rolled down, and a tipsy-looking guy in a suit
stuck his head out and asked me where he was and how to get to the
W Hotel.
“I have no idea,” I said, “but can I go with you? I’m staying all
the way back in Venice by the beach, and it’s late.”
“Sure,” he said, eyeing me up and down. “Do you like to party?”
“Yeah, whatever,” I said. I didn’t really know what he meant. I
figured if he wanted to do drugs with me he wouldn’t kill me. He
didn’t seem like the type. I smelled whiskey on his breath.
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It turned out he wasn’t faking. He hung on to me as we went up
the elevator to his hotel room. As we walked down the hallway, he
leaned on me and dragged his feet. I helped him swipe the key card
through the lock after two failed, shaky attempts of his own. The hotel
room was clean. It had marble floors in the bedroom and bathroom.
The pile of fluffy white comforter and overstuffed pillows looked so
soft on that bed. I was suddenly aware of my aching, exhausted
muscles.. There was a whirlpool Jacuzzi in the bathroom decorated
with half a dozen organic toiletries. I needed a shower. The guy
struggled with his jacket as he tried to take it off. One of his elbows
caught, and he spun in circles trying to get out of it.
“Hey, stop. Let me help you,” I said, pulling the suit jacket off
and hanging it on the iron filigree desk chair next to the eighty-inch
HD flat screen.
“Thanks,” he said. “My name’s Blake. I dunno if I said that.
What’s yours again?”
I hesitated, looked down at the marble floor, and stammered,
“An-gel—umm—”
“What?”
“Alice. My name is Alice.”
“Okay, whatever. Alice, wanna do some coke?” He pulled a little
plastic bag out of his pocket and laid the rock out on the glass desk
next to his jacket. He cut it up into a fine powder with a platinum
credit card, and formed some sloppy, crooked lines.
“No thanks,” I said.
“Come on,” he urged. “I hate doing this stuff alone.” He did that
totally cliché thing with the rolled up hundred-dollar bill, and bumped
both nostrils with a white trail that disappeared with a sniff per line.
How dumb is that, I thought. Doesn’t he know no one does that
anymore? To placate him, I took the Benjamin straw and snorted a
few grains into each nostril, about half a line. There was something in
it that was bad. It felt like acid and salt in a wound. He didn’t seem to
notice.
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He put the pay-per-view station on the TV and asked me what I
wanted to watch. I said the girl porn looked nice, so we watched girls
go at it as he pawed at my breasts. More like flopped his fingers
around in the general direction of my chest area. As I swatted him
away over and over again like he was a horsefly bent on landing, the
movie on the screen showed a brunette girl riding bareback on a white
horse. It cut to a picnic spread with a naked blonde woman on a
checkered blanket. As the brunette girl rode through the wilderness,
the blonde girl on the picnic blanket started masturbating. For porn, it
was all very artful. I suppose a twenty-dollar pay-per-view should be.
After a few minutes of buzzing, the horsefly passed out on my
shoulder, snoring. I waited for a while to see if he was out for the
night, then dug through his wallet and found three hundred in cash
and put it in my pocket, along with the hundred-dollar coke straw, and
all the organic shampoo and soaps in the bathroom. I also cleaned out
all the mini-bottles of liquor from the wet bar. I’m not a big drinker. It
just felt good to take expensive shit.
I took a cab to the nearest motel and called it a night. As I swung
open the door to my motel room and hopped in the shower, I kind of
wished I’d stayed in that guy’s room and taken a shower there. There
was only one towel on the rack and one washcloth. Even though the
bathroom smelled like bleach, all four corners of the stand-up stall
shower were black with mildew that had successfully infiltrated the
grout after probably decades of daily battles with the maid. A small
cockroach ran across the sink and into a crack in the wall as I brushed
my teeth.
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Chapter 2
When I started this adult with a big “A” life of mine, I thought
that it would lead somewhere else. I really thought it would lead to
somewhere better than where I came from.
I guess I should tell you where I came from.
After he was finished, he rolled over on his back and breathed
heavily. He got up and sat at the edge of the bed, resting his hands on
the tops of his thighs. He pulled up striped Kmart boxers over his
junk and left the room, stumbling into the wall once, without uttering
a word. His name was Bob. He was my stepfather. My mom died
about a year after they got married, and Bob and I were stuck with
each other. Then, I got a little older and started to resemble my mom.
What I couldn’t stand was his palms. Coming into my bedroom at
three o’clock in the morning was okay. I was done with my
schoolwork by then. Coming inside me was fine, I was used to it. But
those big, butcher-like hands of his that held me down with a hot,
muddy grip, now that was one thing about my stepfather I couldn’t
stand. I’d lie there and count each squeak of the bedsprings as they
moved in unison to the steady drum pulse of his weight. I was
seventeen the morning I left. Looking back now, I can see it wasn’t
really Bob. Bob never touched me when he was sober. He’d just get
so out-of-his-mind drunk that he didn’t know what the hell he was
doing. Or who he was doing. I really think that he mistook me for my
mother when he’d come in and mess with me like that.
Of course, I’m not excusing Bob’s behavior. If I had him in front
of me right now, I’d probably get him nice and liquored up, and stab
him before he had time to wonder if it was real, or a dream that a girl
who looked like his dead wife was sticking a knife in his belly and
twisting it. I’d haunt him every night in his dreams, with a different
murder if I could.
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When I looked in the bathroom mirror the night before I left, I hated
seeing tears. Throwing up always made my face look puffy and my
eyes water. I flushed the toilet and took a deep breath. I dabbed my
eyes with toilet paper, and looked at my face again. My eyebrows
needed tweezing. I took out a pair of tweezers from my makeup bag
and plucked each stray hair that lay between two coal-colored arches.
Several tiny red dots appeared within a few of the now hairless pores
between my eyes. I looked into my puffy eyes, and saw my mother’s
eyes, colored like two tiger-eye stones. Two angry, evil eyes stared
back with love, unlike hers. I was starting to look like old photos of
Mom, although I was nothing like her. I closed my eyes and rolled my
head from one side to the other. I saw my face in the mirror again.
“Tomorrow,” I thought, and turned off the light. I just stood there,
waiting for my eyes to grow used to the darkness.
When I woke up the next day, light poured into the room through
slits in the blinds. It was the flooding yellow streetlight that dies in
the morning, announcing the sun’s about to wake a sliver of the
world. The light pooled over the peak and valley landscapes of my
bed. If I stared at the ceiling long enough, it would start to move and
form shapes and patterns. It was like watching clouds. The cottagecheese ceiling clumps congregate into the form of a teddy bear or a
dinosaur. It was a game I’d always played. I glanced at the bookshelf
next to the bed. The bindings of Freud, Vonnegut, Shakespeare, and
Judy Bloom stood lined up on the shelf, from tallest to smallest. I was
going to miss those. I guessed I could start a new collection once I got
to Las Vegas. I don’t know why I thought Las Vegas was the best
destination.
The red numbers of the clock glowed five, a zero, and a one. I
decided that my favorite khaki cargo pants and a black T-shirt would
be my getaway clothes. I needed to take care of a few things before I
left. I left my room, walked down the hall, and out the front door. I
stood on the grass for a moment under the deep morning blue of a sky
before sunrise. The grass was straw-colored and patchy; it crunched
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under the severe tracks of my black combat boots. My neighborhood
had grown street smart since the Recession hit a couple of years
before: : all the tract houses had black iron bars over the windows that
weren’t boarded up, and paint chips were missing from most of the
exteriors. The car parked across the street was brown everywhere
except for the orange left fender. I walked down the sidewalk for the
last time, collecting my thoughts as my boots squeaked.
I thought about what I would do when I arrived in Las Vegas. I
would find a small diner on the cheap end of town, and rent a place
close to it. I’d have dumped the stolen car by then. I would wear short
skirts and sensible shoes. I would serve coffee at four a.m. to all the
old gamblers who’d been eaten alive over the course of the night. I
would meet an old man named Chip who would tip me well, and tell
me how much I look like his daughter that he hasn’t seen since she
left home to go to Haight-Ashbury in the sixties, when she was my
age. He saw her at a war protest on TV one time. She was wearing an
angry face that yelled a chant he can’t remember. She held up a sign
with the words “Give Peace a Chance.” This is how I thought my life
would be: serving coffee to old-timers and gamblers.
Back at the house, the door creaked in the low humidity. I walked
down the hall, my boots grinding against the mustard-colored shag
carpet. As I opened my closet door, all of my thrift store clothing
hung neatly on the rack, sorted by color. My shoes were lined up in
pairs. I pulled down a small suitcase that was stored above the rack
and unzipped it. Packing suddenly felt distasteful and odd, so I left
the suitcase open on the floor, and walked into the kitchen.
All the cereal was stale, but for some reason I didn’t feel like
skipping breakfast like I usually did. I got out a box of generic raisin
bran. Just think about one thing at a time, I thought, as I began to eat
the cereal. Right now, I’m eating cereal. That’s all I’m doing. Chew,
chew, chew. Gonna chew, then gonna do. Chew, then do.
“You’re up early,” Bob said. Bob’s voice was strained and
hesitant—almost a whisper. His usual, cowardly, I’m-hung-over-yet-
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again-oh, I’m-such-a-bad-boy morning-after voice. I swallowed hard.
He’d made me lose my appetite. I stood up, put the milk back in the
refrigerator and slammed the door. “Do you have school today?” he
asked.
“It’s Saturday,” I said.
“Oh yeah, that’s right.” He stared at the floor for a while. “Need
any money for gas?”
“Filled the tank yesterday.”
“Oh.” He fumbled another wide open space into the conversation.
I continued eating my raisin bran. Nothing exists but the cereal, I
thought as I looked into his piece of white-trash nothing “I was a bad
boy” face. “I—if anything happened while I was drunk last night—
well—I don’t remember what happened—but, that is to say—I
probably shouldn’t have drunk so much.” He sniffed loudly, somehow
hoping for a response. Then, he said, “Well, I’ve got to go to work.
I’m moving a load, so I’ll be gone for ‘bout three days.”
More shallow air between us. I continued to stare and chew.
“Well, I guess I’ll see you,” he said again.
“Uh-huh.”
Bob put his Arizona Wildcats cap on his head, standing there,
hesitant, thinking that there must have been something else he needed
to say. Something about the laundry, or something he needed from the
supermarket. I was so tired of his stupid cow eyes. I bored holes into
them with laser beams I wished I had.
“Well, what are you looking at?” he said. I rolled my eyes and
looked back into my bowl. Bob rushed toward the table and threw the
bowl across the room. It looked like a flying saucer dripping with
milk before it crashed against the dingy wall, chipping some peeling
paint as the bowl broke into shards. Bob grabbed me by the throat and
pinned me against the wall. I lifted my swollen eyes. My lungs felt
twisted like a wrung-out dishtowel. The room was starting to grow
dark. Light left the world for a while.
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I was coughing before the darkness faded. My gasps were like a
hand reaching through the soil from below, my coughs like the
staccato tapping of hail slamming into corrugated metal. The growl of
the semi-truck rumbled into my ears. Bob always liked to let it hum
for a few minutes before heading out. After catching my breath, I lay
on my side, motionless, waiting for the truck to roar out of the
driveway. The seconds linked in a chain as the roaring sound
stretched thinner, and thinner. Then
Drip,
Drip,
Drip.
The leaking faucet dripped into an overflowing coffee cup. I sat
up with my back against the wall, listening to the drops, wishing they
would stop on their own. I walked over the splatters of milk, cereal,
and broken china, and turned the faucet off.
Then, I started packing. I went to my nightstand and picked up a
small, blue silk frame with a picture of my mother in it. She was
sitting on the hood of a red Mustang, her Birkenstocks dangling a few
inches off the ground, mid-swing. The sun was staring, and she was
shading her eyes with her hand as if in salute. She was somewhere out
in the desert. I packed the framed photo in my backpack, some
clothes, and some toiletries. I took my things out to the Volvo, and
stowed them on the front seat.
The garage was the only place of chaos in the whole house. Bob’s
tools were everywhere. In the center of the floor was a large oil spot
covered in cat litter that the neighbor’s cat had used. A lot. The bulk
of Bob’s tools lay on the large workbench next to the doorway. Most
were covered in grease. Underneath the workbench were cans of
paint: burgundy, for the Volvo, two cans of house paint that had never
been used, and one can of red spray paint that I used to deface
bathroom mirrors. Next to the cans of paint were four cans of paint
thinner.
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In the living room sat a four-foot-tall radio from the twenties that
Bob’s mother willed to him several years ago. Bob adored his mother.
I opened one of the cans of paint thinner, and covered the radio in a
flammable baptism. That’s what she gets for calling me a little
whore’s daughter under her breath when none of the adults were
looking. I wished it was her ugly, old face instead of a thing she’d
owned.
Bitch.
I dripped lines of thinner over the plastic covering of a yellowed
old couch that used to be white. The liquid pooled in the dark corners,
beaded together, streams of thinner running through the tributaries of
wrinkled plastic. Bob’s momma would have screamed at the sight of
her beautiful, plastic-covered couch doused like that.
I entered Bob’s bedroom, his inner sanctum. Posters of Jim
Morrison, Jimi Hendrix, and The Rolling Stones were hung on all
four walls. The main attraction in Bob’s room was his smooth, black
electric guitar that he had mounted on the wall. Bob’s big dream had
been to play in a band, but that dream was cut short due to an
“unfortunate” accident with a garbage disposal, in which he lost two
of his left fingers. It always unnerved me when the absent fingers
wouldn’t caress my thigh in the middle of the night like the rest of his
hand. Bob referred to his guitar as his “little woman.”
The drops of paint thinner flew out of the can in lithe arcs as I
swung the can upward, splattering the shiny black surface of the
guitar. Drops rained off the strings. Paint thinner soon streaked down
all four crimson-colored walls. I soaked his clothes, his sheets, the
pillows. I soaked his shoes and dresser. I soaked Jim, Keith, Mick,
and Jimi. The fumes smelled sweet and acrid at the same time, like
the thought of flowers at a funeral.
When I was satisfied with the dousing, I lit a match and tossed it
on the center of the bed. The flames rippled across the sheets. As I
looked up at the guitar in all its wet, black-enameled glory, I knew I
couldn’t let it burn. Not only was it a beautiful instrument, it would
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bring in some money if I pawned it. I grabbed it off the wall, and ran
out of the smoking room. I tossed a lit match on the radio in the living
room. The flames spread down the dark wood, molten time dissolving
my history, devouring every piece of where I came from except those
small memories I chose to save. The match I threw on the couch
spread lines of burning light, which pooled in the valleys in the plastic
cover. Sometimes there’s an art to destruction that’s as beautiful as
creation. I walked out the door, threw the still dripping guitar in the
back seat, and drove toward the highway.
That’s why I set my house on fire.
As sunset approached the next day, I took a bus that dropped me
off near the Beverly Center mall in Beverly Hills. I walked a few
blocks up to the club. It wasn’t open yet. The flickering neon sign had
a few letters burned out, so instead of announcing “Bar Strip” to La
Cienega, it flickered, “B trip.”
I was going to wait outside on the street, but saw a girl in the
alley sitting on a chair next to a door at the back of the club. She wore
black leather lace-up boots, a black leather miniskirt, and a black tank
top. Her face looked a little like Sophia Loren’s, if the actress had
taken a wrong turn in her twenties: black eyeshadow was smeared
around haunted, glowing, hazel eyes in hasty strokes. Her skin was a
bumpy, uneven landscape covered in a layer of base makeup that
failed to conceal. It was about eighty-five degrees out. And she was
shaking as if it was January in Greenland. She was trying to light a
cigarette, holding a lighter with two shaking hands. The flint failed to
spark. I had a matchbox in my bag that I’d taken from the W Hotel
lobby. I took the matches out and lit one for her. She started puffing.
“Thanks,” she whispered.
“No problem.”
We stood there for a moment in silence. She took a drag and
pulled the cigarette away from her lips, making zigzag smoke signals
as her wrist shook. I patted one of my nostrils with the back of my
hand. A small, crusty sore had formed in it from a strange reaction
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that happened between my skin and the coke I did the night before.
The favorite cut spliced into cocaine that year was an animal
deworming medication that caused skin sores in all sorts of fun parts
of the body.
“Hey, is this a good place to dance at?” I asked.
“It’s okay,” she said. Her eyes were watery, the pupils focused on
somewhere far away from the two of us standing in that alley.
“Spazi pacheka slitzaya,” I heard a deep, gravelly voice say
behind me.
“Dila schrokonche nizolgi?” a second voice asked. That one
sounded like a little girl.
Two Russian girls were talking to each other as they stepped out
of a yellow cab at the end of the alley. One of them was a petite,
spindly girl with wavy, natural blonde hair. She appeared to be about
fourteen years old. The other girl, a round giantess of a woman, was
smiling and talking to her nonstop in Russian about something as they
pulled their duffel bags out of the taxi trunk. A gray-haired cab driver
waved to the girls and smiled as he said something to them in
Russian. He looked like he could be one of my high school friends’
dads dropping them off on the first day of school. As the Russian girls
came closer, they looked me up and down and whispered to each
other. They said something to me that I didn’t understand.
“Are you Russian or American?” the large girl asked in English.
“I’m from here,” I said.
“Ah,” she responded. “You look Russian. Like us. We thought
you were Russian.”
The sun was almost down, the sky glowed a deep orange-red. The
two Russian girls walked past me and stood right in front of the door.
Other than the bad yellow hair, I couldn’t see the resemblance among
the three of us.
“Hi, Rachel,” the large Russian girl said to the sullen, leather-clad
girl finishing her cigarette. The girl took one last drag and nodded in
the Russian girls’ general direction, still shaking and staring off into
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space. The large Russian girl pounded on the door. She resembled a
larger-than-life, human version of Miss Piggy. I thought, If they let
Miss Piggy the Stripper work here, I should get hired no problem,
implants or not.
“Let us in, Jack,” Miss Piggy yelled as she banged on the door.
“We’re ready to work; I’ve brought you a new girl! Come on, man, I
have to put on my makeup before customers get here.” Miss Piggy
pronounced all of her w’s as though they were v’s. She continued with
the insistent pounding until a tall, bald man swung the door open,
narrowly missing Miss Piggy’s face. Even though he was bald, his
face looked like he was only in his mid-thirties. He wore a ninetynine-dollar black suit with a red tie. One tail of his white shirt was
hanging out of his pants.
“Damn it, Lucy! How many times do I have to tell you we open
at eight? You don’t need to bang on the fucking door like that. You
give me a headache. Who’s this?” He eyed the little Russian girl from
head to toe. His face relaxed and he smiled a little smile. “Hello,
there.”
“This is Natalya. She want to work here. She my friend from
Russia. Say hello to Jack, Natalya.” Lucy pushed the girl in front of
Jack so he could get a better look at her.
“Hilo,” the little girl chirped.
“Do you have paperwork?” Jack asked the girl. She looked
confused and turned to Lucy for translation. “Schradinkadnyat picol
schrevla?” he repeated. The girl again turned around and looked at
Lucy, shrugging.
“Her visa ran out, then she lost it,” Lucy explained. “She doesn’t
speak English good yet, but just look at her. She look young, yes?
She’ll make very good money, I think. She has four sisters and a
grandmother to support in our country.”
“Ask her how old she is,” Jack said.
“Natalya, practice English, ha? How old you are?” Lucy asked,
raising her voice a little.
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“I nineteen,” Natalya responded. She smiled a bright smile and
nodded at Jack. “I vant to vork here, mister. It make me heppy if you
let me here.”
“Well, I guess we can ‘lose’ your employee file with your
paperwork info. If we get raided, it’s your fault if you don’t have ID.”
“Not like that ever happens with your friends the cops, though,
right, Jack?”
“Shut up. You don’t know nothing.”
“Sure, whatever, my friend.”
“And who is this?” Jack asked, eying me up and down. He looked
even happier to see me than the other girl, it seemed.
“Hi,” I said, “I think we spoke on the phone yesterday? About an
audition?”
“Oh, yeah, come on in. Do you have two forms of ID?”
Think of a lie. Fast.
“It was stolen.”
“I can’t hire you without ID.”
“You’re gonna hire her,” I replied, pointing at the little Russian
girl. We all knew she was underage. He’d made a mistake in front of
me. I was a witness to a criminal act, and he knew it. I was banking
on the assumption that child protective services can’t be bought off as
easily as regular LAPD beat cops and the county sheriff.
“I guess it’s not really fair of me to let her in without ID and keep
a pretty little thing like you standing out on the street. You really want
to work here?” Jack asked me. “You know, it can be rough. A guy
stuck a finger in Lucy’s pussy the other night. You still wanna work
here?” he asked again.
“What ‘pussy’, Lucy?” Natalya asked Miss Piggy.
“Never mind, I tell you later,” Lucy said.
“I don’t have anything to lose,” I said. “Come on, give me a
shot.”
“Okay. We’ll have to audition you first. You dance on stage to
two songs. First song, you go topless, second you take the bottom off.
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I don’t know where the hell my piece of shit DJ is. He’s so fucking
late all the time ... I’ll show you around till he gets here.” Jack opened
the door and let us into the club.
I followed the other girls and Jack into the dressing room. The
back of the club was still dark, so all I saw was a faint glimmer of
light from outside reflecting off the bronze poles set above us on the
main stage as we walked past it and through a dark red curtain at the
other end of the club. Jack pulled the plush velvet curtain aside for us
and turned on the lights to the dressing room. I followed the other
girls past a dark hallway lined with lockers on one side, and into a
small room with mirror-covered walls and makeup counters on all
sides except the corner. There were dozens of soft white light bulbs
lining the tops of the mirrors.
“Okay, start getting ready,” Jack said. “Natalya, you’re up first,
then it’s you, Alice. I’m gonna go call that asshole DJ. He should be
here by the time you girls are ready.”
Jack disappeared down the hallway and behind the curtain
separating us from the rest of the club. Rachel sat down in what I later
learned was “her” spot in the corner next to the lockers. She pulled a
small plastic bag out of her purse filled with a couple of white pills.
She crushed them into a fine powder on top of her round makeup
mirror. Natalya and her big sister sat close by, whispering to each
other in Russian as they put their makeup on. I looked into my bag
and pulled out some eyeliner pencil. I heard someone yelling outside
and then I saw him standing in the doorway: a boy who looked no
older than eighteen, wearing a gray bunny suit and bunny ears,
hurried, panting, and somewhat shaken.
“Hi,” bunny suit said, “I’m DJ Rabbit. I’m the DJ here.” He
shook my hand.
“Why are you wearing a bunny suit?” I asked.
“I work a day job at a pet store as a sign spinner.”
“Aren’t you hot?”
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“Yes, thank you, I am. But don’t think that I’ll sleep with you
right away, or ever. I,” he declared, “am asexual.”
“So, what, you divide yourself in half to procreate?”
“Never mind. You going to audition? What’s your stage name?”
“Alice.”
“Okay—we don’t have an Alice here. That’s fine. What do you
wanna dance to, baby?”
“I dunno, you got any Ramones, or maybe some Hole?”
“Are you serious? No-no-no nineties throwbacks, baby, I’m
gonna put on some dubstep for you. You’ll love it.”
“Whatever.”
“I’ll get a good set together for you. Lemme know when you’re
ready. I’ll put you on.”
“Well, well,” Jack said while standing in the doorway, “Look at
my little piece of shit rodent DJ. How many times do I have to tell
you? You need to be in here an hour before we open. What if a
customer was here?” Jack flung his arm out, gesturing to the empty,
maroon-colored booths and tables, the vacant chairs surrounding the
stages, and the cavernous, also empty, VIP area in the back of the club
next to a fish tank brimming with gulping, hungry goldfish. “We’re
open now. No DJ, no music, no customers want to stay here.”
“I’m sorry, Jack. I got here as fast as I could. There was traffic
on the 405.”
“Figure it out. This happens one more time, you’re out, man. I’m
sick and tired of your bullshit when there’s a whole list of club rat
assholes just foaming at the mouth for this gig. If you weren’t Big
Tony’s best friend’s boy, you’d be gone already. I swear to god, you
drive me crazy. How ‘bout you”” he asked, pointing at me. “You
ready to audition?”
I still need to change.”
“Change and come out in ten minutes before I change my mind
about you. You ready, little Natalya?”
“Yes, I dance, mister.”
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“Okay, baby, come out and pretend I’m a customer sitting at the
bar.”
Natalya followed Jack out of the dressing room wearing a pink
sequined thong bikini, wiry as a string bean. She wasn’t wearing any
makeup except some pink, sparkly lip gloss. I opened up my bag and
looked at what I had to work with: a wife-beater tank top with a
ketchup stain on the bottom edge. A black thong. Some yellow and
red boy shorts. A T-shirt that said: Boys don’t last. Tattoos do. I ripped
the bottom of the tank top off by tearing it with my teeth. I slipped it
over my naked chest, and thenew, jagged edge of the shirt fell just
below my nipples, so the bottom curves of my B-cup breasts peeked
out below the white ribbed fabric. The only shoes I had were some
Converse sneakers and my combat boots. I looked over the dressing
room. The back corner was recessed and stacked with black metal
lockers from floor to ceiling; there Rachel sat sculpting hits of
crushed ecstasy into lines on her makeup mirror with a razor blade. A
clear plastic bin at the bottom of the lockers was filled with beat-up
shoes. Some had clear, plastic heels that were six or seven inches
long. One pair of thigh-high, black vinyl boots draped over the edge
of the bin, and spilled onto the floor like dried tar. Most of the shoes
in the bin had broken buckles or a band across the toe area that was
torn. I walked across the dressing room and started trying on some of
the shoes to see if any of them fit.
I found a pair of black platform high heels that would work, but
they were about a size too big. When I stepped into both of the shoes
and tried to walk, I walked three steps and fell facedown onto the
grimy dressing room carpet. Totally ate it. Rachel laughed at me like a
hyena. The ecstasy was kicking in. She helped me to my feet and kept
on laughing as she held my hands a little too long, rubbing them with
her thumbs and fingers. Well, that wasn’t going to work. I sighed and
walked out of the dressing room wearing my black combat boots.
As I stepped out of the dressing room and through the dark,
narrow hallway. It was lined with lockers on one side and a painted
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mural of six strippers standing with their backs facing me on the other
side, bending over slightly to show off their thong-strapped behinds.
The hair on their heads was teased, permed, or Jerry-curled and set
with cans of hairspray. The club was that old. A burgundy curtain
separated the hallway from the floor of the club. I slid out one side of
the curtain and noticed a fish tank to my left. Inside the tank, several
clown fish swam around, and a dead goldfish floated on the top.
The club was dark, even with the red and black lights turned on.
The red lightbulbs in all the overhead lamps cast a rouge tint over any
reflective surface, unless it was white. My cut-off tank top glowed
from the black lights. There still weren’t any customers in the club.
The long, elevated main stage on my right was empty. Little Natalya
was finishing up her set on the smaller stage at the front of the club
near the main entrance. Jack watched her as she jumped straight up
and down, shaking her little butt and looking like jailbait while he sat
in a chair at the bar that separated the customers from the dancers,
bobbing his head with each hop. His eyes were parallel to her knees.
He looked neither bored nor interested. He smiled a half smile as he
bobbed his head to the music. The girl was dancing to electronic rave
music that was about fifteen years too old, but still a hot track in
Russian discos.
DJ Rabbit stood on the raised DJ platform behind the sound
equipment next to the wall, hopping to the beats as Natalya skipped
around the pole totally naked, her pubescent breasts not quite large
enough to bounce. He didn’t have time to change out of the bunny
suit, and ended up wearing it all night long.
“And let’s give it up for our new star dancer, Natalya,” Rabbit
announced into the microphone in a deep voice that wasn’t his. The
voice was dramatic, like an old radio announcer’s. Jack gave Natalya
a polite round of applause and two-thumbs up. Natalya collected her
bikini and put the bottom and top on quickly. The straps of her bikini
top and G-string glowed neon pink under the black lights. She seemed
to skip a little as she hopped down the four stairs at the side of the
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stage and over to a booth by the wall where her friend was sitting.
They giggled and hugged each other.
“You’re up, cutie,” Rabbit said. “You ready?”
“We’ll see. Here goes.”
Jack swiveled his head around and made eye contact. He snapped
his fingers and pointed to the stage.
That little bitch DJ started playing “Buttons” by the Pussycat
Dolls. That’s what he thought was a good idea. I was like, seriously?
Stupid pussy song ... but there I was, combat boots, cut-off wife
beater, black thong, and Jack’s eyes boring into me. I tried to follow
along to the beat of that shitty pop song, moving my little ass around.
I got the idea that I should turn my back to Jack and bend over, so I
leaned on the pole in front of Jack and did that, swinging my hips
around like a robot. Not like someone dancing the robot. I looked like
a robot who couldn’t hear music. Then, I slid my fingertips up and
down the sides of my legs. I turned around, got on my knees in front
of him, took my top off and wrapped it around his neck, pulling him
toward my chest. I felt really stupid so I giggled a little bit and tossed
the shirt behind me. I got back on my feet, stomped around the pole in
my boots, and finally took my thong off. As soon as that happened, a
tour bus full of Japanese businessmen stopped in front of the club,
and their tour guide ushered them into the club, seating them all
around the stage as DJ Rabbit put on my second song: Justin
Timberlake’s “Sexy Back.” Just when I thought he’d played the worst
song ever, that dumb bunny played the Timberlake. Oh, no.
All the businessmen appeared to wear the same black suit with
matching black tie, except for a few senior ones who might have been
wearing gray; it was hard to tell in the dim light. They all leaned in as
I did the catwalk past them, as if they were going to pull magnifying
glasses out of their pockets at any moment. The tour guide was saying
something to all of them in Japanese, and started placing dollar bills
in my boot and on the stage. I walked up to the oldest board member
there (I figured the old one was the richest), stepped one combat boot
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up on the bar that separated the two of us, and pulled him by the tie
toward my exotic American crotch so he could get a good look. He
blinked a couple of times and cocked his head to one side, but there
was no change in his facial expression whatsoever. All of the younger
salary men around him threw dollar bills on the stage, and the old guy
put a twenty in my boot. When I was done with my set, I picked up all
the singles (there were so many!), walked off stage, and ran straight
back into the dressing room, sweaty and shaking. I sat down at my
spot, piled the dollar bills up in front of the mirror, and counted. I’d
made fifty dollars on that one audition.
“I think it’s a good idea to hire you,” I heard a voice say as I sat
there staring at the money. I’d never made more than sixty bucks in
an entire day working at Hot Topic in the Montebello mall the
summer before. I made all that money in five minutes.
“Hey, kid, you hear me?” Jack asked. I looked up at him and
nodded, still in shock about how easy it all was. “But you need to get
a wax job ASAP, and some shoes. As soon as you can afford them.
You’ll make more money when you have those.”
“I’ll look into it.”
“Rachel, this is the last time you smoke pot in the dressing room,”
Jack said, taking the joint out of Rachel’s grip and putting it out in her
beer bottle. It sizzled as the tip hit the last few drops of beer. She’d lit
the joint after Jack left to audition us. “You’re fired.”
“What? What are you doing, Jack?”
“You heard me. You’re fired. Get your stuff. Leave.”
Rachel’s voice became low, almost a growl: “I make more money
than anyone here. You can’t do that.” Things were getting awkward,
so I bounced out of there and decided to talk to the Japanese tour
guide. Pubescent Natalya was already in one of the many private
rooms with the older chairman of the board, presumably rubbing
herself against him like a kitten. I imagined him pulling out a
magnifying glass as she came close to him in all her nubile glory. I
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wanted some of that VIP money. That little girl was making two
hundred dollars, at least.
And these guys were harmless, from what I could see. DJ Rabbit
waved to me from his spot at the DJ booth. I walked over and asked
what he wanted over the loud, thumping club music he was playing
on the giant speakers. He waved me even closer in, behind the sound
equipment.
“Look,” he said, pointing to a set of six video monitors recording
every moment in the VIP rooms. Only one of the rooms was occupied
with Natalya. The girl was hopping up and down on top of the old
man, keeping time to the fast-paced music. None of it was sexy. It just
looked like a little girl having a good time at a sleepover party. Except
naked, and on top of a Japanese businessman. DJ Rabbit was
giggling.
“Whatever. Don’t kill my game, rabbit. I’m going to talk to them
and get a guy back there, too. Watch.”
I walked up to the tour guide and slipped him twenty of my ones.
“Can you ask the richest one here to take me to the VIP room so I
can masturbate for him?”
The tour guide smiled and let out a chuckle, nodding at me. He
walked up to a senior-looking man in a gray suit and said something
to him in Japanese. The gentleman raised an eyebrow and looked me
up and down. He whispered something to the tour guide.
“How much?” he asked.
I froze and forgot what Jack had said the price of an hour VIP
dance was. I said I was new, that I’d find out. I ran to the back of the
club, breezed past the velvet curtain into the dressing room, and ran
into the sound of glass breaking and Rachel screaming. She’d broken
all of the light bulbs lining the top of the dressing room mirrors
except two. Small pieces of white glass covered our bags and the
floor like eggshells.
“You can’t fire me, Jack,” Rachel screamed. A security guard was
holding her back from breaking anything else. All of the other girls’
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lingerie was strewn around the dressing room. It looked like the
Victoria’s Secret militia had set off a thong bomb. There was also
about fifty dollars in pocket change glittering against the drab carpet.
I had no idea where all that change came from. Jack was ordering
Rachel a taxi from his cell phone with his back turned to her.
“Yeah, get here fast. I need you to take someone home. What are
you staring at?”
“I need to know how much an hour is. The old guy out there
wants me for an hour.”
“Where is he? Take me over to him. I’ll talk to him.”
I led Jack over to where the group was sitting at the stage.
“I see you want to spend some time with our new girl, Alice? Let
me show you what a great room we have for you…”
An hour later I’d made four hundred dollars. And the old man
offered me a thousand to go back to his hotel room. I said I wasn’t so
much into that. That I’d think about it. After what happened with the
WASPy cokehead the night before, I just wanted to take my money
and relax at the end of the night.
The rest of the night was pretty slow. An old hillbilly guy came in
and bought one lap dance. He was drunk and tried to take his pants
off in front of me. He got to his boxers and the bouncer kicked him
out. The security guard escorted Rachel into the taxi that arrived by
the back door in the alley. She showed up again two weeks later, and
started working the floor like nothing ever happened. That was when I
realized it’s really hard to get permanently fired from a strip club if
you make money.
I counted my money in the dressing room as the Russian girls lit
their cigarettes and finished up their drinks. They’d both stashed
bottles of vodka and Sambuca in their bags. I’d made four hundred
dollars after tipping out the manager, and I still had to tip DJ Rabbit
10 percent. As I made my way out of the dressing room, I noticed he
was muttering to himself as he stashed his CDs and vinyls in
alphabetical order in large flats.
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“Hey, here’s your cut.”
“Oh, thank you thank you little Alice,” he said. His hand shook as
he accepted the crumpled singles. “Oh, my, I’m running so late again
to my next gig.”
“You’re going somewhere else after this? How many jobs do you
have?”
“Three. The pet shop, this one, and CRAVE.”
“What’s CRAVE?”
“My next gig. It’s an after-hours club. I DJ there and re-supply. I
have no idea how I’m going to get there tonight. I’m too messed up to
drive. I’m seeing two pretty faces on you right now, girlie, and those
faces have bug eyes, and I know you’re not a bug if that guy with the
bear head and the white suit liked you that much in the VIP room.”
“What guy with the bear head?”
“There weren’t a bunch of guys with bear heads and white suits in
here earlier?”
“No. Only Japanese sex tourists.”
“Oh.”
“Oh my god, what are you on?”
“I forgot. I don’t even think it’s what I thought I took.
Something’s off in the chemistry. I can tell. Can you do me a favor,
pretty ladybug Alice?”
“Depends on what it is.”
“Please drive my van to my next gig. I’ll pay you gas money and
get you whatever drugs you want.”
“I don’t want any drugs. Just do me a favor, too: give me back
your tip and let me stay at your place when I take you home. I’d
rather not spend money on a motel.”
“Deal.”
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Chapter 3
“No, no, no. I told you to take the other exit off the 134,” DJ
Rabbit scolded, after I’d made yet another freeway change. We were
riding his van on the Hollywood Freeway, somewhere deep in the
Valley by then. I was so tired that the whole thing felt like an endless
road trip nightmare. I got off at the next exit, and we rode past miles
and miles of 7-Elevens, gas stations, and trailer parks. Eventually, the
neighborhood went up the class ladder in the other direction. We
turned a corner and drove up a hill, winding around tiny suburban
streets until we parked outside of a modest-looking suburban home. It
was a one-story, with an unassuming driveway that led to a three-car
garage. It was 5:30 in the morning, and the sun was almost rising.
Dark curtains shrouded the front entrance, obscuring the front door
from view. The porch light escaped from the top and bottom of the
curtains, and I could see a stool and a man’s leather-clad legs and
black dress shoes leaning against it.
Houses are not always houses. Some houses are places of
business: day care centers, places of legal services, or hair salons.
From the outside, CRAVE looked like any other house in the Valley.
The bright green lawn was the fruition of thousands of gallons of
timed sprinkler water. In the Valley, melted shoe rubber in July is
about as likely to happen as the neighbors next door shooting a porn
movie in their living room: highly. The house, known as CRAVE to
those of us who are in the circle, is beige with a tan trim around the
windows. Nondescript. White roses hedge around the beige walls and
manicured lawn. The windows are shuttered and mechanically
operated. It looks like the middle of the night inside no matter what
time it is outside. The walls are triple-reinforced with bulletproof steel
alloys ordered from the same company that makes banks safe.
DJ Rabbit made a beeline to the front door and around the
curtain. Behind the dark curtain, a man wearing a dark suit sat on a
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stool holding a list. His hair was intentionally tousled, scruffy, and
black. He was about forty, looking up from his cell phone with dark
blue eyes, his smile lifting a close-clipped beard. He looked like a
wolf in man’s clothes, and he waved us in, saying hello to DJ Rabbit
with a deep, scratchy voice.
“What’s with the costume?” the wolf man asked.
“I’ve had a very long day. No time to change.”
“And who’s this?” He flashed another grin at me, eying me with
those hungry eyes like I was a pork chop.
“This is Alice. She’s my ride. She works at the club.”
“Hey,” I said, waving my hand.
The doorman opened the front door. The lights were out in what
looked like a normal living room, except for the pinball machines, the
Pac Man arcade game, and the pool table. There was a long hallway
ahead of us that was poorly lit. The doorman closed the door behind
us, and escorted us to the end of the hall. The hall was a dead end, and
four doors lined the hallways on each side. Each door had a lock with
a security code pin pad. When we reached the end of the hall, the
security guard pulled a trap door open that I hadn’t noticed was on the
floor.
“Get ready for a ride,” DJ Rabbit said. He hopped into the hole
and slid down into the darkness below.
“What’s down there?” I asked the guard. “Is it a slide?”
“Yeah,” he said. “It’s fun. You’ll love it. The whole place is
underground. It was built by a senator during the Cold War. You could
live for a year down there if the bomb hit.”
“What bomb?” I asked.
“Damn, girl, you’re young. Just go check it out. Live a little.”
I raised an eyebrow, sighed, and hopped onto the slide.
The guard closed the trap door above me, and I found myself
sliding down in complete darkness for a few moments before seeing a
golden circle of light coming closer to my feet. Before long, I fell
through the circle, and landed on a waterbed with a smack. I found
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myself staring up and into the eyes of a tall, thin man leaning
overhead. He wore a tuxedo and held a silver serving tray.
“Hello, miss,” he said. “And who might you be?”
“I’m Alice. I came with the bunny.”
“Oh, DJ Rabbit? Love the tunes he plays, yes. He’s spinning right
now. Would you like a party favor to start off your night, miss?”
The butler held the silver tray out to me. It was covered with lines
of cocaine. A silver cup in the center of the platter held short,
multicolored straws. I was so exhausted that a line sounded like a
good idea. I picked up a straw from the bowl and sniffed a line.
Now, when you snort good coke, it’s smoother, less jittery than
the cut stuff when it hits your brain. You feel sharper, more sparkly,
and sexy. It might take your third or fourth try before it hits this way,
but when good coke hits, it’s like a raw dose of prefabricated love:
Cupid’s arrow stabbing you over and over again, with no love object
in sight to share your affection, no matter who may be next to you.
Doing coke is like one big jerkoff.
I noticed a thumping beat. Sound that had been a subtle whisper
began to take on a shape in the air, like wind. The beat of the music
on the other side of the door brushed against my lips like a kiss that
hovers but never touches. An effervescent tingle spread through my
sinuses and face. I looked the butler in the eye and saw he was
buzzing with the same prefab brain glitter that I was, his eyes wide
and pupils a little too big.
“Where’s bunny?”
“Follow the beats through that door,” he said, pointing.
I stood up with his helping hand, and wrapped my fingers around
the crystal doorknob. The door was vibrating with bass from
downbeats and music. I opened the door and the music hit me full in
the face. The scene that lay in the bunker can only be described as a
replica of the living room I saw above, only this room was alive with
partygoers playing pool, people battling each other on vintage arcade
game machines under shifting disco lights, and DJ Rabbit in the
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corner, directing the music behind a turntable and laptop. He held
large earphones against the side of his head, and looked like he was
hearing the music through his floppy bunny ears still sat on top of his
head.
Girls in minidresses and shirtless boys were dancing in front of
the speakers. I walked over to DJ Rabbit and caught his eye. He
waved at me, but was absorbed in playing music. It’s what he did
best.
I tried to talk to him. The crowd of people was getting to me.
People, people everywhere. The smell of smoke, perspiration, and
cocaine felt heavy in my lungs.
“I can’t talk right now, lil’ Alice. Why don’t you go outside?”
“Where? We’re underground.”
He slapped a sliding glass door next to him.
“Check it out,” he said. “I’ll hang out when I take a break.”
I followed his advice and slid the glass door open. “Outside” was
another lounge area with an overhang that held tangles of small blue
lights. There were couches with men on them trying to woo a good
fuck at the end of the night. This was where the club scene went after
the bars closed.
People think LA shuts down at two a.m. They don’t know.
I walked around a brilliant aqua swimming pool filled with
floating candles that scattered orange light all over the surface of the
water. The place had no visible ceiling. Somehow, I only saw a
perfect, starry night above my head. A deck overlooking the city stood
at the other side of the pool. It looked like the skyline would have
looked above, I imagine: the San Fernando Valley, and Hollywood
beyond the wall of hills where all the stars and billionaires live.
When I walked around the pool and inspected the view from the
deck, I saw that the cityscape was a mural inlaid with thousands of
LED lights. There was a short distance between the mural and the
deck that separated the two, so it was hard to tell that the lights were
LEDs, since it was impossible to touch the wall. It all felt like a
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dream where one or two things are off, and that’s how you know
you’re dreaming. For the first time in a long time, even though I was
buried under dozens of feet of dirt out in the middle of the Valley,
even though I was staring at a “view” that resembled something out
of a soundstage, life suddenly felt free and real. I had finally escaped,
and I was on my own in this place full of strangers. Free to be
whatever I wanted and do what I pleased. I knew that everything was
going to be okay because I could get lost and never be found. No ID
needed. No real name. Certainly, no last name was necessary. And
judging by the circulating silver hors d’oeuvres platters serving up
MDMA and cocaine instead of canapés, I was probably safe from
police for the moment. I savored my anonymity.
It wasn’t going to last.
“Amazing, isn’t it?” a man asked.
I hadn’t noticed him sitting in the corner of the deck, dragging
smoke out of a silver hookah. He had long hair and resembled John
Lennon at the height of his “bed in” days with Yoko.
“Why don’t you come over here and have a smoke with me, little
girl?”
Of course, that wasn’t what I wanted to hear someone call me.
Little girl.
“Why the hell should I do that?”
“It’s apple flavored, and I want to know your name. I’ve never
seen you here before.” His voice was a long, mul-ti-syl-labic drawl,
kind of like Thurston Howell III, the millionaire from the old show,
Gilligan’s Island. Maybe he could give me some info about the place.
Maybe he had money. So, I sat down next to him and took a long pull
from the hookah’s hose, and blew smoke rings at him.
“My-my, she knows that trick already. How do you know that
trick at your age?”
“I’m nineteen. I get around. I’m Alice, who are you?”
“John C., but they call me Mr. Hookah around here. Nice to meet
you. You look a little lost.”
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“Aren’t you?”
“I guess most of us who come here are.”
I took another drag off the hookah, and looked up at the fake
stars.
“What is this place?”
“It’s RK’s kingdom. He’s the one who runs the games and
supplies the party favors.”
“The powders and pills on the trays?”
“Yes. They’re samples, little Alice.”
“Drugs aren’t really my thing. Isn’t he worried about getting
caught?”
“Don’t ever ask him directly for anything. Ask the bartender. Or
ask the Cat.”
“Who’s RK? What does that stand for?”
“Red King. He’s the Red King of the Valley. Do you know how to
play poker, little girl?”
“One time we played strip poker at my friend Maria’s birthday
party in junior high. I don’t remember the rules,” I lied. We played
strip poker all the time at Maria’s. In spite of their high hopes for
money, titties, and hand jobs (which we’d use to up the ante), her
older brothers and their buddies would always end up naked and
broke. And I’d end up taking Maria out to the movies.
“All the best for you, dear. No one ever wants to owe RK money.
The only one who wins is RK. I did not say that.”
“And who’s this?” I heard a high-pitched voice ask behind my
left ear. A tanned, long-haired Asian man stood behind me. He wore
all black and a big, toothy smile that made me smile back. I couldn’t
remember the last time I smiled.
“Hello there, Tomcat. Hookah?” asked Mr. Hookah.
“Why, yes. Yes, I’d like to stop working the room for a minute
and relax myself. Ah.”
“This is Alice. She came in with DJ Rabbit from the strip club.”
“How’d you know that?” I asked.
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“Where else would a little rodent like Rabbit meet a pretty, little,
young thing like you other than at RK’s club?”
“With much pleasure, dear,” said the Cat, while taking my hand,
lifting it to his smiling lips and kissing it. These were the oddest, most
polite men I’d come across in my life. Tomcat’s mouth reminded me
of old photos of that guy with the big mouth from Aerosmith. Bob
used to watch those assholes on VH1.
“The manager at Bar Strip said the owner is a guy named Big
Tony. Is that RK’s real name?”
“My dear, dear, lovely girl. Such a soft hand you have. Like my
little sister. Big Tony works for RK, dear. Do you need anything?
Drinks? Party favors? I’ll bring you whatever you want. We have
some very good Molly tonight, you’d love it. Hardly speedy at all,
peppered with just a few flecks of brown heroin for a gentle fleck of
nod. Do you want a pill?”
“Why not?”
There were a dozen reasons why not.
What can I say? The fear of death and hope for brain damage is a
drug in and of itself.
I took the pill, washed it down with some of the Cat’s rum and
coke and went back inside the house. DJ Rabbit was still spinning his
set and the dance floor was filled with about thirty people sweating,
grinding, dancing in their own spaces, and dancing in circles. A few
were sitting on couches in the corner giving each other neck
massages, back massages, and dancing in time to the music as the
disco ball above them scattered bits of laser light and black light all
over the twisting, turning, writhing arms and legs. The bar next to DJ
Rabbit was a converted kitchen, complete with a refrigerator and a
wrap-around bar with a muscular, tanned bartender keeping the drinks
flowing and the baggies passed behind it. The bartender looked like a
poor man’s JFK, if JFK had pumped iron, taken steroids, and
slummed it in a fallout shelter out in the Valley. I felt a shift in my
skin as I sat down at the bar: all the hairs on my arm stood up, and the
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hot, moist air flowing against the back of my neck felt like warm
water.
I could feel all the ridges of my fingerprints as they slid across
my thumbs.
“Brother, pour me another vodka,” a voice next to me ordered
while I was staring at my fingertips. I looked to my right, and was
surprised to see a man who was the mirror image of the bartender in
face and build. Right down to the large horse teeth. I blinked several
times and shook my head back and forth a little. What had I just
swallowed?
“No, you are not that fucked up, beautiful,” the bartender said. He
had a strange accent. He overemphasized all the syllables in the word
“beautiful,” and pronounced the word “fucked” like “fahked.” “We
are brothers. They call us the Tweed brothers, because we always play
the stockbrokers or the lawyers.”
Ivan and Igor started laughing about that for some reason. I didn’t
get the joke at the time. “Sometimes we even play football players
that get to fuck the cheerleaders during halftime.” Again, more
inexplicable laughing as Ivan nudged my arm, trying to get me to join
in.
I smiled and asked, “What industry is that?”
“We’re in porn,” the seated brother answered. “I’m Ivan. This
bastard behind the bar is Igor.”
“Fuck you, Ivan.”
“That’s all he ever says to me. ‘Fuck you, Ivan’. We’re not really
twins. We just play them on TV. I’m the nice one.”
“No one likes the nice guy,” said Igor. “I get more from life
because I’m the asshole. You have to be a little bit of an asshole.”
“Are you in the Industry?” Ivan asked.
“No. How do you know RK?”
“We did a shoot here in the bunker. It’s popular for shooting
because it’s easy to light. No sun. It’s like a soundstage here. How
‘bout you?”
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“I just got hired at Bar Strip.”
“Then you are in the Industry.”
“No I’m not. I’d never do porn. I hate cameras, and dick, too.”
“I hate to break it to you, doll, but, if you work for the Bar Strip,
you are in the Industry.”
“Whatever. It’s a recession, right?”
“Don’t make excuses or apologies for what you do to survive,”
Igor said as he mixed a drink in a silver martini shaker. “It is what it
is.”
“And if you’re from where we come from, it’s not bad at all,”
Ivan said.
“And where’s that?”
“Poland.”
“Oh,” I said.
“Do you know anything about Poland?”
“No.”
“You think the Recession’s bad here? You have no idea.”
My jaw clenched as he spoke. Ivan Tweed’s face was coming
close to mine, and then pulling back. He kept coming close, pulling
back, like a camera lens zooming in for a close-up, then pulling away,
over and over again. I realized it wasn’t his face that was rocking
back and forth, but I was uncontrollably rocking myself as I sat on the
barstool. The surface of the bar felt like it had a give to it as I ran my
fingers along it, like cold molasses that didn’t stick.
“You’re rolling, aren’t you?” Ivan asked.
“Yeah, I think so. Never done it before. How’d you know?”
“You’re sweating and touching everything,” Igor said.
“Do you want to sit down somewhere and drink some water?”
Ivan asked.
“Sure, where you want to go?”
“I’ll show you. Come on,” Ivan said, picking up a glass of water
Igor had poured for me. We walked through a doorway behind us and
past the game room. A guy wearing white Goth makeup, black
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lipstick and a dark T-shirt and pants leaned over the pool table to line
up the eight ball in the corner pocket. Even his arms were covered in
white makeup. He glanced up at me for a minute and tossed his top
hat on a nearby couch before setting his sights back on his shot. Ivan
was leading me through another doorway, down a long, dark hallway
lit by purple black lights. The walls were glowing with paintings of
white skeletons against the dark paint on the walls.
We got to the back of the hallway and entered a back bedroom.
People were talking, smoking, and rubbing each other’s shoulders. I
collapsed onto an oversized ottoman next to a dark leather couch.
Ivan knelt down next to me and handed me the glass of water.
“You should drink this. It’s easy to get dehydrated down here
with all the smoke and body heat.”
“Thanks. This beanbag feels so good.” I was groping the little
foam granules, rolling their textures under the beanbag leather
through my fingers like dozens of tiny pearls. When Ivan moved to
take the empty water glass out of my hand, I intercepted his hand and
started moving my fingers over the rough crevasses of his large palm,
his fingers, and a thumb. The sensation of his fingerprint ridges sent
chills up my arm, bright and electric. The goose bumps returned. I got
cold and started shivering. Ivan lay down next to me, and I was
running my hands through the wavy texture of his light brown hair.
He wasn’t trying to make a move. He didn’t even move in to kiss me,
which I thought was odd, considering the attention. I really wanted to
kiss him, in the moment. He looked into my eyes, and smiled the
smile of a Buckingham Palace guard if a Buckingham guard were
thinking about something tender that happened the night before,
indulging in a treasonous daydream. You would only catch it if you
were right next to his lips and saw the slight upturn at one corner. He
didn’t seem like he smiled much, if ever.
“Hold me,” I said. “I’m freezing.” My shirt stuck to my back with
perspiration. He patted me softly on the back, caressing me like a
lapdog.
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“Why aren’t you being a touchy-grabby asshole?”
“I worked today. I don’t want anything but alcohol and this.”
“Is that what it’s like when you’re a porn star?”
“I wouldn’t call myself the star. Yes. That’s what it’s like: fluffed
up and drained dry.”
“I’ve never even had sex that I’ve liked.”
“Really? I’m not gonna lie. I like sex. Love it. But you can’t eat
birthday cake all day every day without wanting a break, you know?
Why don’t you like sex?”
I didn’t say a word. I pretended like I didn’t hear the question. We
sat in the rolling beats of the music for a while, and forgot about the
conversation.
“Do you know what I’m most afraid of?” I asked, since the Molly
cuts everyone’s bullshit talking to the quick and made me start
thinking about something serious.
“I just met you, so no, I have no idea.”
“I’m afraid that I’ll never connect with another human being for
as long as I live. I feel broken, like something’s wrong with me. I
think I’m broken. Like, in my head and in my heart, it’s kind of like
there’s nothing there, but rocks and bullet holes and shell casings. My
god, your skin feels so good. I’ve never had this much fun with a
guy.”
“Everyone thinks that they’re broken, that they’ll never love. And
then, they fall in love, and then even when you’re in love, you don’t
trust a soul.”
“I don’t want to hear it. My life’s just starting.”
“Then it’s better you know the truth.”
“Kiss me. We’re all fucked and that’s all there’s left to do.”
And he did kiss me. Of course it felt great. It would have felt that
way even if Ivan Tweed was a frog instead of a Euro-trashy porn star.
We were so folded into each other that I hadn’t noticed the music had
shifted to a random mix of top 40, kind of boring and predictable
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compared to the custom mixes Rabbit had been playing a few hours
earlier.
I think we’d fallen asleep on the beanbag. When I woke up, I was
surprised to find a little man cradled in my arms. He had the face of
Ivan Tweed, but somehow he’d shrunk about three feet to the
approximately three-foot-tall dwarf in my arms. The little man was
spooning with me, curled up in the hollow between my chest and
knees. He turned over and nuzzled into my chest. My skin felt normal
again. Everything was solid and hard-edged as ever. The roll was
over.
“Ivan,” I whispered, wondering if Ivan had left while I was sleeping,
and this mini-Ivan had taken his place.
“Yes?” he answered. Yes, it was Ivan. The drugs had apparently
worn off, and the Ivan I saw before was a hallucination brought on by
“cranky” pills and cut cocaine.
“Hey, lovebirds. Wake up,” a high-pitched voice said. I looked up
and saw a mini version of Igor the bartender kick Ivan in the back.
Ivan woke up with a start and smacked Igor in the back of his knees,
causing Igor to collapse onto both of us. Ivan rolled Igor onto the
ground and the Tweeds started wrestling on the dingy, brown shag
carpet in front of me, until Igor won the fight by trapping Ivan in a
headlock.
“Uncle, fuckin’ uncle!” Ivan squealed through a compressed
windpipe. Igor laughed and kissed Ivan on top of the head before
releasing him gasping on the carpet.
Igor crawled over to me and said, “I’m afraid the bunny’s passed
out behind the DJ station in the main dance hall. It’s a good thing RK
is still hosting in the poker room, too. RK does not like it when DJs
pass out before noon. It’s eleven right now. The bunny is so lucky.
Can you take him home?”
“Yeah, think so.”
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“Good. We have to get him out of here before RK sees him. RK’s
been hitting the party favors a little too hard tonight. He’s not very
pleasant to deal with right now.”
I followed Igor into the dance hall, where DJ Rabbit was lying
across a sprawling couch that wrapped around two walls facing the
DJ station. One of his bunny ears had bent over his face. Igor hopped
onto the couch next to him and started patting him on the cheek, then
slapping him when the patting didn’t work.
“Come on, man! Wake up. Wake up and go home.” Igor paused
for a bit and took DJ Rabbit’s pulse. “He’s fine,” he said, after timing
the pulse with his cellphone for a minute.
“Skrillex-downset, next, I promise,” DJ Rabbit mumbled, then
started babbling something about a “bunny sale, $5.99 with purchase
of cage and bedding.”
“He’s going to be fine,” Igor said, propping him up by crouching
behind his back, and leaning in with all his weight in order to get him
to sit upright.
He slouched under one of DJ Rabbit’s arms and attempted to
stand up on the couch again. “Give me some help, huh?”
Igor waved his free hand in the air, beckoning help with propping
the bunny up on the other side.
Why was it my lot to prop up passed-out losers?
We were able to lift him to his feet, but I had to shoulder him the
rest of the way because of Igor’s height (or lack of it). Igor pulled us
all over to the other wall, where he opened up a secret door by
pushing a button underneath the nearby end table. Part of the wall slid
inside the wall space, and now a doorway stood in its place. He
touched another button and a light revealed that the cavernous space
ahead of us was an elevator.
“Press the ‘G’ button,” Igor ordered. The button was a little out of
his way, a bit of a stretch to reach. The “G” button was the highest
button on the console, set above another button that said “BS” and
one beneath it labeled “666.”
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“What do those buttons mean?” I asked.
“BS is for ‘bomb shelter’ and ‘666’ is the level below, reserved
for poker games and tweakers. Sometimes girls go down there and
turn tricks if RK gets a cut.”
We stood there in awkward silence as the elevator rose. It took
forever to get to “G.” When the door opened, motion sensors
automatically turned on overhead fluorescent lights that showed off
the Lexus and silver Buick nestled in the garage.
“This is the service/disabled high roller elevator. I’ve seen Larry
Flynt use it a few times.”
“No way.”
“Yeah. And Ron Jeremy. I got his autograph. He was so drunk he
wanted to sign it with his dick.”
“Is it as big as in the movies?”
“Mine’s bigger.”
“I’m sure.”
“Yeah. I’ll show it to you sometime if you want.”
“Maybe we’ll have a rain check on that. Indefinitely.
“We’ll see about that, huh?”
“Whatever. I’m not a fan.”
“Maybe you haven’t had the right one in you yet.”
“Maybe you should mind your own fucking business, shorty.”
“Oooh, feisty. No free drinks for you, little bitch. Let’s get Rabbit
home. I’ll tell you how to get there.”
DJ Rabbit didn’t live far from CRAVE. We turned down a few
side streets and onto a long stretch of highway back from where we
came. I turned into the driveway of a two-story McMansion, the kind
that sold for quadruple a number of dollars considered obscene during
the housing bubble. A couple years after that bubble burst, the street
looked like the banks took all the houses on the block back, if realty
signs on front lawns were any indication. Rabbit’s house, on the other
hand, was landscaped and showed signs of life inside. A light from a
TV flickered behind the dusty, brown lace curtains shrouding the
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picture window in front. I helped DJ Rabbit up to the doorstep, and
asked him which key on his keychain he used to open the door. A
gurgling series of word drivels came out of his mouth; none of it
made much sense. I fumbled through the keys one by one, hoping one
of them would finally let us in and I could collapse on a couch
somewhere inside.
I didn’t have to find the key. The brass doorknob turned and the
door opened a crack.
“Who are you?” a voice inside whispered.
“I’m this silly rabbit’s ride home,” I said.
That crack didn’t budge, but the voice whispered to come in. I
didn’t see anyone around when we opened the door. The TV in the
living room wasn’t turned to a specific channel. The screen displayed
static and the familiar hiss that went with it. Piles of stuffed animals
littered the hallway and peeked through the iron bars holding up the
banister of the staircase in front of us. They all seemed to greet us
with their unblinking, shiny, plastic eyes. I patted DJ Rabbit on the
cheek.
“Hey, bunny. Wake up,” I said.
“What? Why do you keep bothering me?”
“Where’s your room?”
“Up there,” he said, pointing to the top of the staircase.
We trudged up the stairs, step by step. DJ Rabbit’s feet dragged
over the carpet, and a little, stuffed yellow chick made a squeaking
sound when he stepped on it. When we finally got into the Rabbit’s
bedroom, I sat him down at the foot of the bed (also littered with old,
tattered stuffed animals), and unzipped the back of his bunny suit.
The suit had a zipper that started at the base of the neck and opened
down the center of the back. The head piece of the suit slipped over
his face, and he woke up from his stupor angry and claustrophobic. I
got the head off and pulled the suit down his shoulders as soon as I
could. Then he leaned over and passed out again on his bed,
squashing a few small teddy bears and stuffed rabbits beneath him. I
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pulled the rest of the suit down his legs and saw he was wearing a
white tank top that was stained with twenty-four hours of perspiration
and black boxer shorts with orange carrots printed on them. I know, I
would think that was silly but that’s how it happened. I guess that
dumb bunny really had a thing for rabbits. Many of his stuffed
animals were rabbits, although there were a lot of horses and teddy
bears in the piles of toys, too. As I tucked him in bed, I heard him
mumble, “Don’t play with my toys,” as he nodded in and out of
oblivion.
I looked around the bedroom and saw what he meant. The wall
facing his room was outfitted with the largest flat screen TV I had
ever seen. It covered the entire length of the wall and stood about five
feet tall. All of the newest gaming systems stood lined up below the
screen on top of bookshelves full of games. DJ Rabbit nuzzled one of
his larger teddy bears on the bed.
I left him to sleep it off and walked down the stairs into the living
room. The TV still hissed and displayed the salt and pepper static
screen. I turned it off. My legs felt heavy, like my body was a hollow
shell full of sand. I fell asleep moments after lying down on the couch
in front of the gray stare of the old-style TV. Birds chirped outside,
punctuating my shallow dreams full of chubby Russian girls,
dwarves, and long stretches of a lonely road lined with snow.
I woke up feeling something cool and angular next to me. I
smelled a metallic, salty odor mixed with bubble gum. I opened my
eyes and looked into the face of a young girl. She was a little older
than I was, perhaps, but not by much. I flinched at the sight of her
enlarged pupils staring me down. “Please don’t be scared,” she
whispered. “I’m so cold. I haven’t seen DJ Rabbit in days. He never
touches me anymore. Never. I’m so lonely. Did you bring him home
from CRAVE?”
“Yeah. Do you live here?”
“Yes. I’m Mellie, by the way. Did he find you at Bar Strip?”
“Yeah, I just started there yesterday.”
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“I’m so cold. Will you hold me?”
“Yeah. I’m cold too.”
She buried her face in the crook of my neck. Mellie looked a lot
like me. Me, if I was a crackhead. Her hair was bleached white,
stringy, and unkempt. She wore a thin camisole that barely covered
her sunken ribs and crept up her wiry legs as she lay there, settling in.
I think her eyes were blue. I could hardly see what color they were;
her pupils were so dilated, like two black holes staring at your face. I
held her to my chest, rubbing the cool skin draped over intermittent
ridges of skeleton. She wrapped her twiggy arms around my waist
and slipped a leg over my top hip. She was high on something. From
the metallic, chemical scent of her, I guessed it was meth. This guy I
went to high school with, Derek, smelled that way every day in bio
class when he sat next to me, until he stopped coming to class and the
rumor trickled down that he was whoring himself out on Santa
Monica Boulevard for drugs. It was common knowledge that he was
into meth. This girl who wrapped her limbs around me, serpentine
and desirous, smelled just like Derek did right before I never saw him
again.
She also smelled like girl and like cheap bubble gum body spray,
and these were smells I liked. I’m not into hitting on girls. I’m not
into hitting on anyone, nor am I a big fan of people. So, this was just
the kind of encouragement I needed to start reaching and grabbing
and wanting. And having.
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Chapter 4
“Hey girls, wake up. It’s five o’clock. I have to be at work in an
hour,” we heard DJ Rabbit say as we nuzzled on the couch. After I’d
satisfied her, we’d slept for five hours and change. “Are you gonna
behave, baby bunny?” Rabbit asked Mellie. “You know what they
said about you coming back. No more sneaking meth pipes in your
bag, okay?”
“Only in the house before work.”
“That’s not such a bad thing, is it? You can hang for ten hours on
Adderall, right?”
“Yeah, no problem, baby,” Mellie said.
“That’s my good girl.” Rabbit hovered over us and kissed Mellie
on the forehead.
“You’d think I was your sister, the way you treat me, babe.”
“Shh. No bringing up the laundry in front of our new friend,
here.”
“Too late.”
“Well, that’s just where I’m at right now. I don’t know which
batch of pills it was that did it, but it’s done, and no more Viagra for
me. Anymore and you know I’d have a heart attack. Come on babe,
you still love me, right, baby bunny wunny?”
“Yes, babe.”
“Okay, that’s better. Let’s get cleaned up and make some money,
girls.”
Mellie showed me to the bathroom. The sink was covered in a
grimy film, and there were strands of long, white hair and short,
bleached clippings in the corners. The whole place was filled with a
hint of metallic, synthetic, chemical stench, and the walls were
covered in yellowed wallpaper decorated with Victorian cherubs that
peeled and curled at the edges. Mellie jumped into the warm, hesitant
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stream coming from the mineral-encrusted showerhead and washed
herself.
“You coming in, sexy lips?” she asked as I stared at her perfect
breasts perched above the ghoulish, spectral rib bones wrapping her
waist like giant, spidery fingers. A body wasted away by a meth
appetite can’t use silicon as fuel.
I jumped in after her, touching her, washing her, kissing her
rotting mouth. She washed me with her delicate fingers. We toweled
each other off when we got out. She went into her room and pulled on
some sweatpants and a tank top, and grabbed her black sequined bag
from a pile of clothes and shoes in the corner.
“Hey, you got any old bikinis you don’t want?” I asked. “I just
started. I don’t have anything to wear but what I wore last night, and
that stuff’s dirty.”
“Check this out,” she said. She opened up the bottom drawer of
her dresser. It was filled with worn, faded, stretched out, or desequined bikini tops and bottoms. “You can look through it while I
get ready.”
Mellie’s idea of getting ready was pulling a two-foot-tall bong out
of the closet, taking big hits of meth smoke from it, painting on layer
after layer of liquid eyeliner around her eyelids, and then continuing
to smoke bong hits of meth while waiting for each layer of the liquid
liner to dry. The chemical clouds escaped from her mouth and floated
above her head, nauseating and heavy.
She painted the tops of my eyelids with eyeliner, too, and asked if
I wanted to smoke some. I lied and said it made me feel too paranoid.
I’ve actually never tried it. I grabbed a couple handfuls of bikinis
from the open drawer without looking at them, and walked out of the
room into the entryway. I picked up my backpack and shoved the
bikinis in the bag without a second thought, then waited for DJ Rabbit
and his “baby bunny” to tell me they were ready to go. The dozen
stuffed teddy bears, yellow chicks, rabbits, and others stared down at
me from the banister of the staircase, grinning with stitched mouths.
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When we did get on the road, baby bunny was hopped up on meth
and sitting in the front seat. DJ Rabbit drove maniacally through rushhour traffic in order to get us to the club on time.
“Hey, Rabbit, what’s the plan tonight?” Mellie asked the dumb
bunny. She was picking at a scab on her arm that was only getting
bigger from chronic scratching. DJ Rabbit picked her hand up and
held it away from her arm and safe on his lap. “After Bar Strip, we’re
gonna go to CRAVE and hustle,” he said. “The twenty-four-hour
party people are still there to hit up. And new ones are coming in for
after-hours tonight. You pick the pockets and jackets. I’ll ask ‘em if
they want to score. Pay attention and only hit them up after I talk to
them. Not the other way around like last time. Remember? What do
they need if they want to score?”
“They need their wallets to score.”
“That’s right. Makes sense, right, baby?”
“Do you have to bring that up all the time? So I messed up last
time, so what? Like you never make a mistake?”
“I make a bunch of them every day. I just make sure no one finds
out.”
“Well, excuse me, Mr. never fucks up except when he has to be a
drug dealer because he lost the rights to his trust fund.”
“Aww, why’d you have to bring that up, baby?”
“You started it, bringing up last time. You had to fucking bring up
the last time.” She pulled her hand from Rabbit’s lap, sighed, and
folded her arms across her chest, sinking into her seat like a discarded
marionette.
We sat there in silence as we drove. What else was there to do,
but let the things that were said settle? I learned fast that you don’t
take what’s going on outside the club in with you. You leave your
outside bullshit at the door, or your night’s going to be bullshit. I
looked out the window as we took the Highland exit off the 101. We
sat in Hollywood Bowl traffic. Sting was playing. The sidewalks were
packed with concertgoers making the trek up Highland, away from
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their SUVs, away from their twenty-dollar-all-night parking spots in
the parking lots surrounding the Bowl. We drove past the Hollywood
Highland mall with its huge, sculptured walls covered in intricate
carvings of elephants and gryphons, mimicking the splendor of
ancient Babylon. The newness of the sand-colored cement hinted that
it would crumble or get tagged at any moment, or at least make a
cheap, cheesy snapshot no matter what happened. The streets were
packed, cameras were clicking, and different faces from all over the
country and globe were standing side-by-side, looking up, exclaiming
“ooh” and “ahh” as we drove by, past the intersection and destination
of ground-zero Tinseltown.
We headed south, made a right on Beverly, past the Grove, more
crowded streets, past several bus stops with those people I’d sat next
to only yesterday, those bus people I’d feared would recognize me as
the teenage fire starter from the news, and have me arrested. I could
only guess what Bob was up to, what his next move was. I think he
might have crashed with his trailer park whore of a girlfriend. I’d seen
her come pick him up sometimes on weekends. Her and her bubble
gum pink lipstick and leathery, tanning salon skin and her sagging,
brown, cellulite-dimpled thighs shoved into Daisy Dukes a size too
tight. She’d leave little brown bags with receipts from some lame
Whittier liquor store on the kitchen table for me to throw away. I
hoped he ended up living there in her pathetic mobile home near the
stupid brown bag liquor store, with not a thing left but his truck and
his little sleeping bag in the back seat.
I was thankful to be in an insulated SUV that day. I’d never
minded riding the school bus or the buses in Montebello. They were
cleaner and more familiar. LA buses were a whole, filthy other story.
We stopped at an In-N-Out before we arrived at the club. DJ
Rabbit ordered two chocolate milkshakes and asked me if I wanted
anything. I remembered there was a vending machine in the club, so I
said no. I asked them if that was their usual breakfast.
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“You know what they feed rats who are genetically engineered to
hate eating? What the only thing is that they’ll eat?” DJ Rabbit asked.
“What?”
“Chocolate milk.”
We pulled into the back alley behind the club and parked the car
just in time. When DJ Rabbit showed up with the two of us trailing
behind, Jack waved hello from the front of the club. Mellie and I
made a beeline into the dressing room and got dressed. She put on a
skimpy, hot pink, triangle bikini top that covered a strip of skin over
the center of her round, orange breasts that looked like two
grapefruits on a stick. A pink tutu hid the bony hips and gave her
some shape at the bottom. She clipped long, blonde extensions into
her hair that gave her a bombshell mane and camouflaged her stringy
bleached hair. Smears of thick, greasy base makeup covered her
picked-at complexion. After the application of some big, pouty lips
and more black eye makeup over her raccoon eyes, she was ready for
the game.
I, on the other hand, struggled with a faded blue bikini hand-medown, and had to knot the top and bottom in several places to get it to
fit. I laced up my combat boots and stood up to look at myself in the
mirror. Good enough. DJ Rabbit had started playing some thumping
club music and I almost felt legit by osmosis, standing next to miss
tweaker tutu, Mellie. The floor of the club was pretty dead. One guy
had walked in and was served his two obligatory drinks.
“Just a tip if that’s all ya want, honey,” Bridgette, the cocktail
waitress, said. I forgot to tell you about Bridgette. Her voice was
gravelly from years of nicotine-figure maintenance, and she looked
about forty, but she had a fantastic, Broadway actress/dancer/singer
triple-threat at-any-moment-camera-ready body with a set of
grapefruits of her own spilling out of a black lace bustier.
I forgot to tell you about Bridgette because I barely noticed her
the first time I was in that place, but tonight, she was pretty
distracting, since there was only one guy there and she’d been
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bullshitting with him, joking, and asking about what he was in town
for.
“I convince people to spend ungodly amounts of money on shit
they don’t need. I’m in advertising, out here to supervise a shoot for a
big account,” the guy said to her.
“Well, well, you out from the city? I’m from New York, too,”
Bridgette said, her eyes bright, her smile big, toothy, and verging on
menacing.
“Yeah, I hate it out here. No place to find a cab, and nothing to do
around my hotel except come here.” I found out later he was staying
at the Sofie, a hotel two blocks away. He was wearing a dress shirt
and a loosened black tie, steam-pleated gray slacks, and shiny black
shoes. All designer from head to toe. Not that I knew much about
designer clothes, just that they fit people better and didn’t feel like
acrylic or polyester. “And what’s with the soft drink policy? What the
hell kind of strip club doesn’t serve alcohol?” he asked. “Good thing I
hit the minibar before I got here.”
“Where are your shoes?” I heard a voice say behind me. It was
Jack. I turned around and explained I hadn’t had the time or made the
money to buy shoes.
“You can’t keep on working here as combat boot girl. The
nineties were twenty years ago. Did you look in the discarded shoe
pile?”
“Yes. None of them fit me. I can’t walk in any of them.”
“No one can walk in them at first. That’s not an excuse. The guys
think it’s cute when you’re new. Let’s go back there and find
something for you.”
“Good luck, I tried yesterday.”
Jack took my hand and led me back to the dressing room. After
rummaging through the discard pile, he pulled up the same black
spikes I’d tried on the day before.
“They’re a size too big,” I said.
“Wear your socks.”
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“That’ll look stupid.”
“You’ll look new. Customers like new girls. Put them on or I send
you home.”
“Fine. Look,” I said, unlacing my boots and throwing them at my
chair next to my bag.” I put the shoes on with my stupid-looking
socks and showed the back of the shoes. The toes fit but my foot
ended about an inch before the shoe did.
“Walk,” he ordered. “Go walk out there and talk to the guy.”
I sighed for a moment, wishing his head would explode all over
the dressing room mirrors. Then, I turned on my heels and trudged out
of the dressing room, fuming, teetering, and dragging the heels of the
shoes across the carpet so my feet wouldn’t walk out of them. The
customer said something to Bridgette that made her laugh again.
“Well, well, look at you, miss new girl,” Bridgette said. “You’ve
got some fancy shoes there.” Bridgette winked and walked back to
the bar. She sat down in a well-lit corner at a small, round cocktail
table, and cracked open a dog-eared copy of The Secret.
“Those are some pretty sexy shoes,” the ad man said. “They’re a
little big on you, though. Want to join me?” He patted the space next
to him in the booth. I felt someone shove me from behind, and I lost
my balance, falling into the customer’s arms as he reached out to
catch me. I looked over my shoulder and saw Jack walking toward DJ
Rabbit and Mellie in the DJ booth.
“That was rude. Is he your boss?” the customer asked, nodding at
Jack.
“He’s such an asshole. I hate him. He’s making me wear these
stupid shoes. I haven’t made enough here to buy some that actually fit
yet.”
“How long have you been working here?” he asked.
“This is my second day.”
“Cute little feet like yours should have lots of pretty shoes to
wear.”
“Is that right?”
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Then DJ Rabbit played “Push Me,” an old trance standard, and
Melinda slinked onto the stage.
Push me,
She grasped the center pole and pulled her leg behind her head so her
shoe almost touched her extensions, then bent over a bit. The tutu
quivered a little.
and then just touch me…
She spun around and shook her hips back and forth as she framed the
taut, tan grapefruits on her chest with her hands. Then Mellie reached
behind her head and wrapped her fingers around the pole.
Till I can get my
Sa-tisfac-tion,
She grasped the pole behind her head and lifted her entire torso
straight up, legs bending at the hips in a “V,” suspended in midair,
bending her legs back around the pole so she looked like she was
kneeling and sitting on the ceiling,
Satisfaction,
and her head faced a direction that made no sense to physics or the
forces of gravity. She was unearthly, weightless, in unholy alliance
with forces beyond my comprehension.
“Let’s go for a dance.”
Sa-tisfac-tion,
“An hour’s six hundred.”
“Let’s do an hour.”
Sa-tisfac-tion,
“Okay,” I said, nonchalant. I was doing cartwheels and jumping
up and down in my head.
Sa-tisfac-tion.
Jack cashed us in and told us to “have fun.”
The guy ended up spending the whole time massaging my feet.
Then, things got kind of weird.
“Can you hit me?”
“What do you mean?”
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“Like, hit me. And choke me with your feet a little.”
I smacked him in the face with my bare foot.
“Harder.”
“Really?”
“Yeah. And say my little white dick could never satisfy you.”
And then I caught on.
“You’re pathetic,” I said in a soft, deep growl, slapping him on
one cheek, then on the other. “And your little white dick could never
satisfy me.”
“Tell me you like big Spanish dick.”
“I like big Spanish dick. Two at a time.”
“Oh yeah. Now kick my balls.”
That was some sick shit he had me do. It felt good to hit him. I
straddled him and slapped him in the face with my open hand, and
grabbed him by the chin.
“You are a little worm of a man with a tiny piece of nothing
between your legs. I wouldn’t fuck you if you paid me.”
“Oh, yes, yes, that’s it, baby.”
“Don’t you call me baby.”
“Yes, Mistress.”
“That’s better. I wouldn’t have sex with you if my life depended
on it. You are that pathetic.”
The whole thing climaxed with the guy sucking on my toes one
by one. It was gross. After the last song was over, he told me he
wanted to take me out shoe shopping the next day. I told him I didn’t
have a cell phone. I said I’d take his number and call him. I walked
back into the dressing room and doused my feet with hand sanitizer,
waited for it to evaporate, and repeated.
“Did you get a tip for that VIP?” Jack asked me when we all
tipped him out at the end of the night.
“No, I’m supposed to get tipped on top of them paying for the
VIP?”
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“Always, always, always ask for a tip. Those pieces of shit owe
you.”
“I’ll remember next time.”
We rode in the car over to CRAVE after the club closed. DJ
Rabbit was more lucid than he had been the night before. Mellie had a
chance to smoke from a pipe and stash she’d hidden in a Hello Kitty
lunch box under the seat before we exited the parking lot, so she was
feeling fine and happy by the time we rolled out of the driveway. I sat
in the back seat, feeling the Benjamins and the twenties between my
fingers, counting the money again and again. The paper of the
hundreds was crisp and new. I’d never seen crisp money before.
When we got down underground to CRAVE, a new DJ was
working the station, and Rabbit had the chance to relax for the night.
Rather, socialize and sell drugs. Once one of the bouncers saw that
Mellie had arrived, he went into another secret closet and pulled out a
long, red pole that he screwed into the center of the dance floor.
Mellie was ready to go. She hadn’t changed out of her pink bikini
and tutu. The music played a deep, guttural bass line and drumbeat as
she leaped onto the pole like a cat, almost reaching the ceiling. She
wound her body around the pole and pulled her leg behind her head,
touching the spike of her shoe to her tousled mane of fake hair. She
turned over, and her body levitated away from her hands, away from
the pole, suspended. She hovered, completely straight from head to
toe, parallel to and away from the pole. Clubgoers gathered around
the couches to watch, mesmerized by her play with gravity, her
rejection of it. She inverted so that her head was facing the ground
and her feet looked as though they walked on the ceiling. I found out
later they called her names like “sky walker” and “the spider.” The
crowd cheered and blanketed the floor with dollar bills, until she was
dancing, spinning, levitating, and returning to the ground with soft,
weightless landings over a green paper carpet. Maybe “Skywalker”
Mellie hadn’t walked with us on earth for years. I can’t remember a
single instance of her being sober. Not a single hour.
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While Mellie performed, no one was keeping an eye on the
elevator in the corner. I had to see what was below. When I knew
everyone in the room was again spellbound by one of Mellie’s feats
of aerial magic, I pushed the button on the side of the couch, slipped
into the elevator, and slid the door shut as soon as I could. For some
reason, I knew I wasn’t supposed to be down there on level 666, but I
never ask permission or forgiveness.
When the door slid open on the 666 level, the moaning was hard
to miss; it was the unmistakable sound of girls getting fucked,
echoing down a long, narrow hallway. The walls were a bright violet
that glowed under the bare black lights. About a dozen doorways
were open, yet the view of the moaning occupants within those rooms
I walked by was obscured by several layers of sheer, red curtains.
Although the moaning of the women inside sounded like they were
enjoying themselves, the volume and extravagance of the sounds
made no sense. They sounded a lot like porn, which led me to believe
all the women in the rooms were faking it, while the understated
grunting or silence of the men indicated the tricks weren’t faking.
And then what Igor said about the girls and RK getting a “cut” made
sense.
“Did RK give you the ok to work?” a security guard sitting on a
stool outside one of the rooms asked me. He looked down at his
clipboard, ready to search for a name.
“No.”
“Then you can’t work down here.”
“I’m not here to work.”
“Then what are you doing down here? You get lost looking for
the ladies’ room? I’ll show you where it is—”
“I’m here to play.”
“What, poker?”
“Uh-huh.”
“You sure you got money to throw away? You save up your lunch
money, did ya?”
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I showed him the $750 I’d made over the past two days. “What,
my money’s not good enough?”
He took a pen out of his pocket and marked the bills. The pen
didn’t leave any marks. “Okay, it’s yours to toss around, rich girl.” He
took out a walkie-talkie and called a replacement.
Within a few minutes, the elevator door opened and Igor Tweed
walked out into the hall.
“Oh, little girl is back, is she?”
“Yeah, I had a good night. I want to play some poker.”
“Be careful. Try not to blow your whole wad.”
“Don’t worry, I won’t.”
The security guard swiped a key card through a door at the end of
the hallway, and we walked into a room that was straight out of a
spaghetti Western. The man I saw the night before at the pool table,
wearing white pancake makeup, raccoon eye-shadow, and black
clothing, sat at the poker table closest to me, his top hat turning in
toward the center of the table as he leaned over and studied the cards.
The layout was a Texas Hold ‘Em game.
There were two other men at the table. One of them was next to
the guy in the black top hat, bald, wearing khaki pants and a powder
blue polo shirt. Next to him was the butler I saw from the other night.
A girl dressed in a saloon girl costume with a tiny corset and spindly
legs rubbed the butler’s shoulders and neck. Another saloon girl stood
at a bar in the corner of the room mixing drinks and placing them on a
tray. A nude woman was hanging from the ceiling, wrapped in long
swathes of red silks that she twisted and turned in. She looked like a
reject from Cirque du Soleil. An automatic, upright piano played
honky-tonk music in the other corner.
“And who’s this?” a man at the end of the table said. “What are
you doing in my house?”
Before I had a chance to say anything, there was a lull in the
background music, which made the snorting sounds the goth guy in
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the top hat made as he sucked lines of cocaine up his nostrils obvious,
and painful.
“Will you stop doing lines all over my poker table, Doug? You
make white marks all over it!”
“Sorry, RK, it helps me think and strategize,” Doug said.
“Get him a plate, or even your makeup mirror, for god’s sake,
Lisa. What did I tell you about keeping the table clean?”
Lisa, the blond saloon girl behind the bar, grabbed a saucer from
a silver tea set on one of the top shelves behind the bar, rushed over to
Doug, and swept the white powder from the table to the saucer with a
cocktail napkin.
“Thanks, sweetheart,” Doug said, tipping the girl a few dollars.
He spoke with a British accent.
“Now, I repeat, what are you doing down here instead of dancing
your pretty little ass off at the party upstairs, girl?” RK asked.
Again, with the “girl” stuff. I guess compared to those geezers I
looked pretty young. I was pretty young.
“I want to buy in,” I said. “I want to play.”
“The buy in’s a hundred minimum. You got that?”
I spread my four hundred dollars on the table.
“Rita, get her some chips so she can throw them away and go
back to the party upstairs.”
I sat down next to the man in the black hat and we shook hands.
“Hi,” I said.
“Hello there,” Top Hat Doug replied.
“So you’re the famous RK, huh?” I asked from across the table.
“Maybe,” he said. The pretty blonde dealer finished dealing a pair
of cards to each player. “Pick up your cards.”
As I picked up my hand, I noticed the nude woman in the corner
writhing in the red and orange silks that cradled her, turning and
winding the fabric around her limber, nubile body. She wasn’t moving
to the honky-tonk melody of the player piano. Her movements were
disjointed, almost epileptic. I slid my two cards face-down on the
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table, leaned down, and tilted the faces up as little as possible. My
face was a frozen mask, inscrutable.
There was one more poker player at the table I’ve neglected to
mention. Speedy Petey sat in between Top Hat Doug and RK. He
asked one of the saloon girls for a chilled beer in a chilled glass.
When the saloon girl brought back a cold beer in a warm glass, the
guy gripped his cards so tightly that he almost crumpled them.
“You know I need my beer the right way in order to concentrate,
Rita,” he said. “I’m not happy with this.”
“Rita, go get a chilled glass from the freezer in the cellar. I keep
extras there,” RK said. “And hurry back, will you?”
Rita scuttled away, presumably back up the hidden elevator, past
the hallway of whores.
Something about that silk acrobat in the corner unnerved me more
and more. Everyone else in the room seemed to be looking at their
cards but RK. I bought in, picked up cards, barely looked at them,
studied my opponents, folded early, and repeated. I looked at the top
hat. He upped the ante. He wound a black curl around his finger. The
slender, nude woman in the corner wriggled around in the red, purple,
and orange silks, her creamy flesh bound and striped by the fabric that
cradled her, like a beautiful prey caught in a colorful web. Or perhaps
she was the spider?
RK looked over at her with only a swift glance of his eyes. You
would have missed it if you weren’t paying attention. I folded. RK
anted up. The dealer flipped over another card, her right breast
bulging a little out of her saloon girl corset as she moved her arm. Top
hat scraped another line together on the silver saucer, kept a hand on
his cards, and studied the center of the table, then snorted. The fleshly
statue in the corner leaned back and did a backward summersault,
twisting the silks against the quaint background of honky-tonk music.
Speedy Petey started upping his bets more and more. Then he folded,
slamming down the cards and folding his arms. He took a last swig
from his chilled glass. It hadn’t helped his situation.
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She was never on cue. That naked acrobat was never in time with
the Scott Joplin beat. As I anted up and folded on purpose for one,
two, three hands, her purpose became clear; she was not decorative.
She was not entertainment. A lovely distraction to a drunken, horny
man’s game, perhaps. But every time a man twitched, scratched his
head, raised an eyebrow, stretched, drank, called a girl over for a
shoulder rub, the nude girl wrapped in her aerial web arched her back,
summersaulted, twisted, and tumbled.
RK noticed every time. He was the only one who never missed a
single move she made. The fucker had the whole game rigged, and
everyone else at the table was too drunk, high, or focused on his own
cards to notice, except me.
RK and the acrobat somehow shared a signaling language that she
used when she saw a stray card flip over from her vantage point, like
two big league baseball players using hand signals during the World
Series. Perhaps she could see their cards and was a second pair of
eyes for RK: in case he missed any signals at the table, he could look
at her body language alphabet and know exactly what was in each of
the poor idiots’ hands.
How do you win a rigged game? Sometimes people win casino
games, so it’s not impossible. I walked through my minutes like a
cipher back then. I didn’t feel anything either way, good hand or bad,
and I didn’t care that much about winning or losing. I could just make
more money the next day. Mellie liked me, and seemed lonely, so I
knew I could get a place to stay out of her and DJ Rabbit for a while.
Fuck it, I thought. Let’s beat this bastard at his own dirty game.
Monica, the dealer, passed out another round of cards. I had a pair
of Jacks. The first card flipped over in the hold ‘em spread was a six.
Top hat bet big on the second round, so he at least had a pair or face
card. The Butler kept up with us, so he was holding something strong.
RK was out by the third round, and the next flipped card was a six.
Butler stayed in, and so did top hat Doug. Top hat Doug bet strong
like the rest of us, but he was a little more interested in the game than
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his blow. So, he must have had something he wasn’t sure about. The
third card flipped over was another Jack.
The next round of bets, Doug stayed in and the Butler pushed in
most of his chips. The whole time I’d watched, Butler had played like
a pussy. He hadn’t bet much unless he was sure he was going to get it
back. By the last round, top hat Doug pulled out, and Butler was all
in. Butler scratched at a scab on his elbow, and then at his neck. The
last card the dealer flipped over was a Jack. I called and Butler had a
queen and a six. My three jacks had beaten his 666.
So now, I was up a thousand.
After one more hand, I had all of Doug’s chips as well, up $1800.
Top Hat Doug folded his arms around his chest and leaned back
against the last two legs of his chair.
“I’m out,” he said. “I still gotta buy some ramen and gas to drive
to the set all week.”
Butler lit a cigarette and patted the beads of sweat off his
forehead. The room smelled like whiskey, coke, and too much sweat
from shredded nerves. The stench had dripped out of all of those poor
bastards’ skin, fallen out of so many spilled glasses, and seeped into
RK’s filthy shag carpet.
“I’m afraid I must retire to my room,” Butler said. “I don’t want
to dip into the pension anymore tonight.”
So then that left Speedy Petey, RK, and me still in the game. Of
course, RK had far more money at his disposal. But I could give him
a run for it and walk away when I’d made enough and my peak had
passed. The way I see poker, you stay in, observe, and play your hand
using odds and what you know about the other player. You bet. You
wait for your peak. When you start winning games, you’ve hit your
peak. It’s a run of wins that will last for a while, until everyone pulls
out or a few players remain. At that point, they might have a handle
on what you’re doing, maybe they can figure out you’re counting
cards on top of knowing odds and facial expressions and ticks. Back
then, I didn’t know how to count cards. I only knew how to read
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people and work the odds. I was good enough to know that the peak
will eventually start to wane if you stay in and work the table long
enough. At that point, you have to walk away and call it a night while
you’re still ahead.
All else being equal, what separates the winners from the losers
and the break-evens, the professional gamblers from the gambling
addicts, is this: emotion. You can never, ever get emotionally invested
or let yourself feel good about a win. That whole peak stuff I just
talked about is garbage, too. It’s a kind of poetic coincidence when
you get some face cards and you’re sitting in the right spot in relation
to the dealer. Meaningless synchronicity when the cards and your
smart decisions somehow multiply your money geometrically:
doubling, quadrupling what you had. I know that. It’s just odds,
people, money, and chips. And when they start to go away while
you’re still ahead, that’s it.
You pull out. That is, if you’re any good.
So, we played a few more hands. Speedy Petey lost all his chips
and asked for more.
“You still owe me for last week,” RK said, “and for the blow I
fronted for you this week. That’s ten thousand.” He picked up his
iPhone and pressed the touch screen. The security guard and Igor
Tweed entered and pulled Petey to his feet. Igor pulled a knife out of
a saber sheath hanging from his belt and poked Petey from behind,
prodding him forward with the knife tip toward the elevator in the
corner of the room.
“Get it for me by Monday,” RK said.
“Are you serious? That’s only, like, twenty-four hours.”
“Get it, or I’ll get it out of you and your little girl in trade. She’s
in junior high now, isn’t she?”
“Yes sir.”
“I hope for both of your sakes you get it. I could use some fresh
cuts in my meat market. I have some high rollers that like them
young.”
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“Please. Please, keep her out of it. I’ll push for you starting
tomorrow. As long as you want until I pay it off. You know I don’t
have that kind of money. My credit’s shit. I can’t borrow it. Come on,
man.”
“I could always use another pusher … okay, Petey. Push for six
months and we’re even. But you gotta keep up the quotas like
everyone else, or else the time’s extended. You got it?”
“Yes, yes. I’ll upsell. I’ll oversell. Thank you.”
“Get him out of here, Igor.”
“Come on,” Igor said, again poking Petey in the hip with the
knife.
“Ouch,” Petey said, squirming. The knife had poked through
Petey’s jeans.
“Jason, girls, let me have a word with Alice.”
Jason the butler, the dealer, and the saloon waitresses did as they
were told, and left us alone. RK turned around in his chair and made
eye contact with the aerial acrobat in the corner. He moved his hands
in the air, ordering something in sign language. The acrobat unfolded
herself, her feet touching the ground. She picked up a black silk robe
and wrapped it around her lithe body, tying its black sash around her
waist and shaking her head full of bobbed, straight black hair. Now,
the spider lady looked even more arachnoid. She walked over and
signed something else in RK’s face. Their fingers moved in the air
faster and faster, with more force and insistence. The woman finally
sighed and flung one more sentence at him with her fingers, frowning.
She flashed a murderous look in my direction before she also left the
room and went upstairs like everyone else.
“You’ll have to forgive us,” RK apologized. “Giselle gets a bit
jealous.”
“Is she deaf?”
“Yes.”
“So, she helps you win other people’s money.”
“My-my. Aren’t we blunt?”
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“I guess.”
“It’s refreshing. I’m used to everyone kissing my ass and shaking
at the sight of me. Yes, among her other Russian circus talents, she
helps me win. How can you tell what we’re doing? No one’s ever
caught on.”
“The same way I play poker. I watch.”
“Well, that’s simple. I guess if you’re smart, that’s all you need to
do. It’s a good thing I’m usually playing with idiots.”
“A good thing for me, too.”
“You’re not going to talk about her, of course, or our little chat
we’re having right now.”
“I’m not? Or, let me guess, or you’ll turn me into one of your sex
slaves.”
“That’s not a bad idea, but no. Most of my girls work for me by
choice. The rest owe me favors … or someone close to them does.
No, no, if you talk I’ll just have you killed. That’s all.”
“You’re serious?”
“Do you have any idea how cheap it is to kill someone in this
economy, Alice? It’s a bargain. And I have a whole list of guys to call
for bargain hunting.”
“Then I guess I’m not talking.”
“How do I know you won’t?”
“Look, what the hell do I care if you rip off a bunch of losers in
the Valley? I don’t give a fuck, man. Can I cash in my chips and go,
please?”
RK stared me down and, I swear, his eyes went from a golden
hazel to black for a second, as black as his hair. He leaned back in his
chair and folded his arms across his chest. He looked shorter and
leaner than I’d expected. Kind of the antithesis of what a Godfather
should look like, if that’s even what you’d call him. He was young,
too. Perhaps thirty-four. I think some would even call him sexy.
“I’ll tell you what,” he said. “I’ll cash your chips in if you do
something for me.”
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“I won’t talk. I don’t care. You’ll never hear from me again. Just
give me my money.”
“That’s not what I want you to do for me. I saw how you play.
You’re pretty good, kid.”
“Thanks.”
“I want you to work for me. Play here one night a week. We split
your winnings fifty-fifty. What do you think?”
“What happens if I say no?”
“You’re barred from ever coming here again and barred from
dancing at Bar Strip.”
“Oh, you know about that?”
“Of course I know. Who do you think watches the highlights of
what goes on down there on the security cameras? You think I don’t
know about every new hire that works in my own club? It’s not like I
have more than one. The corporations and the Persian Mafia own all
the rest, from here, to Hollywood, to the West Side. We’re the only
independent club in the greater Los Angeles area.” RK paused and
walked over to the bar. “That whole episode with the foot guy was
entertaining.” He dropped a few ice cubes in martini shaker, and
pulled a bottle of scotch down from a shelf. “We’d both lose if you
don’t take me up on my offer,” he continued, pouring the scotch into
the shaker. “What do you say?” The ice made a Caribbean percussive
sound as it clanked in the shaker. RK poured the scotch into one clear
glass tumbler.
I didn’t have much of a choice. I didn’t want him to be alarmed.
“Sounds like a lot of fun. Let’s do it.”
“Fantastic,” RK said, pouring a second glass and raising his own.
“You want some of this?”
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Chapter 5
“Hello,” a voice mumbled on the other end of the landline.
“Hey, it’s Alice. We met at the club a few weeks ago. I wasn’t
sure if you were still in town or not.”
“Oh, yeah. Hi there. Hold on.”
I heard some talking like he was on another phone call.
Something about a reshoot and the need for more time to restructure
the budget.
“Are you still there, Mistress Alice?”
Mistress Alice. I liked the way that sounded. “Yes. I want you to
take me out like you said you would. Today. Your mistress needs
some shoes and a pedicure so I can step on you some more. And I
have a girlfriend I want you take care of, too.”
“Is Mistress Alice’s pet as lovely as Mistress Alice?”
“I like the way she looks.”
“How wonderful. I get to treat my two mistresses to shoes and
pedicures.”
“That’s right, little man. That will please me.” I muffled a smirk
by covering the receiver. I could barely contain the laughter as I
“ordered” where to meet up and a time. After we figured that out, I
hung up the phone and laughed so hard that I spit all over the oldstyle, touchtone landline’s key pad. I couldn’t remember the last time
I’d laughed like that.
I tiptoed back into Mellie’s bedroom and told her to wake up.
“Mellie, you won’t believe it. Get up, I’ve scored us a spa day
and shopping time with that pathetic sub guy who likes my feet,” I
said, giggling. “Come on, we’re going to milk him dry and max out
his credit cards.”
Mellie wasn’t stirring. I pulled her toward me by the shoulder and
her face rolled over toward mine, the whites of her eyes halfway
open, and gummy. She wasn’t breathing. Instead of spray-tan bronze,
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she was gray from the edge of her jawline where her makeup left off
and the skin of her neck started, all the way down to the crevices of
her collarbones I’d kissed, and below: gray shoulders, gray arms, and
gray stretched over the cool saline that I’d held only hours before.
I didn’t know what else to do, so I ran. I packed up all my things,
and took a bus to meet my customer. I made up a story about how
Mellie was sick, and the guy told me we’d all go out together next
time. Yeah, next time. He took me to the spa on the rooftop of his
hotel building, and watched while my feet were scrubbed, massaged,
filed and polished. I had a glass of champagne from the threehundred-dollar bottle he ordered for us. I said it must be nice to have
an expense account, and he smiled and nodded his head, staring at my
feet as they soaked in mineral salts. One lady painted my toenails a
bright, blood red. Another lady worked on my fingernails. There
wasn’t much to file off, just dirt under them to scrub out, and a French
manicure to glue on. All I could think about the whole time was the
matte finish over the whites of Mellie’s eyes, and the gray skin
against her bronzed, painted face.
After we were done at the spa, my “sub” took me to the Beverly
Center and we looked for shoes. He helped me try on each pair, until
he decided he liked some sparkly sandals that I would never wear. All
the drive I had to take this credit card daddy on a ride was gone along
with Mellie. I smiled and thanked him for his service, and let him
know he’d “pleased me”… this time. He seemed to like the whole
Mistress thing, so I kept it up, passing off my grief as stern discipline.
He bought it.
Then, he took me to Morton’s for dinner. The foie gras appetizer
was the same color as Mellie. Mellie, my first time. Mellie, my first
come. Mellie, my little ghost sprite. I felt ill after a few bites of the
filet mignon. He asked me what he had done to make his mistress
displeased while stroking my crystal-clad foot between his legs under
the white tablecloth. I told him I’d like to get out of there and go back
to his room and beat him with the new shoes. So, that’s what we did.
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His face ended up getting cut on the Swarovski crystals, and I patched
it up with some alcohol and a Band-Aid from the first-aid kit in the
bathroom. It was one of those single-use everything kits, the ones that
separate the Four Seasons Hotels from the Holiday Inns. He loved
getting beat in the face and loved that I drew blood, and loved it even
more when I stung him with the alcohol to clean the wound. I told
him I needed to get to work and he gave me $500 and said to get a
cell phone and call him when I had one.
When I got to the club, DJ Rabbit was already spinning as I
walked toward the dressing room, fast. I put on one of Mellie’s old
bikinis and brushed my hair out. Her eyes, her skin … her usual chair
was empty. Jack came into the dressing room and said hello, but it
was like he was saying it through a hundred feet of water, and I was at
the bottom of the ocean.
“Hey, Alice?”
“Yes?”
“You should schedule an appointment at the tanning salon. You’re
pale, sweetie.”
I looked at him and started crying.
“Aww, don’t cry, baby,” he said, leaning over. “I just want you to
look your best. You’re beautiful the way you are. Otherwise, I
wouldn’t have hired you.”
“It’s not that, Jack. Mellie’s dead.”
“Oh, shit. When?”
“When I woke up this morning. Next to me.”
“Fuck. I’m sorry. That little rabbit shit didn’t say a word about it.
What happened? She OD?”
“I don’t know. She was just dead. Gone. For, like, hours.”
“Babe, you’re not gonna make any money working in the state
you’re in. You should take the night off. Go home. Take a bath. Come
back tomorrow, or in a week. Take as long as you need.”
“You’re right. I’ll go.” I was going to rent a motel room until the
next night. Hopefully by then I could call Rabbit and we’d talk. Jack
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went into the office to call a cab, and I stood by the alley doorway,
waiting.
Rabbit walked over to the exit in the middle of a set, staring me
down while shaking his head.
“Can we go outside and talk?” he asked, pushing past the door
and pulling me out the exit.
As soon as the door closed, he pinned me up against the wall and
said, “I know we—we all do crazy shit when we’re scared. I just
wanna know one thing, li’l Alice. One thing, and then we won’t talk
about it anymore. Did she die while you were awake, and you left her
there, or did you wake up, find her dead, and then leave her and have
your nice, lovely day with your trick? I saw you with him, walking
into his hotel. Yeah, yeah, yeah, li’l Alice. Is that what you do to your
friends? Huh? Just leave them to rot, and leave me to find her like
that?”
At that point Jack came out and pulled DJ Rabbit off of me. I was
crying and full of so much black heat, like tar running through my
veins. I was angry Jack had pulled him off because I wanted Rabbit to
feel it. I wanted him and everyone else in the world to hurt and bleed
and fucking die already.
“She was dead when I woke up. She’d been dead for hours,
Rabbit. Hours. You understand? There was nothing I could do.
Nothing.”
“You’re a fucking whore.”
“You’re a piece of shit.”
“You’re not welcome near me anymore, no, no, no—”
“Good. Fuck you, man.”
“That’s enough,” Jack said. “Rabbit, she told me the same story.
Don’t be so hard on her, man. You know Mellie had problems, come
on. It’s not her fault.”
Jack pulled DJ Rabbit back into the club and I finally had a
chance to be alone. One of the girls had left a barely smoked cigarette
and a lighter in the ashtray by the door. I picked it up and lit it. I
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wanted to be in the Arctic, I wanted to freeze over this burning, black
heat that raged through my veins.
The cab arrived a half an hour too late, after the business with
Rabbit, after I’d crushed my cigarette into the pavement, over and
over again with my shoe until the last specks of tobacco and bits of
filter were mashed into the asphalt. After I’d picked up the flimsy,
hollow metal chair that sat next to the ashtray and banged it against
the wall on the side of the club again and again, until one of the legs
was bent into the chair’s center like that of a wounded insect.
“Alo there. You call me?” he asked, rolling down the window.
“I’m Yuri.” He was older, white-haired, and heavy-knuckled. The soft
blue eyes took the edge off his larger, boxer build, and I could tell the
smile was real by the lines creasing around his eyes. The last finger
on his right hand (the hand that wrapped around my bag and put it in
the trunk as I got into the back seat) ended with a single, long nail
filed to a point. I didn’t know what that was all about at the time, but
it was very odd. I had a sudden impulse to clip it or inspect it and
scrub it.
“Where we going?” he asked, once he’d closed his door and
buckled up.
“Can you take me to Sun Valley?”
“What address?”
After I told him, Yuri sighed and looked at a knockoff Rolex
watch around his wrist. The rhinestones around the face caught the
streetlight coming through the windshield, scattering flecks of light
across the dashboard. “Sun Valley is very far.” He rolled down the
window again, lit a cigarette and drew in a long drag. “That address in
particular is—outside of my service area. I have to charge extra.”
“How much extra?”
“A hundred fifty.”
“What the fuck?”
“That’s the address of the CRAVE, yes? RK is not happy with me
right now.”
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“Does everyone in this town know him or owe him something?
I’ll pay it. Here. Plus tip.” I handed Yuri two hundred dollars.
“Very good. But I drop you off three houses away and you walk
the rest of the way.”
“I don’t have a choice. Let’s go.” I didn’t want to wait for another
cab out here.
Yuri started the car and we drove north up the street. I saw a 7Eleven and remembered that my customer wanted a phone number to
call.
“Can you please stop at that 7-Eleven? I need to get a phone.”
“Sure, beautiful. Get me some beef jerky while you’re in there,
please?”
“Why not?”
After I’d picked out the nastiest looking piece of beef jerky on the
snack rack, I picked up a prepaid phone. The Sikh man behind the
counter was watching the news. My yearbook photo was on the
screen again:
“—still no trace of the missing girl Angela Nelson. Three weeks
ago, her stepfather’s broken-down car was found abandoned on the
405 Freeway, twenty miles away from her burning Montebello home
… Police have not ruled out kidnapping at this point, although this
may also be a case of a disturbed adolescent runaway—”
The cashier took a moment to peel himself away from the TV, his
turban turning to its full and upright position.
“I’m so sorry, miss,” he said with a smile. There wasn’t a trace of
recognition on his face as he looked into my smoky eyes and mask of
heavy makeup. I’d given up most of my jumpiness about being found
out. The transformation from mousy nerd girl to blonde stripper was
complete after a few days observing and copying Mellie’s slut
makeup routine.
“Crazy story, huh?” I asked.
“Yes, miss. I hope they find her and the maniac who took her
away. I hope and pray to god she’s not dead.”
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“I think she did it, and I think she ran away, if you ask me.”
“No, no. I have faith in children. I don’t think an honor student
would do a thing like that. My daughter’s her age. She’d never do
that.”
“It’s a sad story, any way you look at it.”
“Yes, of course. That’ll be $35.70. Anything else, miss?”
“No, thanks.”
Thanks for having faith in me. You shouldn’t, I thought.
Yuri dropped me off just like he said he would, three houses away
from CRAVE. He held out his business card through the window.
“Give me a call when you want to go. I’ll pick you up here. I
might take a while if I’m dropping the other girls off, but I’ll come.”
I made my way straight down the slide, past the butler, past the
party. Straight down to level 666 and into the poker room.
“You’re here earlier than expected,” RK said. “We weren’t
expecting you until tomorrow.
He uses the royal, fucking “we,” I thought.
“I’ve been working every night for three weeks straight. I need a
night off.”
“What was all that fighting in the alley with DJ Rabbit about?”
“Oh, you saw. He’s mad because Mellie’s dead and I freaked and
ran off without letting him know.”
“Mellie’s dead?” asked a Korean man sitting next to RK. He was
wearing a suit, clean cut, and just over the edge of fifty. He shook his
head, blinking.
“Yeah,” I replied, “that’s what I said.” Idiots. I was so sick of
repeating myself.
“No, no. So sad. She’s my favorite.” Mellie’s apparent customer
took off his black-framed glasses and started cleaning them.
“I know. I’ve seen you with her at the club. She’s gone.”
“Why’d you know she was dead before Rabbit did?” RK asked.
“I slept with her.”
“No way,” Top Hat Doug said. “Hot.”
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“Did Rabbit know?” RK asked.
“Yes, he did—hey! Can we just shut up and play, guys? She
wasn’t so hot this morning. She was a fucking corpse the last time I
saw her…like, the opposite of hot. Get it? I don’t want to talk about it
anymore.”
I’d yelled. I could tell all their ears would be facing backward if
they’d been dogs. That sour, rusty, player-piano music clanged in the
background as I wondered about the ramifications of yelling at RK
the bargain hunter in front of everyone.
Top Hat Doug snorted another line.
“Let’s all have a drink to Mellie,” RK said, raising his whiskey
glass.
I sat down and exchanged my hundreds for chips. Poker can save
a bad day. No matter what happens, even if it’s a dead body in my
bed, as it happened to be that day, I can tune everything out and focus
on the game, the faces of the other players, the cards, where I’m
sitting, the odds, the chips. The presence of each moment hits me and
passes. There’s no this morning. No tomorrow. I’m right there, with
every bet, every card flip, and every gesture, present.
My only handicap was that fucking deaf-mute spider bitch in the
corner. Oh (a “nice” person might say in a little pussy voice), oh have
a little heart for the poor, handicapped orphan from the Russian
circus, oh, that’s not PC. Let’s all hold hands and sing and hug it out
in peace, love, unity and respect.
I’ll tell you what. You didn’t know her the way I know her. You’ll
hate her too when I tell you more about her.
That summersaulting bitch was always giving RK the upper hand.
I came close to beating RK a few times that night. I came close to
winning more than him, within two hundred dollars. But he still beat
me, because of her.
“That was a pretty good run you had there, kid,” RK said as I
cashed in my chips and he gave me half back. I was running out of
pants pockets and jean cuffs to sew shut. I’d been filling my pockets
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with cash, and sewing them shut for weeks. The dry-cleaners never
snooped or asked any questions about dry-cleaning cargo pants and
cuffed jeans with stuffed and sealed pockets. “You going back home
now?”
“No. I can’t. Liquid won’t let me back into the house. I’m going
to a motel. I saw one back in town around the corner.”
“Why don’t you go back upstairs, have some drinks on me,
unwind. You can stay in one of my guest rooms tonight.”
“I don’t want to put you out. I’ll take you up on the free drinks,
though. Thanks.”
“It’s the least I can do after a shit day like you had. We all get
those. People die when we least expect it.”
Yes. They do.
I turned around and walked through the door and out to the hall. A
guy stepped out of one of the red-cloaked doorways and waited by the
elevator. A girl slipped under the gauzy red sheets after the elevator
door opened and shut. She handed the security guard some money.
The guard made a note on the clipboard. The girl had long, shiny,
cherry red hair. Her eyes were blackened with dark eye shadow. Her
red lipstick had rubbed halfway off and over the edges of her ample
lips. She eyed me as I walked toward her, leaning back against the
doorway. She lit a cigarette and inhaled. The cherry-ember end
glowed as I passed her. I stopped a few feet away from the elevator
and turned around.
“Can I bum a smoke off of you?” I asked her.
“It’s my last one.”
“Is it your last one if I buy you for an hour?”
“That’s one thousand dollars for pussy and for time. You don’t get
me. You got a grand, honey?”
“Yeah, I do. I’m lonely, I want to have sex, and I want a smoke.
Can we make that happen, honey?”
She pulled out a pack from a cabinet inside the small room by the
doorway, gave me a cigarette, and lit it for me with a silver lighter.
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“I’m not a lesbian, you know. I don’t think I can get you off,” the
hooker said.
“What’s your name?”
“Jenny.”
“Well, Jenny, all you have to do is lie down and think of
England.”
“What?”
“Never mind. Something I read in a book.” I counted ten
hundred-dollar bills from my winnings, and stuffed them in her black
bra. She looked down and smiled, pulling me in by the belt loops of
my jeans.
I spent our time with my cheek nestled in the hollow of her flat
stomach, stroking the edges of her hip bones with my thumb and
wishing she was Mellie.
She offered me a smoke, lit one up for herself, and laid the silver
lighter down on the nightstand table next to the bed. An electric-blue
lava lamp next to the lighter released a blue glob from the wobbling
mass at its base. The blue lava’s reflection in the lighter’s shiny metal
surface traveled along like a giant, radioactive amoeba, a monstrous
parasite crawling toward our helpless bodies. Other than the blue halo
surrounding that lamp, the room and its red walls were dark. It was
more of a closet than a room, only wide enough for our twin-size bed
and the end table. It was a shoebox of a room, a physical metaphor for
its purpose, deep and narrow.
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Chapter 6
“Hey, Igor. Give me some Red Bull, and ice, if you have it,” I
said.
The Tweed brother rinsed out some glasses and hung them up on
the shelves behind the bar in the bomb shelter. The music was deep,
tribal, and thumping under our feet.
“I’m Ivan,” he said. I’d assumed he was Igor because of the knife
at his side and the fact that I’d never seen Ivan bartend before.
“Oh. Hey. Long time no see. I didn’t know you bartend, too.”
“We have absinthe, if you like it. Have you ever tried it?”
“Where’s the Cat?” I asked, changing the subject. Getting fucked
up on absinthe was probably a bad idea, considering the fact that I sat
in a den of predators.
“I dunno. He’s creeping around here, somewhere.”
“How’s your brother? I haven’t seen him around. That other
guy’s been tending the bar, what’s his name? Petey?”
“I call him Mr. Jabberwocky. I wish he wouldn’t do so much
blow, that bastard won’t shut up. All I hear from him is jabber, jabber,
jabber. I hate coke talkers. Just shut the fuck up and give me my
drink.”
“Yeah, Petey.”
“Igor’s been good. Booked a solo job yesterday because I
couldn’t make it to the audition. He asks about you. He’s been busy
out there.”
“Do you ever cut people up with that thing?” I asked, pointing to
the knife sheathed on his belt. It was so long and Ivan was so short
that it looked like a sword.
“Never had to do any cutting. It’s Igor’s. Usually, the threat is
enough. Besides, this is my side job. Igor’s the one who likes to do
the cutting. If RK needs anything taken care of tonight, I’m
pretending I’m Igor. Just for tonight, since Igor’s busy.”
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I ordered a gin and tonic. I’d seen someone order it on a TV show
about gangsters and gun molls. I thought I’d try it out. Ivan poured
more than a shot in the glass, and I choked it down a few sips at a
time. The Cat and Mr. Hookah slid up to the bar nearby, and said
hello. I nodded and asked them for a smoke. Giselle the spider lady
slinked around in the shadows of the party, creeping along the edges
of the walls in a gauzy little black dress. I could feel her dagger-gaze
on my back and saw her out of the corner of my eye. I’d tried to
ignore her. It was hard. Her sneering gestures, those dark eyes, and
even her clenched, sinewy fingers radiated hatred whenever she
looked at me. I asked one of the boys for a smoke, and Cat pulled out
a lighter to light my cigarette. He hadn’t noticed Giselle trying to get
his attention for a light next to him.
She had a tendency to slide into blind spots. Her muteness made
it even more difficult to get attention when she’d fallen into that sliver
next to someone’s shoulder, a place where she might as well have
disappeared. Silent Giselle, always the attention whore, couldn’t bear
to be invisible.
She laid an icy grip on Cat’s wrist, and his head swiveled around
after he’d hit her in the throat with his elbow. The force of the blow
was enough to knock the wind out of Giselle, and she stood there for
a moment, coughing softly. It was the first time I’d ever heard a sound
out of her. When she’d regained her usual grace, she pointed at Ivan,
snapped her fingers, and drew a black-lacquered talon across the
width of her throat. Ivan came around from behind the bar and told
Cat to move. A guard appeared out of nowhere, pulled Cat up off his
barstool, and clamped his arms behind his back. Cat’s eyes darted
from the guard, to Giselle, to Ivan, and he started shaking. Cat’s
nervous, dimpled grin didn’t match his watery eyes. Giselle drew a
knife out from a holster wrapped around her inner thigh, and held it
against his neck. Even though he was anesthetized by the gentle,
China-white heroin nod, Cat knew all this business was bad news.
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Giselle lifted the blade from Cat’s neck and motioned toward the
elevator with the tip. By this time, RK had exited the elevator to enjoy
the last few hours of his party before he kicked everyone out. He
looked across the room, past the undulating, rhythmic, dancing
bodies, the sweating, twisting couples and trios, the cocaine lines
being snorted off the tops of glass coffee tables, the clear glass
covering the pinball machines in the arcade. Cocaine snorted off of
swelling cleavage and under hiked-up skirts. Giselle caught RK’s eye,
and RK signed across the room from where he stood. She looked back
at Cat and the henchmen, sheathed her knife, clapped her hands and
pointed. They nodded and moved Cat away from the bar, heading in
RK’s direction.
I couldn’t see what was being said when Ivan and the Cat met
RK, but I could see he said something and they nodded. Ivan drew the
knife and poked at Cat, who squirmed as the guard dragged Cat to the
elevator, and they all disappeared behind the elevator door. At that
point, Giselle got in my face and clapped. She made a motion with
two fingers as if they were legs walking away from the bar in the air,
then she pointed to the arcade. Move along. Get lost. I gave her two
thumbs up, turned around, and headed to the arcade room next to the
dance floor.
I plugged a quarter in an old arcade version of Ms. Pac-Man. The
yellow circle popped up on the screen. It had a bow on its head, red,
kissy lips, and a single black dot for an eye. That’s eight-bit graphics
for you. Ms. Pac-Man gorged on little white cookies as I maneuvered
her through the maze. I snuck a sideways look at Giselle and RK
while I played. They were signing to each other and looked like two
raging, stereotypical lovers, except they weren’t Italians using
gestures for punctuation, but as language itself. After a short
exchange, RK pointed to his cell phone, excused himself from
Giselle’s side, and stood behind the bar while texting. Giselle took a
lighter out of her evening bag and lit her cigarette, satisfied. All that
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fuss had happened because she wanted Mr. Cat to light her cigarette,
and she had a light the whole time.
A ghost ate my Ms. Pac-Man for the third time, and the game was
over. I kicked the machine for eating my quarter.
“Easy there,” RK said. “That thing’s old. Don’t worry about Cat.
We’re just throwing him out for the night. She won’t remember any
of this tomorrow. I can tell. She’s drunk.”
“She doesn’t seem like it.”
“You don’t know how they drink where she’s from. She knows
how to look sober and walk sober, but she’s trashed. She can even flip
on the trapeze trashed. It’s funny; she slurs her fingers a little when
she signs. I can tell. The words all run into each other and she signs
what she means backwards.” He leaned on the edge of the pool table,
watching Giselle, who sipped her green drink out of a martini glass
and swayed her body rhythmically to the bass she felt pounding
through the floor. Even cement-floored bomb shelters can carry sound
waves if the bass is loud enough. She’d forgotten about the accidental
assault by now. RK walked up behind her, put his arms around her
waist and kissed her neck. She leaned into him and swayed, turned
around and kissed him.
“Well, well, li’l Alice. Fancy seeing you here,” a voice whispered
in my ear from behind. It was DJ Rabbit. I ran over to the bar, hoping
Rabbit wouldn’t make another scene. If he did, there would be some
glass breaking over his head. I sat on the barstool with my back to the
bar, keeping an eye on Rabbit’s next move.
He cocked his head to the side and came over to the bar. The
music was still thumping beneath. RK and Giselle were kissing up
against the wall. Ivan the good twin wasn’t tending the bar.
I’d never felt so alone around so many people. My hand closed
around the neck of an empty beer bottle behind my back. I was ready
for bashing his head in and running at any moment, but rabbit just
walked around me and behind the bar, and poured himself a shot of
absinthe. RK kept the green liquid on tap in a large, backlit glass
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decanter. Rabbit lifted his shot glass and tossed several shots back
before he said another word.
“I’m sorry,” I said.
I really meant it. I don’t know where that sorry came from. A few
moments before, I’d been ready to break a bottle over that asshole and
run. I wished I could have stayed calm and gone to his room and told
him. I wished he was still my friend, and not this angry, grieving,
broken boy in front of me. Friends are hard to come by.
“I’m sorry, too,” he said, rolling his head around and relaxing into
the night.
“Don’t give my best poker ringer any more shit, Rabbit,” RK said
behind me.
“Don’t worry, RK, I’m all out of fight. No trouble here. No, sir,”
Rabbit said.
“Put some money in the register. That absinthe’s ten bucks a
shot.”
“Of course, sir.”
Rabbit popped open the register and slipped a pile of singles into
the drawer.
“Good,” said RK. “We needed more change. Now get out of here
and go home. You and all your dead girlfriend bullshit make me
nervous.”
“Yes, RK.” Rabbit stepped away from the bar and nodded at me,
then waved at the other DJ in the corner, and left.
“Please stay, Alice,” RK asked again. “We’re going to Dark Wave
Circus in a few weeks. It’s a huge show out in the desert, and I want
you to come with us. Giselle is performing there. It’s going to be a lot
of fun.”
“Are you sure you want me to come? She hates me, you know.”
“She hates everyone.”
“Why are you with her if she hates everyone?”
“Because vicious women are great in bed.”
“Is that all?”
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“Someday you’ll be old enough to understand something about
loyalty. She’s calculating and beautiful enough to be with much richer
and more powerful guys in the life, or a politician. But she’s with me.
I can have all the eighteen-year-old druggie pussy I want. I could
have snapped my fingers and texted Mellie any day of the week and
she would have left you, or Rabbit, for me. Would have showed up on
my doorstep gift wrapped with a bow around those lovely tits of hers.
Love’s a little harder for someone like me to find. To find loyalty and
intelligence in the same woman is almost impossible.”
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Chapter 7
Giselle spent most of her downtime stretching and rehearsing for
the show in the weeks before we caravanned up to the annual mirage
known as Dark Wave Circus. I spent my time during the day lounging
aboveground outside near the backyard pool, catching the last few
hours of daylight before sunset, reading books about card counting
and calculating values with my own deck by the pool. I read about
poker player psychology and gambler psychology in general: how to
spot a winner, a loser, what type of strategy a player uses if he plays
to break even. The time crawled from mid-September into October,
and the heat felt like I was sitting next to a bakery oven, even in the
middle of the night. After sunset, I’d go into the house, watch cable
TV or read some more.
Yuri drove me to the library for a ridiculous amount of money.
Then, we’d get ice cream and he’d share his cigarettes. No matter
what, though, no matter how many books I’d borrowed, or how many
ice cream cones we ate together and stories he told me about being a
Russian spy during the Cold War, then about his stint with the mafia
as a hit man after, he’d make me get out of the taxi five blocks away
from CRAVE, and walk the rest of the way to the house. So, I only
borrowed a book at a time after the first week, instead of ten.
When I’d get back to the house after a few hours out with Yuri,
the ghoulish, retching sounds of that horrible dark wave circus electro
witch wave shit music would be playing over and over again,
echoing, pounding through the walls as Giselle practiced on her fabric
trapeze, turning and stretching, tumbling over and over until she was
exquisitely on point with every horrible beat of that stupid music
pulsing through her body. After I’d stayed at CRAVE for a few
weeks, I couldn’t remember why I’d agreed to go with them. I hardly
slept or ate. I’d take catnaps for a few hours after sewing poker
winnings into my clothes. I was completely occupied all night playing
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hand after hand of poker for RK. I felt like his little poker whore as I
walked past the hallway every night, hearing the moaning and
screaming behind Jenny’s veiled doorway.
I suppose RK forgave Yuri somewhere in between dropping me
off blocks away from the house and the first day of the festival,
because, before I knew it, there we were: sitting in the back of a stateof-the-art, luxury tour bus as Yuri chauffeured us hundreds of miles
away into Death Valley. Giselle lounged in one of the beds that rolled
out from the walls of the bus, and listened to her performance music
on an iPod. RK, Cat, and Mr. Hookah watched the Magical Mystery
Tour on a giant flat-screen TV that folded down out of the ceiling
with the push of a remote button. Top Hat Doug and Speedy Petey
prattled on and on about the true nature of God, bulldozing each
other’s sentences with philosophical arguments that ran in circles
punctuated by snorting lines of cocaine that occasionally dusted their
laps when Yuri had to brake too quickly. I looked outside the window
and tried to keep track of where we were going, but stopped after
we’d been riding along a dirt road for about an hour, headed toward
some cliffs off in the distance, surrounded by sand, tumbleweeds, and
Joshua trees.
When a show happens out in the middle of nowhere, it’s
something that’s hard to describe in words, but I’ll try. Before
everyone arrives at these godforsaken places, the air is hot yearround. It’s only a matter of how hot. The desert rocks and cliffs never
move, of course. The sandy earth collects years and sprouts cacti and
dry brush like hair. My only photo of my mom was taken at a road
trip pit stop in front of one of these places. She looked more and more
like a dark-haired, period-costumed version of me every day.
The sun rises and sets in these hidden, lonely places with no one
around to appreciate the blood-orange glow across the sky as night
turns into day turns into night, and no one around to appreciate the
billions of stars up in the sky for miles, a sky that’s as black as motor
oil.
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You wouldn’t want anyone to complain about the noise, after all.
Then, the semitrucks full of equipment roll in. Roadies jump out
of the cabs, wearing mullets and baseball caps, beer bellies,
stonewashed, weary jeans, and faded band tees from shows past and
recent. These guys open the backs of the trucks, and roll out miles of
cables and extensions, generators, amps, and sound engineering
boards crawling with switches on dollies. Plate after plate of solar
energy panels.
The band buses arrive. Clad in short, tight vinyl, latex, and
fishnets, the groupies run down the bus stairs, giddy with anticipation
and lust for everything that’s about to happen and, oh yeah, sex with
musicians. The musicians and DJs pile out of the buses next. The DJs
usually have an entourage of groupies and bros that approaches tribal
numbers. The bros feed off of the DJs’ sloppy seconds (or thirds).
There we were, the people who supplied a lust for firing up the
old synaptic amusement park, frying a few brain cells in the process:
the drug dealers. We’d booked a few suites in a hotel nearby, the aptly
named Furnace Creek Inn, since Giselle and RK didn’t stoop to
breaking camp in tour buses and road trailers. Giselle was going to
work a few sets at stage one of Dark Wave Circus, the biggest
electronic/Goth/dark house rave in the country. The theme that year
was “Chorus from the Pit of Hell,” hence the location. All the show
monkey bastards that love to dance and listen to the raging music
didn’t give a damn that it was in the middle of Death Valley. Hell,
they got off on it.
RK provided the spice for the show people stew. Cat and Mr.
Hookah were the salt and pepper shakers, with a pinch of Speedy
Petey and Top Hat Doug to round out the crew. What RK wanted me
to do there was only a wild guess. A threesome with Giselle, I
suppose. Although, I didn’t know how that would work out any other
way than my throat slit by one of her black, acrylic whore nails. How
anyone gets it up for a circus freak contortionist who ends up bending
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past the Kama Sutra positions and into alien freak territory is a total
fucking mystery to me.
Touching the top of your head with your ass is not sexy. Trust me.
The day before the first kickoff acts, Mr. Hookah set up a booth at
the chill tent in the central vendor section. The vendor section and
chill tent were surrounded by five stages, as if this central space of
merch tables, beer gardens, and drug-baggie-loaded handshakes was a
hub at the center of a wheel. Our hookahs were spiked with Mr.
Hookah’s special blend of “opium and hashish, flavored with apple,
rose, coconut, or strawberry shisha tobacco, imported from the finest
fields of Afghanistan,” or so he said. In fact, they bought the shisha
wholesale from a factory in Mexico, cut the hashish with cheap cartel
dirt weed, and didn’t even bother with opium. They crushed much
cheaper, generic OxyContin painkillers (also smuggled from and
bought over the counter at pharmacies in Mexico) into the hookahs
instead. Mr. Hookah muttered that the generic OxyContin tablets were
bought by Mexican doctors legally, declared at the border, and
harbored at a free clinic in nearby San Diego, a humanitarian
organization that offered basic urgent care services as a non-profit. Of
course, non-profit organizations always need more funding, so,
although the drug permit was valid and they were harbored at a legal
location, the doctors at the clinic didn’t prescribe nearly as much
medication as they reported. So, the stored painkillers were held at the
clinic until RK’s guys picked them up in exchange for a storage fee
and a kickback to the doctors, who rationalized all this by spreading
most of the wealth down to their underserved patients, with the
occasional exception of an extra mortgage payment here and there, or
a few extra Christmas presents (cars, furs, jewelry) for the wife and
kids. Once transported up to the Valley, the pills were crushed into
powder, and the powder was folded into gummy gelatin, tobacco, and
dirt weed so they could stretch it and use less of the more expensive
hashish and more of the cheap painkillers. That’s how you make
strawberry-rose flavored Oxy pot.
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I was curious, so I asked. When Hookah asked me to sample a
tester hit from the first prepped bowl, I declined.
“Well, I’d know how to judge the flavor best, anyhow,” Hookah
said before sucking on the hose and blowing smoky fruit loops at me.
Hookah, Cat, and RK just assumed I was along for the ride and not a
threat (which I wasn’t at the time). I even helped Mr. Hookah pack
the hookah bowls with the special mix of sticky, spiked shisha. Each
packet was in a large, quart-size plastic baggy labeled by flavor. Mr.
Hookah kept the baggies in boxes with official labels and “official”
ingredients, in case any NARCs were in the crowd.
The preshow sound checks were loud and percussive. Imagine
being surrounded by five sets of speakers capable of high-decibel
noise so loud that winds gust from out of nowhere, each band’s miniset and DJ’s sound check causing a noise fart that hits you in the face.
“You a fan of the music, Alice? I don’t think it’s my cup of tea, but
this is a good gig, should get me out of debt with RK for sure, you
ever been out to the desert like this, Alice? We didn’t have concerts
like this when I was your age, it was all stadium cock rock shows—
yeah, those were the days. Do you think they’ll have lots of afterparties at our hotel?” Speedy Petey didn’t give anyone a chance to
answer a first question until he ran out of breath on the third or fourth.
“I don’t know, Petey. I’m just along for the ride.”
“I know RK sure likes you. Talks about his poker princess all the
time. One thing RK likes more than pussy is money, that’s for sure.
It’s probably why he’s so successful and I’m not. I don’t strategize or
have a racket lined up. I just play. You win some, and you lose some.
That’s how it goes. As long as Nikki, my daughter’s, okay. She’s
doing real good in school, you know. Not like me at all. Why aren’t
you in school?”
“I dropped out.”
“You should go back, you know. There isn’t anything out there
for you if you don’t. Even all those college people work at
coffeehouses and live with Mommy and Daddy in this economy. At
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least you should get your GED. You don’t do a lotta drugs. That’s
good. We’re in the business but it’s hard to break even if you do them
all the time. That’s for sure.”
“Petey, kindly stop lecturing little Alice and help her pack the
bowls, please,” Mr. Hookah said. “And where is Mr. Cat? I’m always
losing sight of that one.”
“He said he was going to help Giselle set up her costumes,” I
said. “I think he wanted to see if he could get Marilyn Manson’s
autograph. They’re rehearsing on stage one.”
“Kindly go fetch him, please,” Hookah said. “I need to discuss
operations with him.”
I sighed and put down the hookah bowl I’d been packing. The
glass vase at the bottom of the contraption was shiny royal blue, and
filled with distilled water I’d lugged from our Winnebago. Several
long, blue velvet hoses draped down from the vase like tentacles.
We’d set up eight jewel-toned hookahs and surrounded them with red
satin pillows, chaise lounges, beanbags, and couches. Before we
arrived, the music fest technical crew had hung a big-top type tent
over the area and hoisted a large, overhanging neon sign outside the
tent that said “The Den” in flashing red letters. We had a reprieve
from the scorching Death Valley heat due to a timed mist spray that
showered the air overhead with cool water droplets.
“Alice, dear, please go now, darling?”
“Why the hell can’t Petey go? He’s talking his face off again.
Wouldn’t you rather he go?”
“Dear, Petey rambles on so much that no one pays attention to
him. Mr. Cat won’t come unless you coax him over here. Off you go,
now.”
“I have a lotta good things to say, you know. People with small
minds never pay attention to me. You know I hold the world record
for the world’s fastest caricaturist? That’s right. I can sketch your face
out in thirty point six five three seconds. The previous record holder
before me took a whole one point seven six—“
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“Yeah-yeah, okay,” I said, as Petey rambled the statistics of world
record holders for caricature over the past fifty years without stopping
for air, “point taken. I’ll go.”
Walking across the desert sand to find Mr. Cat and cross paths
with Giselle wasn’t my idea of a good time. I’d tried to stay as much
out of Giselle’s way as possible. I didn’t know what her wrath was
capable of inflicting, and I didn’t want to find out. She scowled at
RK’s praise (I winced whenever he’d compliment me within lip
reading distance), and her cold-shoulder distance barely
acknowledged my presence, except when necessary to let me know
she wanted me out of her way, or a light, or a drink. RK didn’t flirt
with me in a blatant way, but word about how much I amused him
and how he valued my poker skills was getting out. Cat mentioned
before that he’d heard RK say I was pretty and smart. RK always had
nice things to say about Giselle, regardless of how his black eyes
lingered a little too long on my body when he watched me play, a
faint smile softening his habitual clenched jawline.
The gravel and small rocks crunched under my boots as I walked
across the desert toward the stage. A rigging crew rolled out long
strips of silver reflective fabric from the tops of the rafters. They
looked like long, shiny tongues as they unraveled, stopping several
feet above the stage. A light breeze ruffled the fabric strips, making
the silver “tongues” wag in the air.
“Check, check,” a roadie spoke into a central microphone, then to
the drummer’s raised platform at the back of the stage, “Check, check
one, check two ...”
Two more roadies carried out a shiny black steamer trunk and set
it down underneath the silver strips of fabric. As they stepped back a
few feet, one pressed a button on a small remote-control device, and
tiny puffs of smoke detonated at all four corners of the chest.
Poof.
The roadie then pressed another button on the remote control, and
the top of the chest creaked as it opened. A pale arm slid out of the top
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of the opening chest, then another. Soon, Giselle’s head and shoulders
peered out of the chest, and her head pivoted from left to right, as if
she was scanning the audience for a victim to dig her claws into. She
crawled out of the box wearing nothing but a black practice leotard.
She slunk along the stage floor, close to the ground; her legs followed
close behind her shoulders. She looked very much like a lizard
crawling along the desert floor. She pushed off the ground with her
legs into a handstand, stood there suspended upside down, and looked
forward into the audience as her spine arched and her legs also tilted
forward. She touched one foot to the top of her head, and then the
other, her legs and torso forming an “O” shape. She wrapped one leg
around a nearby silver strip of fabric, and balanced on one hand as
she wrapped the other leg around another strip, pulled herself up by
the legs, swiveled upright, then wrapped her arms around the fabric
and curled around the cloth again with her legs, somersaulting in the
air. The black widow suspended in silk.
I decided I’d seen enough and walked up the stairs and backstage
to find Mr. Cat. I asked around to see where he was, and finally found
him in Giselle’s dressing room, making a deal with one of Manson’s
band mates. I think it was the drummer, or maybe the bass player. I
don’t remember who it was, actually. Anyway, they were doing
business with a couple of baggies. I walked in on them as they
sampled the goods.
“Hey Mr. Cat, Mr. Hookah wants you to help us at The Den,” I
said.
“Oh, Alice, I’m busy doing business right now, can’t you see?”
He was filling up a syringe. The needle sucked up the white heroin
through a cotton ball filter on top of the musician’s (who shall remain
nameless) hot plate set up on the vanity table between them. “I’m sure
you can all handle yourselves without me for a few hours.” Mr. Cat
handed the syringe over to the guy, then turned to the vanity mirror
and lined his eyes with kohl eyeliner as the musician found a vein and
shot. He swayed in his chair, eyes at half-mast, shoulders relieved.
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Cat finished smudging the black lines around his eyes and snorted a
line off the table with a straw he kept in his black shirt pocket.
“I don’t want to go over there empty-handed. Mr. Hookah will
just tell me to come back.”
I heard the door swing open behind me. Her presence was at the
nape of my neck. The hairs on my neck stood up as I felt her fingers
and the edges of her nails brush against my upper arm, squeeze, and
push me aside to see who was sitting at her vanity table. The irritation
and tense grip released when she saw the rhythm guitarist, her
musician, sitting on the chair with a warm grin on his face, a face that
saw heaven through glazed eyes and veins swimming with junk. He
spoke her name and lifted his arms as though they were weighed
down with bricks. Giselle smiled the first smile I’d ever seen on her
lips, and flung herself onto the keyboardist’s lap, straddling her legs
around the chair, embracing him, kissing him. Caressing his face
clouded by five o’clock shadow gone into the wee hours and onward
into the next day.
I held Mr. Cat’s hand and pulled him up on his feet. He resisted at
first, staring at Giselle and her theremin player. After I grabbed both
of his hands and tugged harder, he finally stood up, swayed in my
direction, and walked out the door with me.
As we walked across the desert again, Mr. Cat stopped for brief
periods to watch a tumbleweed roll across the rocky ground,
entranced. At these moments, I held his hand and led him toward our
hookah lounge as though he was a child fascinated by a leaf or an
alphabet block, or something else totally mundane and not worth
pausing to observe. When we finally arrived at The Den, Mr. Hookah
swung at Mr. Cat and slapped him on the side of the head and cheek.
“Whatever am I going to do with you, Mr. Cat? You always
wander off at these things. It’s not playtime.”
“It’s always playtime for me.”
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“That’s true, isn’t it?” Mr. Hookah said, chuckling. “Play with
this one. It’s hopelessly clogged and must be cleaned.” He handed
Mr. Cat the hose.
Mr. Cat grasped at the hose, missed it, and closed his hand around
the air next to the hose.
“You’re hopeless,” Hookah said. “Alice, take him back to the
hotel. RK wants your company, anyway.”
“Great,” I said “It’s not like I wanted to see any rock stars.
Staying in the only crappy hotel in Death Valley with RK is so much
better. Mafia cock sure beats rock cock. Oh, yeah, give me some
mafia cock any day with some gun-sucking foreplay. I can’t wait.”
“Alice, I don’t appreciate your sarcasm. Can you stop acting so
juvenile? And don’t let RK ever hear you say the ‘M’ word. It makes
him paranoid. I’d like for you to keep that pretty, sarcastic little head
on your shoulders.”
“Hey, hey, let me go back to the hotel, too, please, please?”
Speedy Petey said.
“Very well, you’re trying my patience at this point. Take Doug
with you.”
“What did I do?” Doug said. We’d kind of forgotten about Doug.
He’d wandered off to ask for groupie phone numbers as soon as we’d
arrived to set up, and had conveniently just wandered back to The
Den when all of the work was pretty much done.
“You two can talk to each other incessantly at the pool and stay
out of our hair until the fans get here tomorrow afternoon,” Hookah
said.
“You are useless and foppish and I don’t like you.”
“Well, that’s direct now, isn’t it? I don’t like your company,
neither. Come on, Petey, let’s go work on our tan.”
The drive back was a blur of more incessant speed-talking. Yuri
and I sat in the front in silence. I didn’t know what was going to
happen, but I thought I did. Speedy Petey and Top Hat Doug changed
into their swim trunks in the Winnebago, and walked directly to the
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pool as soon as we arrived back at the hotel. They sprayed each other
with sunblock and talked about their last trips to Vegas, how much
they won, to whom they sold their biggest score. They shared a coke
bullet between them and broke out a couple six-packs of beers. Mr.
Cat was passed out in the bus, and none of us saw any reason to wake
him from his nod. Yuri’s phone rang and he took a call.
“Yes, yes, I tell her. Yes, they are at the pool. No, I dunno when
she’s coming back. I’ll call you when she calls me for pickup. Yes,
sir,” Yuri said. He hung up the phone and looked at me. “He wants
you to go up to his room now.” Yuri patted me on the cheek with the
sharp pinky nail hand. “Be nice to him.”
I sighed and did what I was told. I couldn’t exactly go running to
the concierge and tell her to call the police. I wasn’t excited about
getting caught up in a drug ring along with the arson business. So, I
walked through the lobby and past the concierge desk. A lady in her
fifties sat at the desk and said hello. She’d pasted her face with cakedon Avon makeup—the waxy, dry, expired kind. The consultant name
on the Avon brochures displayed by the nearby “local attraction” flier
stand matched the name on her name tag: Sally Johnson. I waved at
Sally and twitched a half smile, pretending everything was fine.
Everything was not fine. As soon as the elevator door shut, I
started feeling tightness in my chest and heat pressing in all around
me, like I was suffocating in an oven. I couldn’t get enough air. I held
on to the side of the walls in a narrowing hallway as I walked to RK’s
room. This was it. I was going to have to fuck him, and there was no
way out of it other than to just suck it up and do it. It’s not like he was
a bad-looking guy: nice body, fit, tan, thick, black hair, beautiful,
warm brown eyes that flashed burgundy somehow when he got
excited, or angry, or when he brought a glass of deep, red wine up to
his lips. He always smelled nice. Maybe this wouldn’t be so bad.
Maybe he really knew how to make a girl feel good. Giselle wouldn’t
be with him if he wasn’t good in bed. I was almost sure of that. But
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she was cheating on him with a backup singer at that very moment.
What did that mean?
He answered the door wearing an open, black silk smoking jacket
and black boxer briefs. He’d been drinking champagne on ice, and
offered me a glass. I took it and gulped it down right away. He stood
behind me and started rubbing my neck and shoulders.
“You’re tense,” RK said.
“No I’m not. I’m fine.”
“Then why didn’t you say hello when I answered the door?”
“I don’t know.”
“Just relax. We’re on vacation. Split a pill with me.”
“Okay, sure.” I bit into half a Molly and pretended to swallow it
with the last of the champagne. The bitterness started migrating from
under my tongue. We lay down on the bed together, and he coaxed
my shirt off and massaged my back. As I lay on my stomach and
closed my eyes, I heard a door open behind us, and a quick, quiet
“blip,” before a thud as something hit the ground.
We were the only people on the floor at that time of day. No one
was checked in for the night except us. That’s why no one saw Petey
go down when RK shot him as Petey surprised us by barging in
through the door. I sat up, turned around, and saw Petey lying on his
side, bleeding out from his belly. His Black Sabbath T-shirt was
soaked in blood and getting wetter.
“Damn. I didn’t want to do that here in the hotel,” RK said. He
ran over to Petey and dragged him into the bathtub. Petey was
sobbing and babbling how he wouldn’t tell, just take him to a hospital
and drop him off. Just call 911 and say it was a suicide attempt. Think
of his little girl, think of how he’s her only living parent. He said all
sorts of nonsense that RK would never consider for a moment. After
gagging Petey, he turned on the faucet, and ran the water over the
back of Petey’s head before shooting him again at the base of the
skull to finish him off. He left Petey’s body, bleeding, draining, with
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the faucet water running over his head, and stood in the doorway,
facing me, searching my eyes for something.
I couldn’t tell what that something was. We stared at each other
for a long time. I didn’t know what to feel or what to express about
what just happened, so I gave him that inscrutable poker face I’d been
practicing and getting good at. I suppose I was too shocked to feel
scared. The bitter pill under my tongue had all but dissolved.
Top Hat Doug came in through the door next. It had been a
mistake to give everybody keycards. Doug didn’t notice the
bloodstains on the carpet, but he saw the body in the bathroom
reflected through the open bathroom door by the big mirror on the
side wall next to the bed.
“Call Yuri,” RK said. “Tell him to bring the cleaning supplies and
the ice chests.”
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Chapter 8
The scoop in the ice dispenser bin was down at the bottom. I
picked it up and shoveled another load of ice into our room’s ice
bucket. God, it was so hot out there, even with the air-conditioning
running full blast in the hotel hallway. I felt feverish as I rushed to fill
the ice chests with the last of the ice in the dispenser. I wanted to
crawl into that empty bin and cool down.
“My, you sure do need a lot of ice, don’t ya?” a woman’s voice
asked from behind me. It was the Avon lady concierge. If only she
knew the two buckets I carried were the last of a series of six trips.
She walked over and slipped some quarters into the vending machine
near the ice dispenser. “What the hell, are we out of ice already?
Damn, we have to conserve all the water we have out here.”
“Sorry. It’s really hot. We have a lot of stuff in our ice chests.”
“That’s what the mini-fridge is for.” A package of white,
powdered-sugar donuts fell down to the bottom of the machine with a
blunt thud, making a sound as heavy and dense as Yuri’s emergency
hatchet sounded as he butchered Petey behind the closed bathroom
door. All I could hear in between hauling buckets of ice into the ice
chests was that heavy hatchet sound and the cracking of bones behind
that door. RK locked Top Hat Doug and me out of the bathroom, and
ordered us to haul ice and clean the carpets with an enzyme cleaner
that dissolved bloodstains and all traces of blood on contact. He’d put
Doug up to the cleaning, and made me fetch the ice.
RK told me to knock on the bathroom door when I’d filled up the
ice chests. He told me not to talk to anyone we didn’t know. He told
me to say we had lots of cold cuts in our ice chests that we needed to
keep cool if anyone said anything.
Cold cuts …
So, now the ice chests were full.
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I knocked on the bathroom door, and RK opened up the door a
crack. He had a few specks of blood on his neck and face. “Turn
around,” he said. “You don’t want to see this.” I did as he said and
saw the reflection of the door opening on the wall mirror next to the
bed. It was a mirror that covered the entire height of the wall and
length of the bed, presumably for a hot view during sex. It wasn’t
meant to witness a murder and amplify the gruesome business of a
cover-up by reflection.
“Close your eyes,” said RK.
“Yeah, sure, no problem.” I heard RK drag the ice chests into the
bathroom, then close the door. I heard Top Hat Doug’s scrub brush
against the carpet, scratching away the evidence. The shower turned
on inside the bathroom again. I opened my eyes. The top hat was
perched on the writing desk next to the window. Top Hat Doug’s head
was completely shaved, and shiny as a cue ball at the crown. He
scrubbed at the stains rhythmically, completely absorbed in his task. It
was the perfect task for a tweaker. The speed was no doubt blocking
all sense of remorse and feelings of loss. It wasn’t a time for feeling
anyway. If we hadn’t taken care of Petey’s mess, we all would have
been in a bigger mess together. We were all in unspoken agreement
about that.
What would become of Petey’s daughter, I wondered. How
horrible for that girl to be alone in this world now. Maybe Petey had
family, some grandma or great-aunt somewhere who could take care
of her. I hoped as much. Not having anyone makes you live a floating
existence. I knew that.
“I want some fresh air,” I said to Top Hat Doug, “I feel like I
can’t breathe with all the fumes.”
“I suppose it’d be all right if you stepped out. You’re not going
very far, are you?”
“No, I just want to jump in the pool. I need some fresh air.”
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“Sure, sure. Let me just ask RK.” He stood up and knocked on the
bathroom door. “RK? RK, Alice wants to go swimming. Is it okay if
she goes?”
“Don’t talk to anyone.”
“I won’t, don’t worry,” I said.
“Go with her, Doug. We can take it from here.”
“Sure.”
I zipped open my overnight bag and pulled out one of Mellie’s
old bikinis. It was powder blue, and smelled like her perfume still,
like cotton candy.
“Turn around,” I told Doug. He was staring at me as I pulled my
shirt off.
“Aren’t you a stripper?”
“I’m on vacation, fucker.”
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Chapter 9
I stepped into the pool, exhaled and sank to the bottom, straight as
an arrow. I felt like my spine was made of rocks, and wished I didn’t
have to come up for air. The whole world down there felt tropical; my
eyes stung as I looked at the blurry, glacial-blue walls around me. I
fought the urge to breathe, fought the impulse to break the surface. Up
there was so dirty and full of hell-heat.
I finally broke the surface and hung my arms over the side of the
pool, taking a deep breath and focusing my chlorine-blurred vision on
the Winnebago parked on the other side of the bars surrounding the
pool area. Mr. Cat played some music inside, a shuffled mix of the
Dark Wave Circus compilation album from the previous year. The
ominous guitar riffs from Rob Zombie wafted out the windows, along
with the sweet, smoky incense smell of good marijuana. The sound of
something dragging across the rocky driveway caused me to turn
around and see RK and Yuri, each dragging an ice chest. They both
wore clean clothes. Yuri carried a trash bag full of soft, lumpy fabric
on his back. When they arrived outside the RV, Yuri popped open the
lower baggage compartment, and hoisted the chests up into the
compartment. He then closed the panel on the baggage compartment,
and locked it with a padlock.
RK came over to the bars that separated the parking lot and
sidewalk from the pool area, knelt down to my eye level, and grasped
the bars with both hands.
“Are we gonna be cool?” he asked.
“About what?” I asked. “We’ve been swimming all afternoon.”
“That’s my smart girl. Do me a favor?”
“What?”
“Don’t tell Giselle what happened. I don’t want her to know until
we’re on the road and heading back home. We’re all going to pretend
that we don’t know where Petey is. If she wants something out of the
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baggage, don’t help her get it. Get Yuri to get it. Keep her out of
there, if you can. Do you have anything stowed down there?”
“No.”
“Good. Let me know if you need anything. Let’s go to the Den
and smoke out and forget about all this.”
“Whatever you wanna do.”
“Go upstairs and get ready. Put something sexy on. That’s what I
want you to do.”
I did as I was told and put on a black miniskirt, fishnet stockings,
and the boots. I figured it would be a good idea to wear them in case I
was trampled. I didn’t like leaving my bags with the cargo pants in
the hotel room, but taking my duffel bag to the show would’ve looked
suspicious. I decided to take a little backpack and fold the two pairs
of pants with the most bills sewn into them in the bag, along with my
cell in case I got separated from the crew. I didn’t know what to
expect that night. I’d never been to a big show like that before.
When we arrived at the Den, an art show had sprung up around
the perimeter, along with merch tables hawking wares such as spiked
collars, whips, chains, and band T-shirts, vinyl, leather, and bone
corsets, boots, fangs, and lunch boxes. The artwork all showed dark,
sinister themes: demon women with goat horns growing out from the
paintings, vampires, witches, and sorcerers. Mysterious occult
symbols floated on some of the canvasses. A table was covered with
ancient-looking apothecary bottles (no doubt purchased in bulk from
a Chinese glassware company) and spell books.
“Why don’t you sit down and have some hookah? Look up at the
stars instead of staring at all that garbage,” RK said. He held the silver
hose from the hookah I’d packed earlier in the afternoon. The sunset
was long gone over the horizon by then, and the black expanse above
us was dotted with innumerable points of light. RK patted the plush
velvet couch and waved the silver wand around, motioning to sit next
to him. I sat down and took a sip of the Tijuana hash and painkillerspiked shisha tobacco.
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Soon, I heard some guitar riffs blast from stage one. The sound
was echoing in my head. Rob Zombie was on stage, and, under the
influence of the hookah, his sound was very, very good. He sang
about living dead girls and sex with corpses. As he sang, Giselle crept
onto the stage. She wore a large, papier-mâché helmet that looked
like an overblown, exaggerated doll’s head. She was a monstrous
version of one of those china dolls that stare at you from across the
room, sitting in the corner with large, vacant eyes, and close-clipped,
uneven tufts of hair sticking out of the scalp. Like a kid in a cancer
ward who’s just dropped dead with its eyes open.
She wore a ruffled, little girl dress, crept across the stage, and
jumped into the air, suspended by the silks that held her up in space
for a moment, making her look like a puppet animated by a giant,
unknown puppeteer from above the stage. I have to admit that,
although she’s an evil cunt whore, I was impressed. Of course, my
perception might have been a little off. The white silk “puppet
strings” moved up and down as trails of white across my field of
vision, and the guitar riffs hit me like bullets in the face and chest and
gut. The music ran out through my fingers and toes as Rob played and
that bitch danced behind him, stalking him, hunting him. He asked
her to crawl on him, sink into him, and die for him. He serenaded his
living dead girl. I didn’t know it at the time, but he was singing
Giselle’s biography.
Rob Zombie’s set ended with the doll puppet pouncing on Rob.
She appeared to eat him by wiggling the oversize doll head helmet
over Zombie’s body, and pulled out what looked like entrails from his
belly.
Then, the stage went dark, and long stretches of red laser light
shot out into the crowd, appearing solid thanks to all the fog machines
pumping mist into the air. As the last guitar note stretched out into the
crowd, and the long-fingered bands of red light reached into our eyes
and my scrambled brain, the crowd broke out in a flood of ecstatic
cries for what they’d seen and heard and felt; cheers rolled over our
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eardrums in waves like a tsunami of hot, molten lava in the desert
wasteland.
I felt a hand rub my thigh. Somehow, during Rob’s performance,
I’d taken a few steps back and ended up on the couch next to RK. He
caressed me just above my knee, and slid his fingertips up, up, up
over the surface of my inner thigh. I was so relaxed and so blown
away by the music that I didn’t feel bothered as the hand that had
butchered another human being’s corpse a few hours earlier touched
me. It felt kind of good. I took another drag off the hookah and
opened my legs a little more as RK reached up into my miniskirt, in
between my legs. He stroked the curve of skin that surrounded my
panties, and then stroked the surface of my panties.
As RK felt me up and I started to breathe faster, a spotlight shot a
tall, wiry, Marilyn Manson onto center stage. He was wearing a silver
body suit, and looked like he must have walked on three-foot-tall
platform shoes. He was made up to look like a giant, goth, space alien
creature. At least that’s what I could tell from where we sat. He
played the songs we all know him for first. The crowd-pleasers. The
ones the fans pay money to hear. Flames spat out of the ground
around him as he sang. The desert air twisted the light like a
watercolor painting, and everything melted around the edges: RK’s
hand became my hand touching myself, and then touching him, my
body feeling him inside me and loving it, loving the heightened
sensation between my legs and the light dancing around Marilyn
Manson as he sang about beautiful people and the dope show. We
were all beautiful people. The show was dope.
Everything was so good when Giselle crawled out of her little
box on the stage as she’d done in rehearsal, and slithered and tumbled
after the pyrotechnic discharge and smoke cleared. She wore a tight,
red latex bodysuit with a large red collar encircling her neck like the
hood of a cobra snake, a queen from the depths of the underworld.
Her eyes were colored completely black, the whites of her eyeballs
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obscured by onyx contacts; she glared at the audience with black,
alien eyes and this freaky, bloody mouth that appeared sewn shut.
The red-clad, serpentine creature pulled herself up by the white silks
that appeared to glow by black light. She tumbled and slithered up a
single strip of the silk like the red cobra thing she emulated,
performing this aerial dance to the vicious guitar solo fingered and
amplified through the speakers by the band mate who’d most likely
done the same to her earlier that day. Giselle, the red cobra, the
gruesome monster made up to look like a voodoo rag doll with a
snake’s body, slid onto Marilyn Manson’s shoulder and encircled his
chest, forming a closed circle that clamped tightly to the singer as he
continued to murmur and growl into the microphone.
The metallic, scaled fabric of her costume shimmered as she slid
around Manson’s chest, around his neck, around his waist, and down
his leg. Her serpentine grace was uncanny, but, maybe, now that I’m
remembering it, perhaps I can say it may have been my drug-addled
mind that made the whole thing up. However, it’s entirely possible
that she did slither around his neck, down his back, around his leg,
and back up his body again, before slithering around those white
aerial silks above him, and flying over the audience as a crane hoisted
her by the tops of the fabric into the air above the crowd.
She was coming closer, closer to seeing what her husband, lover,
whatever he was, what he was doing between my legs that felt so
damn good under the influence of all that short-cut hash.
Every time I shut my eyes, I saw a mesh of red scales superimposed over blood spilled all over the beige motel room carpet.
Blood spilled all over RK’s hands. Blood spilled on Petey’s neon
green board shorts, red blood looking almost black as it ran from his
chest down the fabric over his lap as RK dragged him into the
bathroom. So, I tried to keep my eyes open.
The red serpent was flying closer and closer, probably seeing me
with her man and getting more and more angry and murderous by the
second. I stood up and pulled away from RK. He grasped the air near
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my skirt. He looked up and saw Giselle looming on the horizon in
front of us, and seemed to catch my drift. He zipped up his pants.
The rest of the night after that is a bit spotty. Kind of like a series
of snapshots that ends in a bad home movie with too many people in
the frame and nowhere to focus.
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Chapter 10
The music stopped again and the cheers echoed and I was led by
the hand somewhere. I couldn’t see very well. All the people were
blending together into this cloud of arms, legs, and steel-toed shoes.
We walked behind a black velvet curtain. I grabbed onto the fabric for
a moment, before RK pulled me inside. There were pillows covering
a large tent. There were people lying down, touching each other,
drinking. Giselle had pulled off her latex suit and sat in a puddle of
musicians in the nude. She was laughing silently, kissing several fools
nearby. When she saw me, for the first time ever, she smiled at me
and kissed my lips. Her lips were thin and tasted of dark, waxy
lipstick. The slash marks across her mouth were rubbing off, and no
longer looked like Naugahyde stitches. RK moved in on us, and
Giselle pulled him down to the ground, straddled him, and kissed
him. RK’s arms wrapped around the girl, covering her as though she
was a little china doll, not a person. Giselle tugged at RK’s fitted
black T-shirt, inching it up little by little, exposing a tanned, muscular
stomach and chest. I have no idea how he was so tanned when he
never saw the sun. It must have been the Italian genes. Anyway, you
can figure out the rest. I tried to stay out of it for the sake of Giselle,
started to crawl away and out of the tent to escape. But they rolled
around for a little bit, then kind of pounced on me, pulled me back
into the pile of hedonism, held me down, and had their way with me.
I didn’t mind at all. The ecstasy and Tijuana hash committed
some kind of brain alchemy on my cells and body. I’ve never been
hornier in my life. If they’d brought in a goat, a horse, and a chicken,
I might even have considered doing those, too. I know, I know. Gross.
Lucky for my dignity at this point, at least no farm animals were
harmed in the making of this particular orgy. I think at one point
Marilyn Manson sodomized me with some sort of metallic foreign
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object, probably a coke bullet. I know. Gross. The whole thing
grosses me out looking back at it.
I woke up horrified at the unsanitary magnitude of the situation.
Angela, the girl who likes to line up all her shoes perfectly and all the
clothes systematically by color and function in her closet, had
committed too many unsafe sex acts to count in one night. But that
night they knew me as Alice.
I vowed to go to an urgent care clinic as soon as I got back to
civilization and order up a full panel of STD tests, but ended up too
caught up in what happened after we returned to bother.
Of course, as all nights do, this one ended when the last of the
coke was snorted, the last of the meth burned out, and there were no
more highs to get and no more ways to get off. And I fell asleep next
to the red serpent, still covered in red body paint at the neck,
shoulders, and patches of face. RK and I looked like we’d rolled
around in a vat of lipstick, or dead pigs (depending on who you asked
later).
I woke up from my dead-tired sleep to the shrieks and screams of
two raven-haired groupies who’d passed out next to Rob Zombie.
They were holding another girl up as she foamed at the mouth and
shook in a fit of seizure. It was not a good look, even on a face that
pretty.
Rob woke up and smacked her on the face, yelling, “Valeria,
Valeria,” over and over again.
Marilyn Manson went over to Rob and picked a fight with him,
blaming him for the whole situation. After this tour, they would never
tour together again. They beat the shit out of each other until a couple
of roadies from each side tried to separate them, and a brawl of two
turned into a brawl of ten. One of the girls got out her cell phone and
dialed 911. At that point, RK gathered my hand in one of his, and
Giselle’s in the other, and pulled us out of the room.
We ran as fast as we could to the Winnebago. RK texted the code,
“911 … 911,” over and over again to all the surviving members of our
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crew. None of us wanted to be pointed out as the losers who gave
dead-as-she’d-ever-hoped-to-be Valeria the dirty bag. Who knew if it
was even our fault, RK would ask the crew rhetorically as we slipped
into the line of cars on their way out of the camp, hoping, as the
police cars, ambulances, and sirens sped past our bus and drove in the
opposite direction, that no one would give us up or blame us for
Valeria’s overdose.
“Just keep cool, stay calm, everyone,” Yuri said. “There’s no way
they’ll know it was us.” No way were they going to find us on the line
of fan cars and party buses. Over and over, I repeated the reasoning in
my head like a rosary: no way they’ll catch us and find the drugs and
two ice chests full of hacked-up body parts. No way will I be charged
as an accessory after the fact. I was under duress. I was under
coercion. No. I don’t think so. Dozens of people saw me fuck the
murderer last night. Fuck. We were not going to get caught. No way
will I be charged …
But the whole band saw me with the dealer’s crew the entire time
…
I repeated the reasoning loop and half a prayer until we made it
past the temporary exit gate (a large, black monstrosity mimicking a
medieval castle gate) and onto the highway.
Somewhere along Route 66 on the way back home, we detoured
off onto another dirt road called “Sulfur Pass.” About a mile in, we
dropped off Top Hat Doug and left him to call ahead if anyone was
coming down the road after us. Giselle looked out the window after
we stopped, and noticed the crossroads sign out the window. She
made eye contact with RK, and started moving her hands in the air.
He responded in sign language, and she insisted on something else.
RK shook his head. Giselle launched into a tirade of finger twisting
and straddled him, arguing her case. If it was possible to see someone
whine in sign language, I was a witness.
“No,” RK said. “It’s stupid.”
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Giselle shrugged, and RK glanced in my direction for a split
second before rolling his eyes and signing. Giselle jumped up on one
of the bench seats, opened one of the overhead baggage
compartments, jumped, and swung for a minute by her arms and legs
in midair like a monkey. She pulled out a duffel bag that had shifted
to the back of the compartment. Her feet landed back on the bench
seat and she dragged the duffel bag down with her. RK rolled his eyes
again and shook his head as Giselle pulled a wooden mallet with a
gavel-shaped head and a long, slender handle out of the bag. She
looked at it and smiled an impish smile, as if she were a kid going to
play miniature golf.
“Do you play croquet, Alice?” RK asked.
“What’s that?” I said.
“It’s like golf, but you hit the balls through these metal arches
that you stick in the ground.”
“Never heard of it.”
“It’s a British game.”
Giselle tossed the mallet at my head and I caught it.
“Giselle wants you to play with her.”
“Ooh, hoo, hoo, hoo, sick fun,” Mr. Cat said. “Me too, me too.”
Mr. Cat pointed one finger at the mallet and one finger at his chest.
Giselle stared at him for a minute and frowned, considering. She
pulled another mallet from the back and tossed it at him.
“This is so stupid,” RK said.
“Well, it’ll give us something to do while you both dig, boss,” Mr.
Cat said.
“You could help,” RK said.
“I only saw two shovels. What would I dig with? Have you seen
these little arms of mine?” Mr. Cat pulled his black T-shirt sleeve up
to his shoulder and attempted to flex his biceps muscle. His upper arm
looked like one of those cheap little hot dogs you get at a gas station
food shop that doesn’t quite measure up to the size of the bun, and
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was probably pulled out of a can of Vienna sausages before roasting
under the heat lamp. RK couldn’t argue with Cat’s logic.
When we drove far enough into Sulfur Pass, Yuri stopped the
Winnebago off to the side of the road, and helped RK unload shovels
and the two ice chests. They rolled the ice chests into the desert, and
Giselle trailed behind them until they found a place where the ground
was particularly barren of plant life and large rocks. They started
digging. Giselle opened up one of the chests and rummaged around
the parts, getting her hands a little bloody in the process. I suppose
they’d lost a lot of Petey’s blood down the bathroom drain in the hotel
room. After failing to find what she was looking for in the first chest,
she closed it and opened up the other one, rummaging through the ice,
a hand, an upper arm detached from the elbow, more parts, until she
found it: she plunged her second hand into the cold chest and pulled
out Petey’s severed head with both hands.
Mr. Cat got to work hammering the loops into the rocky ground.
He heaved the mallet up into the air and knocked it down onto the
loop, but the metal ends didn’t break ground. Giselle noticed and
shoved a mallet in Cat’s direction, swinging her mallet after pointing
with it.
“No,” I said. “I’m not playing. This is gross.” I threw the mallet
on the ground, shook my head and crossed my arms across my chest
so she’d understand. She dropped Petey’s head and stepped in closer,
almost nose to nose. She cocked an elegant, palm-sized pistol and
pointed it at my head. I don’t know from where she pulled this thing,
but perhaps she had a hidden gun pocket in her leather pleated
miniskirt. I obliged her and picked up the mallet. Mr. Cat held the rest
of the loops and I hammered out my frustration, driving the loops into
the arid desert ground. I found that yelling as I swung the mallet up in
the air and into the metal seemed to drive it into the ground with more
force and fewer swings.
When all the loops had been driven in and a course for the game
established, Giselle hit the head over to the start of the course with
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her croquet mallet, and smacked the head through the first loop. She
looked at me and pointed one finger up to the sky and used her other
hand to point to herself.
“One.”
Mr. Cat placed the head back in the original starting point. I
stepped up to the head, and hit it through the first loop in three knocks
to the “ball.” We continued on through the course like this, using
quarters for ball markers as we shared the head, and drove it under
each metal arch with a varied number of strokes. Whenever it looked
as if I was going to make a goal in a fewer number of strokes than
Giselle, Mr. Cat would stop the head with his foot. He lit up a joint
during our game, and toward the end he became distracted and let me
win some points. Giselle was not happy about this, and pulled her gun
on Mr. Cat. Mr. Cat was quite the bendy person himself and ended up
winding around Giselle and out of reach of her gun, running toward
RK and Yuri for safety. Giselle shot the gun, but only up in the air and
away from Mr. Cat’s direction. Just as he approached the everdeepening grave, he heard the gun, fell to the ground in a ball and
screamed like a little girl. He screamed again and again until Yuri
stopped digging and smacked him on the face.
“You stop this noise. Now,” Yuri said.
Giselle laughed her silent laugh so hard that her shoulders shook
up and down.
RK called Top Hat Doug on his cell phone and let him know we
were headed back to the main road soon. Giselle waved to come over
to the hole where they’d chucked the rest of Petey’s body parts.
“I’m not touching this thing,” I said. “No fucking way.”
“Come on, we’ve got to go,” RK said.
I looked down at my feet where Petey’s head was lying. The eyes
were still open, and by now, little bits of sand and grit had burrowed
into the eyeballs and cloudy, pale blue irises. The bones of the face
had been broken and the rigor mortis softened by our mallets, giving
him a mushy lack of bone structure and thus unrecognizable features.
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I know I’m being graphic. It’s my way of getting through a fucked-up
period of my life that I can hardly believe actually happened. I mean,
at the time I was kind of numb to it all, like it wasn’t really happening
and I was watching some sort of weird movie.
I guess the brain does that when it’s overwhelmed.
I guess that’s why I’m such a good poker player. I just float
through any situation and might have feelings about it later. Might.
So, back to the head …
I ended up rolling it over to the grave with the croquet mallet,
finally hitting it into the hole. The head landed in the grave without
making a sound, unlike what I’d expected. It’s not like in the movies,
where everything gruesome is punctuated by the sound of someone
beating suede-covered celery stalks with a hammer. Or maybe that’s
just how I remember it landing: quiet.
Yuri picked up a shovel and started shoveling the mound of dirt
they’d just dug up into the hole. Mr. Cat, recovered from the shot and
back to his placid, idiotic default expression, made himself useful to
everyone by scurrying over to the croquet course and pulling up the
markers. Yuri covered the grave quickly, and the sun dropped lower
over the mountain ridges. We walked across the desert back to the
Winnebago. I opened a beer as soon as we stepped inside and started
driving back to the highway. There wasn’t any water in the back. We
hadn’t had time to stop and get more. RK told me to finish it fast and
no more open containers for the rest of the trip.
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Chapter 11
When we arrived back at the house, it was past midnight. The
house ran the games and the hall of whores whether or not RK was
there. We walked into the darkness and through a fight between two
girls over whose turn it was to perform on the pole, whose turn it was
to dance and collect dollar bills. Miss Piggy the big Russian stripper
was fighting with some other bitch I’d never seen before. Miss Piggy
certainly had a few pounds more to her advantage. They rolled around
on the pile of money on the ground. At this point, it was beyond the
money. They smacked and punched each other, pulling hair, pulling
strings on bikinis. No one was stepping in, well, because the girl fight
was kind of hot.
“What the hell is going on here, people? Shit, I leave for one
weekend, and this is what happens?” RK snapped. The girls froze and
looked up at RK. Miss Piggy was on top of the other girl, and she was
the first to stand up and calm down.
“RK, we weren’t expecting you back until tomorrow. Cak dila,
moi druk! I’m sorry about all this,” Miss Piggy said.
“You know you’re not allowed to dance here,” he said. “You’re
too big. Who the hell is this other bitch in my house?”
I still to this day don’t know who that other bitch in RK’s house
was. She had these giant, inflated lips that made her resemble a fish
staring at you through a glass tank in the dentist’s office waiting
room. Her skin was darkened by a bronzer with sparkles, and her face
had been stretched out tight over her cheekbones, either by going
under the knife, or one too many chemical peels, or both. She didn’t
say much, just slurred something about coming with Daniel, a wornout, white-trashy former UPS guy turned former porn star playing a
UPS guy, who now drove limos for porn stars and strippers, and made
a living transporting them to film shoots and clubs. After the shoots
wrapped and after the clubs closed, he was rumored to drive the girls
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over to high-paying clients staying at The W, The Roosevelt, and The
SLS, for a handsome cut of the action, of course. Not a bad retirement
plan for a former-UPS-guy-former-porn-star, I suppose. Although,
he’d get a little touchy if anyone mentioned the word “pimp.”
Sometimes, after all the work of the night was over, he’d bring his
trashy hookers over to RK’s. Sometimes, RK tolerated it, because
porn stars are hot in their own way, and because the occasional bitch
fight that went down between the strippers and the hookers was, at
times, amusing to watch.
Other nights, we all felt like the sleaze-factor had hit an all-time
low, even for after-hours-in-the-Valley standards, and the girls and
their driver/pimp were asked to leave. Both Miss Piggy and the
surgically vandalized pornstar/hooker gathered up their things, and
Miss Piggy called over little Natalya, who’d been dancing in front of
the DJ booth, oblivious to the fight and the orders to get the fuck out.
On her way out, Miss Piggy grabbed my arm and said, “Ah, my
Russian-looking American sister. We’ve missed you at the club. I
haven’t seen you in so long. How long has it been? Like, three
months, yes?”
“Three weeks,” I said.
Stripper time passes like dog years.
“Well, we miss you there at the Bar Strip. Jack asks me if I see
you. He likes you. You are no drama and make good money.”
“I’ll be back tomorrow night. I need one more day to recover
from the show.”
“Was it a good time?” Natalya said.
“Not really. It was dirty, and way too hot. But I think I hooked up
with Marilyn Manson. I think.”
“Ah, you bitch,” Miss Piggy said, smiling.
“I told you to get your things and get the fuck out,” RK said.
“Okay, okay, boss. Relax. See you tomorrow, Alice.”
“See ya,” I said.
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Natalya trailed behind her “big sister,” carrying their bags like a
miniature beast of burden walking on two legs; her long, new
extensions bounced down the length of her back, like the mane of a
unicorn.
I told RK I was tired, and wanted to go see if my favorite hall
girl, Jenny, was busy. I played it cool. No big deal about the body, the
cover-up, the OD. Just another day. Part of it was shock, but part of it
was that impulse a rabbit has when it knows it’s being stalked by a
predator: Don’t make any sudden moves. Maybe they won’t notice
how completely fucking terrified and helpless you are. Maybe, if you
stand still, the big cats won’t come after you, skin you alive, and eat
you. Maybe they won’t notice you among all the other, louder moving
targets.
When I stopped at Jenny’s doorway, the security guard stepped in
front of it and told me she was busy. So, we just stood there for a
while, and I felt like the loneliest thing in the world. He got annoyed
at me for staring at the doorway, pacing and smoking, so he told me
to take off for another thirty minutes.
“Take off where?” I asked.
“Have Yuri take you to the 7-Eleven and get me some smokes.”
“I don’t work for you. And besides, Yuri just left to take Natalya
and Miss Pi … Lucy home. RK kicked them out. I’m tired. I’m not
going anywhere.”
“Stop,” we heard Jenny say in her little shoebox of a room. “Stop
doing that!”
“Everything okay in there, Jen?” the guard asked.
“No, it’s not. Come in here, Greg.”
Greg pulled out his gun and walked into the cavernous, beaded
doorway. “What the? Oh my god, asshole. Seriously? You did that?
Get up. Get up! That’s it.”
A slight, sniveling man flew out of the beaded curtain and
slammed up against the wall outside the doorway. His pants were
unbuttoned and his belt unbuckled.
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“What the hell do you think you’re doing, shitting in the corner
like that?”
“I-I-I don’t know,” the guy stammered. He was looking up at
Greg through black, plastic-framed glasses, cowering. “I couldn’t
help it.”
“Well, help yourself out, freak. And don’t come back.”
“Please, don’t kick me out forever. Please.”
“Get out, before I rearrange those specs around your balls.”
The man leaned against the wall and slid up to his feet. He took
halting steps toward the elevator at the end of the hall.
“Now what are we gonna do?” Jenny said. “I’m not cleaning that
up.”
“Use room 4. Delia’s out sick,” Greg said. He talked into his
wrist and said, “Stephanie, come out here, we have a situation that
needs taking care of. No, I don’t care that there’s only one waitress
back there. Let the bartender handle it for a minute. Get your ass out
here. We’re in trouble.”
“What?” Stephanie asked, flinging open the door to the poker
saloon at the other end of the hall.
“Get a mop.”
“For what?”
“Jenny’s room.”
“What happened?”
“Come see.”
Stephanie walked down the hall and stopped before she even
reached Jenny’s room, then said, “Is that … what’s that smell?”
“What do you think?”
“Oh no. I’m not cleaning that up. Hell. No.”
“Come on, Deb cleaned it up the last time that happened. She’s
not gonna do it now, not now that she’s a bartender.”
“Seriously? Fuck you! No. I’m not a fucking hotel maid. No.”
“If you don’t, Jenny won’t have business tonight, and the money
she was gonna make will come out of your pay.”
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The room was cleaned and scoured right away. Jenny and I
ducked into Deb’s room and she once again felt my touch. She said I
was the exception to her straight rule. My fingers grazed across the
landscape of her collarbone and breasts. One was a full cup size larger
than the other. She let me kiss her and I did. It was the first time I’d
been clear-headed in a couple of days, and it was the first day since
our road trip that I wanted to remember every detail, every edge of
the room, every curve of her body, the scars across the insides of her
forearms, and the piercings of each nipple. When we were done and
my arms were sore and my tongue ached like it had been lifting
weights for hours, we lay there looking up at the stars of pinpoint
light on the ceiling. The ceiling was fitted with LED starlight that
twinkled on and off.
“How was Dark Wave?” Jenny asked. She stroked my hair as I
lay in her lap. She wasn’t going to be busy for another hour, so she let
me stay after I’d paid. The glowing blue light from the lava lamp
electrified the sheen of perspiration on her skin.
“It was weird. And they killed Petey.”
“I thought so. They always go out there and get rid of someone.
They used to take me with them a long time ago.”
“They do this a lot? Take people out to the desert and get rid of
them?”
“If someone’s around to get rid of … I call it a midnight job.
Something you want to do without anyone finding out or asking
questions. Take them out to a big desert party and they disappear. No
one knows what happens but RK’s crew. Maybe they made new
friends and left with a tour bus. Who knows? But really, they take
them out in the middle of nowhere at night, where no one’s around
for miles. And the disappeared become just another midnight job in
Wonderland.”
“How long have you been doing this?”
“What? The life? A long time. Since I ran away from home when
I was a little younger than you. I started dancing at fifteen. I had all
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kind of sugar daddies back then. And then I met RK and Giselle, and
they acted like I was the best thing that ever happened to them. It was
nothing but parties and shows, Vegas for poker tournaments. The
whole thing.”
“Why don’t they hang out with you like that anymore?”
Jenny leaned down and kissed me on the forehead. “Giselle has a
very short attention span,” she said. “After a while, she wanted to
move on, and I went back to work at the club. Then I came here. I’ve
been here ever since.”
“What are you going to do after?”
“I don’t know. I was thinking of saving up and having a little
boutique on Melrose or in Venice. Something like that.”
“That sounds nice. Can I come and work with you?”
“I don’t see why not. That’s a long ways away, though, when
we’re in our thirties.”
“Jenny,” we heard a voice say outside the curtain, “your two a.m.
is here.”
“Tell him I’ll be ready in five, Mack. You better go, Alice. Craig’s
here.”
“I don’t know where to go.”
“Don’t leave tonight. They’ll get suspicious. Just hang out for a
little while, and you can come back and sleep with me. Just for
tonight.”
“Okay.”
“Go back to Bar Strip tomorrow. It’s great money there. Keep
playing poker. Save up, get a motel room, an apartment, whatever.
Just don’t make them suspicious, or they’ll make you a midnight job,
too.”
“Yeah, I know.”
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Chapter 12
I took Yuri’s cab back to LA and got out near the club at eight the
next morning. He drove me back after he’d taken all the other girls
home and they were asleep. Jenny had dozed off in the bed next to
me, but I just couldn’t spend the night cooped up in that house.
“You know I would take you to breakfast, but my mother wants
me to take my daughters to church,” Yuri said.
“You have kids?” I asked.
“Yes. They start the holy communion classes at St. Vincent’s.”
“And you’re Catholic.”
“You think I want them to turn out like me? Or their whore
mother?” He pronounced the word “whore” from somewhere deep in
the back of his throat, like he was growling. “No. I don’t have to go to
hell to know what it’s like. I live hell. I’m going to rot there after I
die. They’re going to marry nice, rich Catholic boys. No one like me.”
“Fair enough.”
I stepped out of the taxi. He’d dropped me off at Norm’s Diner,
near the club.
“Hey, call me tonight if you need a ride. I know some cheap,
clean hotels nearby. I take you.”
He’d certainly know about hotels.
“Sure,” I said.
I didn’t know what to do for the next twelve hours, so I walked
around La Cienega, Santa Monica Boulevard, Melrose. The coffee
shops were just starting to open, but since it was a Sunday morning,
the usual hustle and traffic were nonexistent. There are only a few
hours a day when the streets of Los Angeles look like a ghost town.
They are between the hours of four a.m. and six a.m. on weekdays,
and four a.m. to about nine on Sunday mornings. The whole place is
so quiet, you forget about the storm of engine noise that’s going to
start soon.
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I walked down Santa Monica Boulevard, past the gay bars that
were trashed and littered out to the sidewalks with plastic cups,
napkins, and little paper umbrellas. Past the expensive sushi
restaurant with its doors closed and its antiseptic, minimalist tables,
chairs, and spotless sushi bar. I walked past the American Apparel and
the rainbow crosswalk and Rage, Fiesta Cantina, Trunks. All were
closed.
My backpack had been heavy. We’d had to leave all our bags with
anything important at the hotel. I was happy not to carry a backpack
right then, and unhappy that I’d left about ten thousand dollars sewn
into my clothes in that backpack at the hotel, ready for that lady
concierge to find and invest into her Avon business. Or maybe she’d
buy a new car, lotto tickets, or lots of clothes that few would see
behind that desk.
Why do the losers get all the breaks?
Anyway, I was sure I could make more money. And I had about
three thousand on me at the time.
I wandered along Sunset for a while. Waiters and hosts were
setting up the fancy cafés for those who do brunch. Nearby, the
paparazzi lay in wait for their famous prey; they were young
Hollywood up-and-comers, and older, bitter, burned-out former
production assistants that never made it past entry level, still wearing
the long set day uniform: the cargo shorts and T-shirts, salt-andpepper ponytails all covered in chain smoke. The “papz” were green
card holders, fresh from Brazil or Eastern Europe, sleek, well-dressed
in Armani knockoff pants and shiny black shoes and crisp, tight dress
shirts. They all munched on donuts and sipped coffee while sitting in
big old vans and convertibles set up with camera stabilizers (for the
car chases).
The Viper Room was black and vacant. The club looked very
much like a tomb full of the specters of overdoses past. I walked past
it and walked past the Standard Hotel, with its twenty-four-hour diner
full of businessmen and hookers, rock scene wannabes, the jet-lagged,
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and the insomniacs. I stopped in the 7-Eleven for a cup of coffee. As I
stood in line to pay for my coffee, the ladies in front of me chatted
with each other. Their long, dark, muscular legs were bare and
elongated with miniskirts and six-inch heels, their lush, dark locks
directly imported from off of penniless, shorn Indian women
thousands of miles away.
The statuesque ladies in front of me were not, of course, ladies.
Their voices cracked a bit, and the razor bumps on their necks
betrayed the falsetto voices and girly moves. These girls had been
born with boy parts.
“What the hell are you looking at, bitch?” one of them asked. I
must have been staring.
“You have very pretty hair,” I said, too tired to initiate a
confrontation. The extensions in that weave must have cost her
thousands. Several nights of tricks, at least.
“Aww, why thanks, girl,” the appeased hooker said.
“And you have nice nails,” I said, turning to her shorter friend. I
didn’t have it in me to be a smart-ass, for once. So, I tried being nice.
“Thank you, honey. What you doin’ up this early on a Sunday?”
“I’m up late, same as you. It’s the end of my night, and I was
thirsty.”
“How’d your night go, sugar?” the tall one asked.
“A guy shit in the corner. I had to have the man kick him out.”
“Aww … hell no.”
“Uh-uh,” the short trans hooker said.
“Naw. If any one of ‘em ever tried that with me, I’d beat his ass
myself.” And tall trans hooker was such an Amazon, you just knew
she could.
“Thas what I’m sayin’,” the shorter one chimed in.
“Hey, girl,” Amazon said. “You wanna come party with us next
door?”
“Got nothing better to do. Okay. Thanks,” I said.
“I’m Tameeka; this here’s Champagne,” Amazon Tameeka said.
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“Hey,” Champagne said.
“I’m Alice. Nice to meet you. You both have fucking hot legs.
Just sayin’.”
“Aww, I like her. Don’t you like her, Champagne?”
“Yeah, she a’ight. Les go.”
We heard a faint backbeat as we knocked on a door to the
entrance of a boarded-up building on a side street just off the Sunset
Strip. It looked like a burned-out building that housed zombies on
every floor after the dreaded zombie apocalypse hit. A broken-down
sign in the front read something about a “Wa—ton Mut—al
Savings—oan.” Maybe it used to say “Washington Mutual Savings
and Loan,” one of those banks that went under with so many others.
The logo was wheat-pasted over with a big, stylized poster of Andre
the Giant that said “Obey.”
We knocked on the door and it opened a crack. The doorman got
a good look at Tameeka and Champagne and smiled. He let us all in.
Inside there was the insistent, banging, ever-present house music and
a lot of people lay around the floor of what used to be a respectable
bank, strung out on the floor, or smacked up high out of their minds,
jumping around and dancing. Champagne and Tameeka pulled me
back into an empty and open vault. The electronic system had been
gutted. The door was unhinged. Inside we saw a large, pasty lady
sitting in the corner, smoking a crack pipe. She was holding
something wrapped up in a blanket to her chest that looked like it
could be a baby. I was like, are you serious? How much more
Trainspotting can this get?
“Janine, when you gonna get it in your crack head that’s not your
baby?” Tameeka asked the woman in the corner.
“He’s my baby. He’s my baby,” Janine said, breathing in and
talking with a husky, reverent voice as she held the smoke in her
lungs. The lady rocked the wrapped bundle back and forth against her
breast as her eyes looked far away, her body practically vibrating in
drug-induced ecstasy. The little bundle started squirming under her
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arms, and she tried to soothe and “shoosh” it, but the bundle became
more and more restless. Then it started squealing. You heard me.
Squealing.
The blankets squirmed around some more, and the face of a fat,
black, pot-bellied piglet poked out from under the blankets, and
squealed its displeasure at being held for so long. The thing wanted
down.
“Oh, hello there. I didn’t see you all there. This is Henry,” the
lady said, referring to the swaddled bit of swine in her arms. “He’s
my son.” Champagne and Tameeka snickered and tried to hide it. The
piglet became more restless, wiggled away from the lady’s grasp, and
twisted itself around, hopping onto all fours on the floor. It walked up
to me and sniffed my boots and then looked up at me like it wanted
something.
“Just act like it’s a kid or crack momma over there gets upset,”
Champagne whispered, trying to keep a straight face.
“Hello, little … boy,” I said to the piglet, and patted him on the
head.
“That thing just started showin’ up one day, looking for food,”
Tameeka said. “Next thing you know, she all acting like it’s her kid.”
“Some rich kid must’ve gotten bored with it and let it loose,”
Champagne said, lighting up a pipe, taking a hit from the rock, and
croaking. “Crack lady over there thinks it’s her son. She showed up
before the pig, cryin’ about her baby boy dead in Afghanistan.”
At that point the lady took a bottle full of formula out of a filthy
brown satchel bag next to her and started cooing at the pig, enticing
him to come back to her. He looked at her, grunted, and ran into her
arms. Apparently he’d put up with her holding him like a baby for the
formula bottle. The pig sucked on the bottle’s teat and the white
formula dribbled all over its black, bristly chin.
“Hey girl, you want some?” Tameeka asked, passing the pipe. I
looked at it and looked at her. Suddenly, everything went black. A
deep, guttural noise groaned out of my throat as my back hit the floor
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with a smack, knocking the wind out of me. The next thing I knew,
Tameeka, Champagne, Janine, and the pig were hovering over me,
asking if I was okay. The pig licked my cheek, and I felt its breath on
my forehead as it sniffed my hair. I’d passed out for a few seconds,
probably because I’d been awake for the past forty-plus hours. I
couldn’t even talk for a few moments, only groaned as the force of
the fall sunk into my back and the back of my head.
“Hey, girl, we got a couch out here. Les put her on the couch.
Champagne, pick up her legs,” I heard Tameeka say, as they hauled
me out to the main floor of the bank, and laid me down on a torn-up
old couch nestled in what used to be a waiting area. “There you go,
honey,” she said. “Sleep it off, baby.”
And that’s what I did. For hours.
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Chapter 13
When I woke up in the old bank, it was hard to tell the time. All
the windows were boarded up, and the only light inside the building
was coming from some glow sticks around the passed-out club rats’
necks and wrists, and a few camping lanterns strung up at the corners
of the big hall, giving off a soft, eerie light. No one was sitting at the
door keeping watch for raids. No one was dancing anymore, and the
music had stopped. The kids with the glow sticks had fallen asleep in
a puddle of love with each other. The cavernous darkness felt
suffocating. I had to get out of there. I felt the bulges sewn into my
pants. They were still there. The two twenties I was keeping in my
side pocket were gone. My boots were still on my feet. Tameeka and
Champagne were passed out on two couches nearby, finally asleep. I
stood up and walked out the door.
Outside, it was dark and the streetlights leading up into the
Hollywood Hills were on. I walked down the street and out to Sunset,
and sat on a curb trying to get my bearings. The Sunset Strip was lit
up like it was the last night on earth, and no one cared about the
electricity bill next month. It’s lit up like that every night. Light up.
Drink up. Rock out. Be merry. Tomorrow we might overdose.
Something soft, cool and wet brushed against my elbow. The piglet
had followed me outside the bank, down the street, and was trying to
wriggle his head under my arm. He worked his little head under my
armpit and leaned against my ribs.
“You have to go home, pig,” I said, patting him on the head. The
piglet followed me for a few blocks down the strip and grunted after
me, but he lost his resolve and ran back home to his human crack
momma.
It took about twenty minutes to walk back to the club. All was
lost. As far as I knew, there was no way out of what I’d stepped into:
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three feet of shit on top of quicksand. There was nothing to do but
wait, count the days, and sink.
I opened the back door to the club, and the place looked the same
as usual. The goldfish in the corner fish tank looked hungry and
bulge-eyed; the walls were red and the lights dim. DJ Rabbit played
Nine Inch Nails on the sound system for the meth-addicted, SophiaLoren look-alike that was fired there on my first day. She flung
herself around the pole with a wild, careless abandon that only one
who is numb to all the consequences of life can muster. What the fuck
I mean by that is she always looked like a monkey swinging around a
tree branch, if the monkey had just been shot up with steroid juice in a
science lab and set free into the wild by activists.
It wasn’t pretty. It was primal, and she was interesting enough to
the fat, balding German tourists sitting there, watching. Behold the
wild stripper in her natural habitat. Check out this human zoo called
Bar Strip. They inspected their money closely and couldn’t tell the
fives from the ones from the twenties in the dim light. The Germans
ended up throwing it all down on the stage like it was a pile of
discarded napkins they’d wiped over their greasy, bratwurst-coated
mouths.
Obnoxious American Gen X backpackers invaded their country in
the nineties, full of youthful promise and wandering bravado, their
dollars strong and powerful. Plenty of jobs were waiting for them
when they returned home. It was the Indian summer of Euro payback
that year, and the whole city felt it: all of us pandered to Old World
visitors. It didn’t matter if they were from Paris, Berlin, or Milan.
They all sat there and laughed to themselves at the pathetic spectacle
of Americans brought low, groveling for their business.
I walked up to the DJ booth and let Rabbit know I was there.
“I’m back.”
“What’s up?”
“Not much. What’s new with you?”
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“Just workin’. You know. Getting the fuck outta my system.
Seems I have a sex drive again,” Rabbit said, making eye contact with
the girl on stage and flicking his tongue in and out between his second
and third fingers, mimicking I don’t want to think about what.
“That sounds good,” I said.
“You just get back from the festival?”
“Yeah. It feels like forever since I’ve been here.”
“Time crawls on hallucinogens.”
“No shit, Sherlock.”
“You know what you wanna dance to?”
“Surprise me. I’m gonna get ready.”
“Okay. You’re up after Lucy.”
I walked back into the dressing room and Lucy and Natalya
insisted I sit next to them in front of the large mirror. The light bulbs
framing the mirrors in the dressing room had all been repaired. I
pulled out the makeup that I’d bought at a drugstore across the street,
and started smearing it on my face. My face had broken out from all
the stress, desert dust, and lack of sleep.
Rachel walked through the red curtains and sat down in her
“spot” in the corner. She was sweaty from her flailing around, and
stank of sweat and whiskey. She sprayed body spray all over, which
covered the earthy smell well enough, but that low note of her natural
scent hung around underneath the sweet, plastic smell of bubble gum
synthesized in a lab, and mixed with the whiskey sweating through
her pores.
“Hey, you’re back,” she said, noticing me behind her reflection.
“You get some new shoes finally?”
“I lost them. Left them … it’s a long story. No.”
“Ha. You’d probably fall on your ass again, anyway.”
“Whatever. Just don’t break any light bulbs today. You got glass
in my bag last time.”
“Shut the fuck up. You don’t know what you’re talking about.
Wasn’t me, bitch.”
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“What? You don’t remember?”
“Remember what?”
“Never mind.”
“Remember what?” This time she stood up and behind my chair,
ready for some drama.
“Rachel, get the fuck out on the floor, right now,” Jack said.
“Don’t piss me off, man. I’m not in the mood.”
Rachel practically dug her claws into the back of my chair, and
stomped away on her seven-inch-tall hooves.
“You got shoes yet?” Jack asked me.
“No.”
“Go get some shoes at Hustler. I’ll call you a cab.”
“Wait, Jack,” Natalya said, tugging at his suit sleeve. “What size
you, Alice?”
“Six.”
“I six and five.”
“She means six and half,” Lucy said.
“You try my old ones. I just get the taller ones!” Natalya pulled
brand-new, eight-inch-tall, clear heels out of a shoebox. Rhinestones
floated in the clear Lucite.
After Natalya put the shoes on and strutted around, Lucy and Jack
clapped. Really, they did. Natalya smiled and clomped over to her bag
to give me the old shoes. They fit, and they had a strap around the
ankle to keep them on my feet. Jack poked his head out of our
dressing room. He looked like a decapitated body.
“Hey, Alice, this guy out here wants a VIP with you,” he said,
pulling his head back into the dressing room with the rest of his body.
“You got a regular already?”
“I dunno,” I said, hobbling over to the curtain. I followed Jack to
the man he was talking about.
“Hey baby,” I said, “you wanted to see me?” I touched the guy’s
arm. His generic, gray suit fabric felt grainy. I stroked his arm and
rested my fingers on top of his hand. He wasn’t receptive. His eyes
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searched every millimeter of my features for something, pupils
traveling over my brow bone, cheeks, eyes, nose, and chin. It wasn’t a
look of desire, exactly. I couldn’t tell what kind of look it was at the
time. I thought he was one of those screenwriters who’d come in a
couple of times, broke, nothing to say, awkward as fuck. They’d come
in and ask the girls questions, personal questions about their
background, mining the place for interesting female characters. Mind
raping. Life-story stealing in the name of art.
“Are you gonna stare at me all day, or are we gonna do this?” I
asked. “I’d say stop staring and take a picture, but the bouncer would
kick you out.”
“Yeah, let’s go in the back,” he said. “Show me how this works.”
“Come on.” I led him over to the cash register. Jack was already
sitting there ready to make the upsell. He didn’t have to upsell. The
guy bought an hour.
I pulled him over to a VIP room in the corner of the club by the
hand. We walked by the stage, where the German tourists were seated
and talking to Rachel the dancing, whiskey monkey.
Who was I kidding? We were all dancing monkeys.
As we walked by, one of them said, “But no sex? No smoking, no
drinking, no fucking in this town …” he complained, shaking his
head, as Rachel squatted down and eye fucked him, trying to make a
sale.
“But you can touch me wherever you want,” she said, stroking his
mottled, hairy hand.
As we approached the VIP room, separated from the rest of the
floor, stage, and tables by a sheer red curtain, I wanted to tell my guy,
“You can’t touch me wherever you want. I’ll break your nose and
make you ugly,” but decided against it, since he might not be into
that, and it’s not really necessary to say unless someone’s into that. I
wondered what this guy was into. He looked like he worked in a
cubicle: cheap (but clean and pressed) suit, solid color tie, closeclipped haircut and a head full of clean, dark hair. He had a square
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jaw, and dark, deep-set eyes. I guess he was handsome, although they
all seemed so old back then. He looked old, but he was probably only
in his thirties. Way too old for me. He was an age I couldn’t imagine
living long enough to grow into. I didn’t know what twenty was all
about.
“You don’t have to take your bottoms off,” he said, as he sat
down on the long, chaise-lounge-style couch.
“You sure?”
“Yeah,” he said. Then he lay back as I straddled him and started
moving to the music. I felt something against my thigh that was flat
and had some edges, like a piece of metal, in his pocket. “I really just
wanted to ask you some questions, Angela.”
Then it hit me what that thing was in his pocket. I stopped
gyrating.
I’d been found out.
I hopped off the guy and ran through the curtains, topless. I ran all
the way back to the dressing room at the other end of the club, put on
my shirt, and had pulled my pants up over my knees when Jack came
into the dressing room.
“What was that all about? He didn’t do nothing. I saw him.”
“Jack, I can’t explain, I just have to go,” I said, zipping up the
jeans.
“He says just come back and talk. All he wants is someone to talk
to, poor loser. Don’t make trouble, honey. He wants you to talk dirty?
Is that it?”
“No, no. I just can’t go out there. He knows my real name.”
“So what? He says he just wants to talk to you. That you know a
friend of his. He’s out there blocking the exit so you’ll have to see
him on your way out anyway. Come on, babe. He bought an hour.”
I threw my pants on the ground and walked out there. We went
back to the little room, and I asked, “Are you here to arrest me? Is
that it?”
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“No. I want to ask you about Mellie. She died because her drugs
were spiked with a poison. It’s really easy to make it by mistake
instead of the stuff she was used to. Can you help me?”
“So, you’re a cop?”
“Yeah. I’m working vice, I’m using her as an informant, and all
of a sudden she shows up dead. You should take your clothes off. This
looks weird.”
“How do you know I won’t end up dead if I talk to you?”
“She OD’d on something that gets cooked up by accident all the
time. It was a mistake. If it was intentional, my other informants
would have died from spiked stashes, too. Your employer thinks I’m a
customer. I never flash a badge in here and no one ever tells him who
I am.”
“How do I know that’s true?”
“Because I am a customer. I like strippers. This case is a hobby
and I’m not officially assigned to it. Mellie and I were just close.
She’d spill info by accident. And I’d use it in my work.”
“How do you know my name’s Angela?”
“I’ve been following the news. I’m good with faces. That, and
your roots are showing.”
Damn.
“What do you want to know?”
“Where would Mellie go after work? Who owns this place?”
“You don’t know that?”
“No one will tell me. Not Jack, or DJ Rabbit. Mellie wouldn’t
talk about it, either. She said that was off limits info.”
“Then, I shouldn’t tell you.”
“Do you want me to take you to the station and book you for
arson?” He sat upright on the couch and tightened up his tie. He
grabbed his jacket off the side of the couch, and slipped one arm into
the jacket.
“I thought you just wanted to talk.”
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“Look,” he said, pulling his other arm into the jacket, “I just want
to know where she got her stuff from.” He paused and put both hands
on his knees, sighing and looking at a spot on the carpet. “Someone’s
selling dirty bags,” he said. He bit his lip for a moment, thinking. He
looked up. “It has to stop. Or else more people are going to die. More
lost little girls like your friend Mellie are going to die.”
I didn’t tell him about the girl at Dark Wave Circus. He didn’t
need to know about her. Not yet. But I thought about her, and I
thought about Mellie, and I thought about how messed up RK and
Giselle were, how he was my ticket out of this trap I’d fallen into. If I
helped him, maybe the cop would get me into the witness protection
program, or get me a plea bargain.
“Do you play poker?” I asked.
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Chapter 14
Yuri pulled up in the back of the club at 4:30 a.m. I was smoking
and small-talking with the detective in the back of the club. We
thought I could introduce him to RK as a new player, clean out his
expense account in the name of justice so the officer could assess the
situation at CRAVE.
“Who’s this guy?” Yuri said.
“This is Steve. He’s an old customer of Mellie’s. He wants to
play poker. Do you think it’ll be okay with RK?”
“Money is money,” Yuri said. “I think he’ll like another buy-in.”
Yuri pulled out a cigarette, lit it, and rolled down the window.
“I love the game,” Steve said. “I love the risk. Gets my blood
pumping.”
“It is good game, a good, fair game they play at the CRAVE,”
Yuri said. “I suggest five hundred to buy in. That is good start. You
have?”
“Sure do,” Steve said.
We entered the cab and drove out to the valley with Yuri. Steve
pulled his badge out of his side pocket, slid it over to my side of the
back seat, and pulled my hand over the top of it. It was the badge I’d
felt against my thigh that gave him away in the VIP.
Inside CRAVE, the butler met us at the bottom of the slide, and
offered us the lines and straws. When Steve hesitated, I locked eyes
with him and made a slight motion with my head upward, moving my
pupils over his head and into the corner of the ceiling, where the
camera was watching with its unblinking, black sphere of an eye, its
pupil surrounded by infrared pinpoints of light.
He took a straw and did a line, then winced and rubbed his
irritated nostril.
We opened the door to the sight of the puffer-lipped porn star
from the night before dancing around the pole, if you want to call it
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that. She was twitching around to some kind of soulless, Euro-trashy
synth music that sounded like an app composed it from sampling
other things and making something approximating music: reverseengineered, computer-generated, synthesized notes based on persongenerated, synthesized notes. Her body was so angular and druginduced bony that it looked like a brown stick figure with inflated tits,
cheeks, and lips. The only person paying attention to her was her
pimp (but don’t ever call him that to his face) and driver, the former
UPS guy turned UPS guy porn star. There wasn’t much of a party left.
A group of people sat around the barstools nearby, snorting lines and
coke talking.
I just wanted to smack them all and tell them to shut the fuck up.
Instead, I pulled the officer into the elevator near the twitching stick
figure of a porn star, and pushed the button for the saloon and hall of
whores’ floor.
“Let me do the talking in there,” Detective Steve said. “I know
what I’m doing.”
The elevator door opened, and we heard all the porno sounds
coming from every doorway. It was a busy night. We walked across
the hall, and I nodded to the bouncer.
“Wait, wait. Who’s this guy?” the bouncer said.
“He’s one of Mellie’s old customers,” I said, sliding an arm
around Steve’s waist.
“Yeah,” Steve said. “I’m Alice’s now. Where’s this poker game
I’ve been hearing about?”
“It’s inside there, but we’re full. You’re gonna have to wait until
someone leaves the table to get in the saloon. You two are welcome to
wait at the bar upstairs. I’ll come get you when someone folds for the
night. The game’s been going for a while. It shouldn’t be too long
before someone folds.”
“Yeah, okay,” I said. “We’ll wait.”
We went back up the elevator, and Steve said we should try
another night. He said he wanted to get breakfast. It just hit me that I
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hadn’t had anything to eat in almost two days. Not since I was on the
road back from the desert. All the blood and rolling head action had
killed my appetite. He reminded me that my stomach was empty, and,
all of a sudden, I remembered what hungry felt like.
“Let me ask RK if I can go,” I said.
I left Steve at the bar, nursing a drink with Ivan. Back downstairs,
I brushed past the bouncer and into the saloon. The game was serious.
There were some high-rolling, Las Vegas tournament-level pros at the
table. There was Ernesto, the blue-eyed, black-haired Puerto Rican
who looked at every hand like it was a girl he was going to ravage.
Ernesto sat next to Jimmy the Falcon, the cop’s kid from New York,
an Irish guy who never let a night go by without reminding someone
he’s “Irish,” and that’s why he won that hand, that’s why he drank so
much, that’s why he pinched the saloon girl waitress after the last
round. Whatever was the case, he did it because, hey, he’s Irish. I
wish I was being stereotypical and making these people up, but no,
Jimmy the Falcon lived up to those stereotypes like they were all part
of some code of conduct he was obligated to follow. And the code
was never broken, the crooked smile always the same when he looked
at his cards.
“Alice,” RK said, “You’re here just in time to make some money.
Take the spot next to Jimmy.”
“Okay,” I said, sitting down. “Can you let my customer Steve in?
He wants to play. I came down here to ask you if I could go have
breakfast with him. I haven’t eaten all day and I’m starving. I can
barely think.”
“Are you bullshitting me?”
“No, I wasn’t hungry yesterday, you know? I slept all day today
before work.”
“Slept where?”
“At some crack house …i t’s a long story.”
“You better not be messing with that stuff. I need you sharp.”
“No way.”
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“Mine’s better, if you want some. I’ll hook you up.”
“No, man. I just need some food. Please? I’ll be back in, like, a
half hour.”
“Okay.”
“Can Steve play when we get back? He really likes to play.”
“We’ll see how our rollers here are doing when you get back. It’s
a six hundred dollar buy-in tonight. At least. Don’t take too long.”
“Okay,” I said, “I’ll tell him.”
I went upstairs and told Steve what was up. We asked Yuri if he
could give us a lift to the Denny’s down the hill, and he said he would
on the way to picking up a girl at another club. It was a good thing,
too. I was trying to figure out a way to tell Yuri we wanted to eat
alone, anyway. Not that Yuri was a bad guy, what with all the wet
work cleaning up Speedy Petey’s mess, hauling the body parts in an
ice chest, and the hole-digging. I just couldn’t trust him. I figured he
might size Steve up and tell RK, so I was glad when he just dropped
us off and told us to walk back up the hill when we were done, since
he didn’t know how long he’d be out giving people rides (it was a
time of night when the tourists were wandering the streets looking for
rides, after all).
Steve sat down in a booth and ordered a hot coffee and an
ultimate skillet from the menu. I said I was so hungry I couldn’t
decide, and needed a minute. I couldn’t even think or figure out what
I wanted, so I ordered a cheeseburger with onion rings and some
mozzarella cheese sticks with marinara sauce. The cheese sticks came
out first, and I gulped down three in a row, barely chewing. My hands
were dirty, and I didn’t even care at this point. I think that was the day
I lost my OCD for a few hours.
After I’d devoured most of the onion rings and half of the
cheeseburger without a word, I figured that time was as good as any
to come out with it.
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“RK and Giselle are psychos,” I said. “Totally certifiable. They
killed a guy in the desert a few days ago, chopped up his body, and
played croquet with the guy’s head.”
Steve was about done with his skillet, and pushed the plate away.
He had nothing to say, just stared at me while what I’d said sank into
his brain.
“Yuri dug a big hole, and I had to help them bury the body parts.”
Steve sat there and drank a glass of water until the bare ice cubes
slid onto the bridge of his nose.
“What, you’ve never heard of sick shit like that on the force?”
“Not like that,” he said. “I haven’t been an undercover for that
long. I did my footwork in Brentwood. After OJ.”
“I just want you to know what we’re up against.”
Detective Steve laid his knife and fork down on top of his eggs.
He wiped his mouth with a napkin and took another sip of coffee. He
looked at me and said, “Well.”
“Well, what?”
“What to do … I don’t suppose I could call another cab and call
the whole thing off.”
Just as he said that, Yuri pulled up into the Denny’s parking lot,
and parked near our window. His was the only car on the lot, and, if
you know the Valley, after a certain time of night, there’s nothing
around a Denny’s (or anything else) for miles except roads, 7-Elevens
and dark side streets that led to tract homes or trailer parks. Why
hadn’t he taken his own car up? Why had I let him come with Yuri
and me? That was so stupid.
“I have backup coming, you know,” Detective Steve said.
“Really? No wonder you’re so calm.”
“Yeah, they’re keeping tabs on me.”
“That makes me feel a whole lot better.”
Yuri stepped out of the cab and opened the door to the diner.
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“Would you two mind walking from here?” Yuri said, calling to
us all the way across the room. “I am hungry. The night has been
long.”
“So,” Steve said under his breath, waving to the waitress on duty.
She was an old, arthritic Mexican woman who dragged a club foot
behind her to bring the check. “Let’s go play some poker.”
We crossed paths with Yuri, and Yuri brushed shoulders with
Steve. The two looked each other in the eye and Steve apologized.
Yuri stayed still, like a brick wall, and nodded at Steve, pausing as we
moved away. He sat down next to where we’d been seated and
grabbed the menu off of our table.
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Chapter 15
When we left Denny’s, I shivered a little. It was October by then,
and it was going to be an El Niño year, with lots of below average
weather that I forgot Southern California gets sometimes. Steve took
his cheap, gray suit jacket off and put it over my shoulders. I slid my
arms through the sleeves and liked the feel of it, like a cloak of
lightweight armor. We walked back to the house in stretches of
darkness punctuated with lonely, yellow fluorescent streetlights like
the standard-issue ones on the sidewalks of my old neighborhood.
Even through it had only been a few months, it felt like years since
I’d lived in that now charred and condemned old house, years since
all that bullshit with my stepdad happened. My phone rang as we
walked down the road, turning into the residential street up a hill and
near CRAVE.
“Yeah?” I said.
“Where are you,” RK said on the other end, “I’m waiting. I need
backup. Giselle took a break.”
“We’re almost there. My customer wants to play for sure.”
“Is he green?”
“What?”
“You know, an easy mark, easy to take the chips from.”
“I think so. He’s not a pro.”
“Don’t talk about him like that while he’s right there in front of
you!”
“Sorry.”
“Just hurry. The guys I have here are getting bored with this circle
jerk, and I’m losing.”
“Fine.”
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I hung up the phone and picked up the pace. I was tired of talking,
tired of waiting. I just wanted to play and I wanted Steve to help me
escape.
When we got to the saloon, the bouncer patted Steve down for
weapons and cameras, anything that might disrupt the game or be
used to cheat. He came up clean, which surprised me, but I
remembered the badge he’d slipped over in the taxi, and figured the
backup was on speed dial on his cell phone.
“No texting or calls during the game,” the bouncer said, pulling
Steve’s cell phone out of his pocket. He also pulled out Steve’s wallet
and said, “No photos allowed. If we see you doing that, you’re out of
the game. Buy-in’s eight hundred minimum tonight. You got it?” The
bouncer thumbed through the contents of Detective Steve’s wallet.
“Not in cash on me,” Steve said.
“No problem. RK has a square account. You can run your ATM
card or credit card for chips.”
“Okay,” Steve said.
The bouncer plugged a square card reader into Steve’s iPhone,
signed into an account, and handed the phone back to the detective.
“Swipe it,” the bouncer said, handing back the wallet.
Steve pulled out a card and did as the bouncer ordered. When the
transaction went through, the bouncer made a call to the other side of
the door behind him, and said that we were cleared to go into the
saloon. When we entered the saloon, a cocktail waitress came over
carrying a tray of empty martini glasses and asked us what we’d like
to drink. The detective ordered a vodka dirty martini, and I ordered a
Coke. I wasn’t feeling like drinking. Deep down, I think I was too
nervous to drink, too afraid of it dragging my guard down and killing
my instincts. That and I was still a little hungover from all the drugs
in the desert. I guess I should have been happy that I hadn’t had a bad
dose like Mellie or that groupie, Valeria, but at the time I wished I’d
had the bad dose in the desert and didn’t have to live my life.
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I sat next to RK, in between him and Jimmy the Falcon. The
dealer shuffled the cards, we anteed up, and I looked at my hand for a
split second.
“So what’s your real name, Alice?” Jimmy asked. “Inquiring
minds want to know.”
“I’ll tell you mine if you tell me yours,” I said, raising my bet.
He threw down a see and raised the bet a little more. Another
round of betting and everyone matched the raise.
“What’s the difference? It’s James McFriggin’ something. I don’t
think we even know your real first name.”
“What’s the difference? It starts with an A.”
“Just bet,” RK said.
I did, and then I called. They all threw in the cards and I pulled
Steve, RK, and James McFriggin’ whatever’s chips toward my pile.
At that point, RK got a phone call. He stood up to take it, and told me
to play another round.
Since we’d started playing, Giselle had been twisting and turning
in the corner, always a sculpture in motion with a hidden purpose.
When RK moved away from the table, she unraveled from the fabric
trapeze like a poisoned tongue unfurled from the mouth of a viper,
and took a break from her airy web to get a drink at the bar. She
tapped a fingernail against the bar to get the bartender’s attention. The
saloon girl had lapsed into playing a video game on her cell phone.
Giselle picked up an ice cube from an empty shot glass and hurled it
at the girl’s forehead. That got her attention. The girl put her phone
down and made Giselle her usual drink, some kind of vodka martini
with a hint of green liquor. She noticed I was watching her and not the
game, widened her eyes at me and shrugged.
When RK came back into the room, he walked over to Detective
Steve, and boxed his ears. Steve winced in pain and looked at RK,
knitting his eyebrows together with furrows of forehead. RK stuck a
finger into one of Steve’s ears and pulled out a little, light piece of
plastic.
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“What’s this?” RK asked, waving the piece of plastic in front of
Detective Steve’s face. It looked sort of like a hearing aid. “Are you
deaf?” RK pushed the thing into his own ear. “That’s interesting. I
don’t hear a difference.” He leaned over and placed his mouth an inch
away from Steve’s ear. “It doesn’t sound any louder in here,” he said,
screaming.
“It’s tuned to only amplify a few frequencies I don’t catch,” Steve
said.
At that point, Yuri entered the saloon. His eyes met RK’s gaze.
“Hey, Yuri,” RK said. “This guy says it’s a hearing aid. What do
you have to say about that?”
“Check his pockets,” Yuri said.
“We did at the door,” said RK.
Yuri walked over to Detective Steve, then passed his chair and
came toward me. He stopped behind my chair and picked up the
jacket that I’d draped on the chair back. “Not this one,” Yuri said,
searching the pockets. He pulled out a digital recorder. “We use this
trick all the time in my old country. Bluetooth microphone in the
hearing aid records to here,” Yuri said, pointing to the recorder. He
must have seen the hearing aid when he brushed up against Steve in
the diner.
RK’s face turned red, his eyes maroon. He took deep, measured
breaths. The high rollers were in the room, so he watched his temper.
“What are you in on with this guy, Alice?” he asked.
“I didn’t know that was in his jacket, RK,” I said. “I was cold. I
don’t know who he is. He’s just some guy I picked up at the club, like
I said.”
“Yeah, she’s not involved at all,” Steve said.
“Involved in what?” RK said.
Steve didn’t say anything back.
“Involved in what, Alice? Are you selling me out? Huh? Is he a
cop?”
I didn’t know what to say, so I shook my head.
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“You know what? I don’t care. I don’t care what you two are up
to. Igor,” RK screamed into his phone, “get down here.”
RK sat down at the poker table.
“Deal,” he yelled at the saloon girl. When she moved to deal a
card to me, RK grabbed her by the wrist, pulled the card out of her
hand, and passed it to Jimmy the Falcon. “Not to her or the new guy.”
After all the hands were dealt, RK ordered Steve and me to stand up
and wait next to Yuri.
Before we knew it, Igor opened the door. “Yes, boss?” Igor said.
RK raised a bet, looked at his cards, and said, “Alice and this guy
are either cheating or trying to rat me out. Take them over to the place
and deal with it, you know?”
“I knew she was trouble, boss. I had a bad feeling about her the
day she walked in,” Igor said.
“Then why didn’t you fucking say anything? Never mind. I don’t
care. Get them out of my sight.”
Igor pulled a little gun out of his pocket and pointed it at us. “All
right, let’s go, you two,” he said.
I stood up and headed for the door with Detective Steve. We
walked down the hallway toward the elevator, and Igor trailed close
behind. About twenty feet away from the elevator door, I felt
something brush past me and pull me forward by the wrist, into the
elevator. Giselle ran into the elevator and dragged me with her. Before
anyone could do anything, she pushed the button that closed the door,
and pulled the emergency stop on the elevator. We were alone. She
pulled her knife out from beside her thigh, and held the blade against
my neck, smiling that cheerful, crooked smile. Her steely eyes lit up
with little flecks of yellow.
She leaned into my ear.
“Off with your head,” she whispered.
While she held that knife against my neck, Giselle looked away
for a split second to push a button and release the elevator door. In
that moment, I grabbed her delicate wrist and slammed it against the
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side of the elevator wall. As her head snapped back in surprise, I
punched her in the face with my other fist, and punched her again.
And again. Something cracked against my knuckles, and blood
streamed out of her nostrils and down her chin. I pulled that bitch by
her shiny, black bob and smashed her head into the floor until she
stopped struggling.
Igor and Yuri were banging on the door from the outside, yelling
at Giselle, telling her to let them in. It would only be a matter of time
before they forced open the doors. I looked up at the ceiling, hoisted
myself up to the security camera, and smeared a thick coat of her
blood over the lens.
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Chapter 16
I don’t know if you thought this in high school, but I always
thought climbing the rope in gym class was a stupid, useless exercise
that had no point to it. As I stood on top of the elevator, looking up at
the suspension cable that stretched six stories up the elevator shaft, I
saw how being that kid who was good at climbing the rope in gym
class might have come in handy. I wasn’t that kid, but it’s amazing
how much better your muscles work when you’re going to die if you
don’t climb up to the top of that cable.
My arms started to give out about two stories away from the top. I
was inching my way up by grasping the cable between my boots, too.
Every muscle burned as I climbed in the dark. I was mostly going by
feel, since only a little light escaped from the hole I climbed through
after punch-flipping the elevator ceiling panel.
I heard metal grinding against metal, and thumping against the
elevator door below. They’d pried the door open with a loud, wailing
screech before long. I heard voices discussing something. Then, I
looked down and saw Igor Tweed’s head pop up through the ceiling
panel, looking up and shining a flashlight at me.
“You’ve been a very bad girl, Alice,” he said. The elevator
ascended closer as I pulled and pulled at the cable to get up and out to
the garage in time.
I was half a story away from the top.
I hung on to that cable with every muscle and sinew and
fingernail.
Then, I felt a tug on my ankle. Igor had grabbed me, and I
couldn’t keep a grip on the cable anymore. He was sitting on the
security guard’s shoulders, and they pulled me down through the hole
in the elevator ceiling.
I forgot to tell you about the knife. You didn’t think I’d let that
crazy bitch’s knife just lie there on the floor beside her, did you? I
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pulled the knife blade out from between my teeth and took a stab at
Igor. What? It worked for Rambo.
I’m not Rambo, or anything close. I was just a kid in a bad
situation, and Yuri caught my wrist in the air as I made a swing for
somewhere in Igor’s chest area. He took the knife away before I even
knew what happened.
Detective Steve was in the elevator, his arms bound behind his
back and his mouth taped shut with duct tape. Yuri held a gun to the
back of his head. I fell to the floor next to Giselle, who was still
unconscious. Igor pulled his gun out and aimed at my head, clicked
the safety off, and wrapped his chubby little carney fingers around the
trigger.
“Stop,” Yuri said, putting a hand on the top of the little gun.
“Let me waste her,” Igor said. “Li’l bitch deserves it.”
“No, we don’t want any witnesses. We still have witnesses in the
house. They’ll hear or see something.”
“Fine, but I get to vaste them ven ve get to the place,” Igor said,
mocking Yuri’s accent.
“Deal,” Yuri said, ignoring Igor’s mocking. “I feel like digging,
anyway. I’m too tired for killing tonight.”
Igor pulled a roll of duct tape out of his back pocket and wrapped
it around my body several times, taping my hands against my pants
and my elbows against my waist. I screamed that I was going to step
on him and bite his little dick off, so he made sure to tape my mouth
shut and wrap the tape around my ankles a couple of times, too. I
wiggled around so much that the security guard picked me up and
slung me over his shoulder like a sack of potatoes, and I kicked at his
groin. He felt that one. Fucker. He punched me on the back for that,
between the shoulder blades. Something cracked back there, and I
screamed behind that fucking sticky, slimy tape that covered my
mouth.
Before I knew it, they shoved me in the back of Yuri’s cab, and
laid me facedown across the passenger bench seat. Igor sat in the back
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with me, pinning my legs against the seat by sitting on top of them.
Detective Steve went into the trunk. For a cop, I thought, he sure was
a little pussy bitch. And where the hell was that backup that he was
talking about? We sure could have used some backup right then.
“We only have two hours before dawn,” Yuri said as we pulled
out of the driveway. I could see his eyes scanning the road in the
rearview mirror. “We have to be quick about this. I’m taking a
shortcut.”
I was hoping they’d have some kind of California-style
discussion about which freeways they were taking, so I could get an
idea of where we were going, but, just my luck, no. They didn’t. Of
course they didn’t. Instead, Igor told Yuri to turn up the radio, and
they listened to the god awful, third-rate cock-rocker hair band radio
station. Then Igor grabbed my butt. I squirmed under his hand and
screamed through my nose. My back rib hurt when I squirmed.
“What you doing back there, Igor?” Yuri said. “I see you. You
stop that. Leave her alone.”
“Just mind your own business and drive, fucking comrade.”
“You need to stop. I don’t like the noise.”
A wailing electric guitar riff went sour through the speakers.
“You know, in school, we had to learn the stupid history of your
stupid country back in Poland during the occupation. You and your
stupid potato farmers’ revolt and how great the state was. And we’d
go home and starve. You and your stupid commie mouth can just shut
up.”
“You shut up,” Yuri said. “You just shut up. I don’t want to hear
your mouth.” He pulled the car over to the side of the road, got out of
the driver seat, opened up the passenger door, and waved a gun in
Igor’s face. “I fucking kill you, little half man with the big mouth. I
crush you and eat you for breakfast.”
We sat there for a few seconds and shut up. Well, I didn’t have a
choice since I was duct-taped shut, but Igor was speechless. The DJ
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on the radio announced the weather forecast for another “sunny week
in Hollywood, California.”
“Are you done?” Igor said.
“Yes. Shut up,” Yuri said, lowering his gun. He turned and opened
the door to the driver’s side of the cab.
“Let’s go,” Igor said.
“We go.”
“Vell … go already.”
“I’m going. Shut up.”
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I think we drove for about an hour. Judging from where we
stopped, I thought we’d probably gone somewhere northeast,
somewhere desolate and unpopulated. Sure enough, it was twilight
and we were out in the desert somewhere. It was about a fifteenminute off-road drive judging from the point where we started our
bumpy ride into unpaved territory. When the car stopped, Yuri
stepped out and took a shovel out of the trunk. He walked away from
the car and left me alone with Igor. Igor pulled out his little gun and
pointed it at my face.
“Don’t go anywhere or try anything, li’l miss,” he said. “I’m
gonna go take a leak.”
He climbed off of my legs and opened the passenger door, then
locked it and slammed it shut. I couldn’t see where he went. I rolled
over on my back. I had to rock back and forth a few times to get the
momentum to swing upright. That hurt my back rib so much my eyes
teared up. When I leaned against the door, I tried to nudge the door
lock upward with the bridge of my nose. I felt like I almost had it, but
then there was a rustling outside and behind the car. The top of the
trunk flipped up and Detective Steve hopped out of the trunk. I guess
he’d figured out how to wiggle out of the tape. Maybe there was a
sharp edge in the trunk Yuri didn’t know about.
Steve opened the driver’s door, and, as he reached inside to sit
down behind the wheel, a pop stopped him and he grabbed the back
of his neck. Blood was pouring out of the base of his skull as he
dropped to his knees and out of my window’s view. Igor had shot him
execution style, at practically point-blank range. He couldn’t shoot at
absolutely point-blank range, of course, because he was so damn
little. That little asshole made sure Detective Steve was dead by
shooting him in the back of the head a second time. The bullet exited
through the center of his forehead. So much for being saved. That was
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going to be it. The end of the line for him and for me. But wait, you
think. How could I tell you this fucked-up story if I was dead?
I know. It’s fucked up. My life sucks. I’m hoping you’ll hang in
there because your life kind of sucks, too, but it’s not as much as
mine. Hang in there. It gets better. I promise.
So, anyway, Detective Steve was lying there, dead. And Igor
checked to see that the duct tape was still secure, and then he wrapped
one more layer around my arms and legs for good measure. I was so
tired of struggling and moaning. I decided I’d just lie there and hope
he gave me another angle to kick him with my taped legs. He locked
me in the car and called Yuri to come help him pick up the body. Yuri
came back, and they dragged the body to the gravesite. I sat there
alone in the taxi, looking up at a million stars shining down against a
black, high desert sky. The sky soon bloomed into a purple horizon,
and the horizon radiated hints of molten orange and red. I hoped
they’d come back soon and get it over with.
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Chapter 18
I fell pretty far into that hole. At least it felt that way. In reality,
Yuri didn’t have that much time to dig, so it was two, maybe three
feet deep, tops. That hurt. I lay there in the freshly dug desert earth
next to the corpse of Detective Steve. A jagged hole the size of a
silver dollar pancake stared at me from the center of Steve’s forehead
like the bloody socket of a gouged third eye. Yuri and Igor stood over
us at the edge of the hole.
“You think you can handle it from here?” Yuri said. “I don’t want
to shoot little girl today. Today I do enough killing.”
“No problem, I got this,” Igor said. Yuri nodded and walked
away. Igor looked down and leaned on the shovel. He took out his
gun and aimed. He took a shot but didn’t shoot me. He shot into the
dirt next to me. The bullet hit so close that a little rock and some dirt
hit the side of my face from the force of the bullet’s impact. I
screamed through the duct tape and felt the hot tears run down the
sides of my eyes and into the dirt. Detective Steve’s leg was touching
my foot. My shoulder was near his bullet-hollowed forehead. Igor
hopped into the hole with us and stood over me.
“Not such a smart-ass now, are you?” he asked. He leaned in
close, and I could feel the heat from his breath on my cheek. Of
course it was going to end like this. Of course. I was a little white
trash piece of nothing, given nothing, lived for nothing. Now I was
going to die like a little piece of white trash nothing. Of course. Why
did I ever think life could get any better?
Igor smiled and stroked my hair.
For a split second, I saw Igor wince as something hard hit him
against the side of his head. Something flew through the air again,
and hit Igor again with a dull, blunt thud and a crack. For a moment, I
was too stunned to register what was happening.
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In the shadows of my grave’s walls, Igor’s doppelganger killed
his own brother by beating his head in with the shovel. Ivan made
sure Igor wasn’t going to wake up ever again, whacking him in the
head at least four times. When it was over, Ivan knelt down over me
and moved to pull off the tape over my mouth. He hesitated and put
an index finger up to his lips.
“Shhh,” Ivan said.
I nodded and cried.
This story’s so embarrassing, I’m crying through the whole thing.
But I have to be honest. That’s how it happened.
Ivan pulled the tape off my mouth. That hurt. Then he pulled the
rest of the tape off, gave me a hug and patted me on the back. That
hurt, too.
“He was your brother,” I said, in between sobs.
“He was an asshole,” Ivan said. “I’ve wanted to do that for a long
time.” He took the long dagger and belt off Igor’s corpse and pulled
off Igor’s black dress shirt, exchanging it for his own shirt. He pulled
off Igor’s pants and boots and also exchanged them for his own, and
left Igor lying there next to Detective Steve, wearing nothing but his
white undies bought from a store for little kids.
“How’d you get here?” I asked.
Ivan explained that he had been walking up the driveway back to
the house when Detective Steve and I were carried out of the elevator.
He’d stepped outside to smoke. Under the veil of night (and thanks to
his tiny stature), he’d popped open the trunk, hidden under a blanket
in the far back corner, and kept still and quiet during the entire car
ride out to the desert. He helped Detective Steve get out of the duct
tape, and the plan was to use the element of surprise to their
advantage. Ivan was going to distract Igor and give Steve a chance to
start the car, but Igor had come back too soon because of a kidney
stone problem that killed his ability to piss from time to time.
“You can’t follow me, you know,” Ivan said. “You have to wait
here until we leave.”
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“What? You’re going to leave me here?”
“We can’t let Yuri know what happened. I’m going to act like
Igor until I can disappear.”
“Yeah, I guess we can’t trust him.”
“What? A KGB-agent-turned-Catholic who does wet work for a
living? No.”
“What am I supposed to do out here?”
“Count to one thousand, and then walk toward the sunrise to get
to the road. Make a right and keep walking and you’ll see a little
town.”
So, that’s what I did. By the time I’d counted to a thousand, the
yellow, molten sun was peeking over the horizon line. It felt hot
already, sitting over the pit where I’d avoided death and a midget
rapist. Looking at the full and pint-sized corpses that lay next to each
other like sleeping best friends on a campout that ended like some
kind of slasher movie.
I figured it wasn’t going to be long before I started roasting out
there, so I picked Igor’s pockets, found a phone, some keys, and a
wallet attached to a long, metal chain, and made my way across the
desert to the highway.
The early morning sun soon became a blinding, white-hot curse.
A watery patch of light blue sky stretched overhead. A long, black
line of asphalt road snaked down the center of the sandy desert,
dashed down the middle with yellow lines that joined into one long,
yellow stripe on the horizon. It was so dry and burning hot; I thought
I was going to crisp out and dry up like a mummy at any moment.
There was a faint ripple over the horizon’s edge that turned into a
reflection, a gleam of some kind of movement. I didn’t know if I was
seeing something real or a mirage; my eyes playing tricks on me.
Soon after I saw the gleaming chrome, and faint, flashing red and
blue lights, the sirens wailed across the desert air. A police car raced
along the highway, followed by an ambulance. I looked around for
cover: a rock, some bushes, anything to hide behind or under. There
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was nothing but miles of rocky desert and small bushes and tall,
narrow yucca trees. I was too tired to do much more than walk
anyway, let alone run and duck for cover. And then what would I do?
Die out there from heat stroke and dehydration? No. Better just sit my
ass down, wait for them to pick me up, and tell the cops what
happened. Shit. They wouldn’t believe me. They were going to think I
killed Steve and Igor. Igor’s prints were the only prints on the shovel,
right? I tried to remember if I’d touched the shovel at all. Ivan’s prints
would look like Igor’s prints. Twins have identical fingerprints. He
couldn’t hit himself over the head. They’d have to believe me. Why
the hell had it taken Steve’s backup so long to get to us? He must not
have had any sort of tracking device on him other than the phone and
the bug in his hearing aid.
Ivan had saved my life. I couldn’t throw him under the bus and
tell them about how he killed Igor. That would have been a huge
betrayal. All these thoughts just kept swimming through my head as
the car and ambulance sped toward me. The weight of my thoughts
piled up inside my brain, and I began to feel like my head was in
between the two sides of a trash compacter, crushing the thoughts into
a smaller and smaller space, making them crash into each other faster
and faster. My tongue was a dry, swollen pillow inside my parched
mouth. I sank to my knees and, under the hot, unblinking eye of the
burning sun, lost the capacity to think about any of it.
My head was officially compacted by a lack of moisture and the
weight of its own unbearable thoughts.
By the time the EMTs hopped out of the ambulance with a
stretcher and IV fluids in tow, I couldn’t hear the sirens or even what
the officers were asking. It was like I saw their mouths move, and
could tell they were asking something, trying to communicate, but the
sound was a few beats off. When I did hear anything, it was like they
were speaking some foreign language cousin of English that I
couldn’t pick up. Like only every few words they said made sense.
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Why were they just paying attention to me, and not looking for
Detective Steve? I don’t think they were asking about Detective
Steve, but I couldn’t comprehend much at that point. I was so dizzy
and incoherent, I couldn’t say much. One of the EMTs pushed an IV
into a vein in my arm and taped it down to the vein while the other
one took my pulse with a stethoscope. They moved me onto the
stretcher, strapping me to it so I wouldn’t fall off. I tried to fend them
off with my feeble free arm, and all I could make out was someone
saying I was “safe now.”
Yeah, right.
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Chapter 19
I had a broken rib and that’s what saved me from the questions
for, like, a day. Then, two officers from the wherever the hell that was
out there precinct came into my hospital room to ask about what
happened. They said someone called them from the area and saw me
walking along the road looking beat up and lost. They lost the signal
with the anonymous person, but drove out to the general area where
they received the call. And that’s when they found me. They asked me
who I was, what happened, why my rib was cracked and why there
were bruises on my arms and around my wrists. Had I been raped,
kidnapped? What happened? It was safe now. I could tell them.
Yeah, right.
I couldn’t tell them the truth. If they didn’t know who I was, I
sure as hell wasn’t going to volunteer any information. I didn’t have
ID, I didn’t have a cell phone in my name on me. I decided that I had
amnesia. I told them I woke up on the side of the road and I couldn’t
remember anything. They gave me a card and told me to call them if I
remembered anything, and to get some sleep.
The next day, they came back. They said that someone who lived
in a trailer on the mountainside was out jackrabbit hunting, and came
across a shallow hole full of a dead, full-sized man who’d been shot
and a midget who’d been bludgeoned to death with a shovel, and
might I know anything about that? One of them played the aggressive
one, and the other played the good cop to try and get me to talk. I
wouldn’t budge. I said I couldn’t remember. They said the only prints
they found on the gun were the midget’s, and they couldn’t figure out
why the only prints found on the shovel were also the midget’s. I told
them no one uses the term midget anymore. They prefer the term
“little people.” The cops asked if I knew any little people, or if I knew
that particular dead little person. And why did I have a Halloween
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costume badge with the other corpse’s prints on it in my clothing? I
asked them how they got into my underwear. They must have gone
through my stuff when I was asleep that first night. Maybe they
thought they were entitled to do a rape kit on my panties and that’s
how they found it. I still don’t know how that badge was found or if it
was legal.
I told them I still didn’t remember. They talked about felony
obstruction of an investigation, blah, blah, blah …
Whatever. They didn’t have shit on me. I wasn’t talking.
They said they had footprints that matched my shoes walking
both to and away from the grave out to the road. They also discovered
footprints that matched the shoe size of the dead midget walking to
the hole and away from the hole, which didn’t make any sense
because the midget was dead, and he was stripped down to his
underwear. And the other thing that didn’t make any sense was why
there was a pair of shoes and another set of clothing at the scene of
the crime that were all the same size as the dead midget, and why was
it covered in blood spatter?
Why did that midget porn star kill his twin? Yes, they had in fact
seen the Tweed brothers’ work. Why did they find a cell phone with
the batteries ripped out nearby that had the midget’s twin’s
fingerprints on it, and the last call in the call log was to 911? Where
was Ivan, the midget porn star? He was going to be charged with a
double murder. They were going to go after him for that and for
attempted murder, and why did he let me go? It’s okay now, they
said. He can’t hurt me anymore.
Fuck. They were going to fry Ivan. I had to tell them something.
The guy saved my life.
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Chapter 20
I only stayed in the hospital for a few more hours before they
took me into custody. I didn’t have insurance, so I’m sure my stay in
the hospital was expedited as soon as everyone was certain I didn’t
have a concussion (the memory “problem” raised some concern).
“Let’s go over this again,” Detective Gonzales said. I was at the
police station, in a room answering questions I’d already answered.
Gonzales was patient but knew I was hiding something. The only way
to uncover the lies is to ask someone the same questions ten different
ways and see how the story changes. Then they confront the person
about how the story changed. But they didn’t count on me not caring
if they caught me in a lie. I didn’t care. And I kept my story straight
ever since they told me they found the bodies.
I’d been kidnapped by RK, the owner of the club I’d worked at. I
was a sex worker and I’d just turned eighteen a few weeks ago, but
the guy kidnapped me at the beginning of summer. I was held
underground and only allowed to go out of the house to work in the
strip club. Yes, my name was Angela Nelson. No, I didn’t set fire to
my own house. RK’s guys did it. Igor and Yuri set fire to the house.
They told me to steal the car or they’d kill me. I was going to drive
the car away from RK and his goons and away from my piece of shit
stepfather and get out of town. I was going to go to Las Vegas. No,
that obviously didn’t work. The car broke down, and, since RK
framed me, I had nowhere else to go but back to working for him.
Why didn’t I go to the police? I don’t know. I was scared.
They didn’t know what to make of the story. They called out to
the Sun Valley precinct and had them check out the CRAVE house.
“No one’s lived there for two years. It’s been on the market for
two years, along with half the block surrounding the house. There’s
no club there, no secret passageway or secret elevator.”
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“It’s a trick elevator. You have to know where the button is. It’s
hard to find. Look, I’m not the one who killed those guys out in the
desert, right? I didn’t break my own rib. Who do you think could kill
both of those people and beat me up? Ivan? Little Ivan did all that?
Come on.”
“It’s not up to us to figure that out. All the evidence for the arson
points to you. So we have to book you as soon as you’re well enough
to stand,” Gonzalez said.
As I sat in the back of the police car, handcuffed, waiting as we
drove to the LA County holding facility, flashes of that taxi and Igor
ran through my head. It still hurt to breathe with my cracked rib. I
heard someone say on TV one time that it takes a long time for a
cracked rib to heal.
Let me tell you what it’s like to be in County. First, they
fingerprint you on this flatbed scanner machine, and some fat, old
lady cleans off your fingertips with alcohol and rolls each tip over the
scanner. Her clothes smell like burnt tobacco, and a few grains of
sugar sit on her chin. Her breath smells like cinnamon, menthol
cigarettes, and coffee as she tells you to hold still. You can see your
prints all blown up as they save them forever in the system. A piece of
you, an intimate landscape of tiny ridges and valleys only unique to
you, is at their fingertips at the push of a button for their viewing
whenever they want to punch your name into their database.
Then, they move you on to intake. Another guard takes all your
things: your wallet, your phone, your money that you’ve saved up and
sewn so carefully into your pants is cut right out of the seams while
you’re standing there in your underwear, and they tear up those seams
with an X-Acto knife and look surprised when they see that the
bulges inside your pants aren’t drugs, but green Benjamins and
twenties staring back at them.
“Woo, Lord, where’d you get all this money?” my processing
guard said, pulling it out of the ripped pockets and cargo
compartments. “I wish some of this could go on your account.”
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“What account?” I said, as she pulled the cash out and placed it in
a little metal box that I’d get to empty out if I ever got out of jail.
“Your credit account. In case you ever wanna buy stuff from the
store. I’m not supposed to use your money, supposed to get credit
from people you know, but you gonna want some good soap and
maybe a cup o’ noodles or candy now and then. I haven’t met a
celebrity in lockup yet till now.”
“What? I’m not famous.”
“Sure you are. You that girl they’ve been looking for on the news.
We all been following the story. Got a pool going on whether they let
you off or not.”
“I didn’t do anything wrong. You can’t set fire to your own
property and be guilty of anything. I didn’t do it, anyway. Put a
hundred on me, if you can.”
“Already did. Girl doesn’t do that without having a damn good
reason. And you’re gonna be represented by Gayle Rhoneberg. She
looking to make it a big show for her career.”
“Hell, yeah.” I felt relieved that I wasn’t getting some public
defender nobody. Gayle Rhoneberg represented defendants in a lot of
high-profile cases where the victims were asshole husbands,
boyfriends, stepfathers, and white supremacists. Bob was all of the
above. She was going to have a field day.
She apologized for the body cavity check, which was gross, but
not anything I’m not used to. Squat and cough. Let’s see if anything
comes out. She was just doing her job, and she was so nice,
otherwise, so I didn’t give her a hard time about it.
The guard led me to the holding cell, where all the new inmates
wait for processing before transfer to the real lockup.
“Hey-hey. Look who we have here. It’s li’l 7-Eleven girl.”
Tameeka, the hooker from the other night, was waiting in the holding
cell, standing in the corner next to Champagne. “They pick you up,
too? Shit … been a bad night for the girls.”
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“Mmhmm,” Champagne and a couple of other girls next to them
said.
“You have no idea,” I said. “A guy tried to shoot me and bury me
out in the desert.”
“Damn. That’s cold,” Tameeka said. “Reminds me of when T was
getting at me that last time. Y’all remember that?”
Champagne and the other girls giggled and snickered at their
inside joke.
“Should I tell her?”
“Shit, go ‘head. I’m bored,” Champagne said.
“A’ight. So we had this man, T. He handled a lot of us girls a few
years back. He was so mean. Would shove a gun up my ass and stuff
like that.”
Champagne started giggling again and snorted as she broke down
into a laugh. “Was scary but felt kinda good.”
“Shut up,” Tameeka said, slapping Champagne on the ass. “I’m
trying to tell the story,” she said, then giggled with Tameeka for a
minute. “We high on Molly and some ‘shrooms tonight. You gotta
excuse us. Ate it all when the cops pulled up to fuck with us.”
“Yeeeah that stuff’s good,” Champagne said.
“Do you wanna tell the story or what, bitch?”
“Naw, naw. You better wit da words. You go ‘head.”
“So, T rolls up in his Cadillac on my block, gets out, grabs me
and just starts hittin’ me for no reason. We find out later he high on
bath salts. Anyway, he foaming at the mouth and crazy motherfucker
bites me on the shoulder like a rabies dog or somethin’.” Tameeka
pulled down the sleeve on her gold spandex dress to show an oval of
dotted lines scarred into her shoulder. “So, anyway, just as this
motherfucker bites down on me thinkin’ he all Dawn of the Dead or
some shit like that, Champagne come up behind him and hits him on
the head with a brick. And she all screaming at him to leave me alone
and pick on somebody his own size. I never heard her make so much
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noise before in my life. Before I even know what’s going on, she’s
killed him. Bashed his brains all up into his head.”
At this point, Champagne cackled an eerie laugh that rolled out of
her for a couple of minutes.
“Didn’t you guys get caught?”
“Oh yeah, police came up a little bit after Champagne bashed him
and took us away. Didn’t get in too much trouble, though. I mean, I
got bite marks that matched his mouth and he was a pimp on drugs.
One less scumbag they need to watch out for. I think Champagne got,
like, what was it? Justifiable homicide?”
“Yeah.”
“Yeah. Justifiable homicide. Why’d they lock you up in here,
baby girl? “
“They think I set fire to something.”
“A trick?”
“No, a house.”
“Why’d you wanna do that?”
“I didn’t.”
“Sure you didn’t. Girl, I’m gone sit my ass down and enjoy this
roll.”
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Chapter 21
The judge told me I had to wait several weeks in lockup before
my first arraignment. The food was bad and Tameeka and Champagne
were transferred to a different jail for less than thirty-day sentences.
Theirs was an open/shut case, but mine wasn’t. Gayle Rhoneberg was
a good lawyer. She gave all kinds of extenuating circumstances for
my case, for why I wasn’t a flight risk, why I could be better served
by justice by waiting under house arrest. The judge said since I had
stolen a car as far as they could tell, the claim that I was kidnapped
was unsubstantiated, and I definitely was a flight risk, since I didn’t
have a home to go to anyway. And I was eighteen, so they couldn’t
put me in foster care. I would end up in a shelter and probably run
away. No deal. Bail was set at $80,000. I didn’t have ten percent of it
in my locker. When I asked my “fan” the security guard to do a cash
count of what was in my lockbox, she said all the cash had
disappeared. All that cash that I had hard-earned with my ass grinding
into old guys’ laps was gone into some guard’s pocket. Or maybe
they all split it evenly? Who knows?
My bail was set; I was fucked, since Gayle sure wasn’t going to
post it. She was already losing money by taking my case pro bono, I
assumed. Every night for a week I had to crawl up to the top bunk of
a steel bedframe and hop over the sharp edge of the metal guard
rail—with a broken rib. That hurt, but all the inmates already in
women’s central jail on the bottom bunks would have kicked my ass
if I’d tried to take a bottom bunk, so I had to climb up and down that
bunk every night.
The hours went by like days. There was nothing to do but sit and
wait. I had no books to read. None of us did. We sat around and told
our stories of how we got in there, and mine was scary enough that it
gathered some respect from my cellmates. The number of inmates in
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our community cell vacillated between fifteen and eighteen of us in a
cell the size of someone’s living room. The bunks were stacked three
high, and like I said, there was no room anywhere but at the top.
After hours that felt like days and a week that felt like a month, a
guard said I had some visitors. The guard handcuffed me before
leading me out and into a visitation room that was crowded with
inmates and family members: women in orange jumpsuits sitting
down with their sisters and mothers and kids. Women sitting across
the table from men who looked well-dressed in suits that had too
much flair on them, and men who wore dirty clothes from working
mechanic jobs and food service, or staying at home for years now, not
able to find a job.
An older man I’d never met before sat across the table and
introduced himself. He asked me if I knew a Detective Steve. My
lawyer sat next to him, all polished black suit and pinned-up hair. She
introduced herself and asked me what Steve had told me about
himself. I said that Steve told me he was a detective on the LAPD
undercover unit, and that he liked to go to Bar Strip. He wanted to
find out what happened to one of the girls there because she OD’d
and he said her drugs were tainted. Other people had overdosed on
tainted drugs, and he needed to find the supplier. I asked the old man
who the hell he was, and what he wanted.
“The man you know as Detective Steve was my son,” he said.
“Steven suffered from schizophrenia. He suffered a psychotic break
after his sister died from a drug overdose at a desert party, Dark
Circus something or other. He believed he was a police officer
investigating her murder.”
“Wait,” I said. “Was her name Valeria?”
“Valerie. Her name was Valerie. She’d renamed herself Valeria,
after the herb. She and her friends called themselves by pseudo occult
names. How did you know?”
“I saw her die.”
“What?”
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“I saw her die. I went to the desert party with her dealer and his
girlfriend and their people. Things got violent, and they kind of took
me hostage and drugged me. We all ended up backstage with Rob and
Marilyn and their people. Valeria was back there. In the morning, she
wouldn’t wake up.”
“How did you end up in the desert?” Gayle Rhoneberg asked.
“How did he end up shot to death by that midget?”
I hesitated. I’d said too much already. There was no telling how
this old guy and his hired gun were going to use what I said against
me.
“Who the hell do you think is paying your attorney fees? Do you
think that a high-profile lawyer like her works pro bono?” the old guy
asked.
“You’re paying her?”
“Of course I’m paying her. God, for an honor student, you’re
stupid. Brightest public school has to offer, I suppose.“
“Alan,” Gayle said.
“Nothing in life is free. I want to know what you know. I want to
know who poisoned my little girl. And what happened to my son?”
“We need to know everything,” Gayle said. “If you’re worried
about people hearing, we’ll get a counsel room right now.”
“He showed up at the club and said he was a detective looking for
the owner of the club. He suspected, probably was right, that my boss
and kidnapper, RK, gave a mutual friend of ours drugs that were laced
with poison, or synthesized the wrong way. He was a customer of
hers, he said. He said he was a cop and that he had backup on his cell
that he’d call if I took him to RK, the owner of the strip club and drug
dealer who was Mellie’s supplier, and your daughter, Valeria’s
supplier, too.”
“And then what happened?”
“Then I took him over to RK’s house. It’s in the Valley. I tried to
get the cops to go over there and find him, but they didn’t believe me.
RK lives in a fallout shelter below the house. So the whole place
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looks abandoned and up for sale above ground, but there’s a whole
underground mansion below. It’s an exact replica of the house above,
but they built one more level below the shelter, even. That’s where all
the really shady illegal shit happens. They’re running a whorehouse
and casino down there, or they were. The cops didn’t listen to me, so
all they saw was an abandoned house when they went to check it
out.”
The old man sat back in his cold, metal folding chair and
considered what I’d told him. “I have friends in politics who know
people in the bureau. I’ll see what they can tell me about your story.
Perhaps we can get the charges against you dismissed. There’s a
chance an operation this big has a federal case building against it.”
The old guy left and I went back to my cell, awaiting my first
court date.
The day they take you into court when you’re in custody, they
cuff your hands behind your back and take you into the courthouse in
a van that circles to the back of the courthouse. When I got out of the
van, a bunch of reporters were waiting for me, held back by a police
line set up to keep them a safe distance away. They were yelling so
many questions that I couldn’t really hear any individual thing they
were asking. A lot of flashbulbs went off and the TV cameras were
rolling.
Delia Marga was in front and closest to the barricade near the
back door to the courthouse.
“Angela, is it true that you were kidnapped by the Red King
crime syndicate and made into a sex slave?”
I was too overwhelmed to respond. That could be an angle for my
defense. Someone in jail had leaked the story I told the old man to the
press, and they’d changed it or misheard it. That was probably a good
thing. Still, I wanted to grab her and slap her for putting my ugly
yearbook photo on TV.
“Yes,” I said. “I was kidnapped.” I even managed a misty eye.
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Inside the courtroom, I was escorted to my lawyer, Gayle. She
wore a helmet of hair-sprayed brown hair, and dressed from head to
toe in some kind of expensive designer for grandmas that my broke
ass couldn’t name, but anyone who’s anyone would know.
“Just stay calm,” Gayle said. “The prosecutor’s dropping this
today or next week, if he’s a slow reader.”
As soon as the judge entered and we all rose and he swore in,
Gayle motioned to approach the bench and then took two huge files
of evidence with her. She spoke quietly and dropped off the folders
into the DA’s. and judge’s hands like a pile of dog shit wrapped up as
a birthday present with a big, shiny bow. The brief for the files was
enough for the judge to issue a postponement of the hearing,
apparently. She had a good reason for springing it all on him that day:
a list of police officers who’d gathered the information over the
weekend lay behind the brief, and crowned the files like little
sprinkles on top of the dog shit package.
While Gayle, the DA, and the judge were whispering to each
other at the bench, I looked behind my back and saw some guy was
sketching the whole thing: sketching me, the lawyers, and the judge.
Out in the crowd of people, I thought I saw a little, pale woman with a
dark bob and dark glasses who looked like Giselle. My stomach
bottomed out and the blood ran out of my hands and my fingers felt
cold and numb. The judge said something and hit the desk with his
gavel. I looked toward the judge and heard him say something about a
motion granted. When I looked back into the crowd, she was gone.
Bob was standing there looking at me like he wished they’d string me
up and hang me. He knew what happened. He just knew.
The holding room next to the courtroom was quiet in comparison
to all that noise outside. I sat on a bench next to the door, escorted
there by a guard from County who had the keys to the handcuffs that
held my wrists together behind my back. I looked down at the pant
legs of my orange jumpsuit. A thread was hanging from my right pant
leg, and I pulled at it with my left foot, trying to rip the little fucker
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off. I hate loose ends. RK was probably thinking the same thing,
wherever he was.
The whole crew had long abandoned the house. The week before
my first hearing, Valeria and Detective Steve’s daddy had sent a
private investigator out to the house to check out the story I told him
about the secret slide, the elevator, and the hallway of whores. The
investigator called the number on the realty sign out front, and heard
an error message for a disconnected number that claimed it was sorry,
but the number he was calling was no longer in service. When the PI
found his way into the lower level of the house and into the casino
and sex hall, the place was deserted. There were pieces of furniture,
light fixtures, and bottles of liquor, but no one lived there anymore.
There were no toothbrushes in the bathrooms, no clothing in the
bedrooms, and no cars in the garage. The refrigerator was full of
rotten food with expiration dates a month old, so there was proof
someone or a group of people had been living—or squatting—there
up until around the time I’d been found and arrested.
The PI had submitted the food and bottle evidence to the DA and
the forensics department. One or both of the Tweed brothers’ prints
were all over the bottles and some of the glasses. Twins share the
same fingerprints, so it’s hard to tell which twin leaves prints unless
one has scars where the other does not. There was the connection
between me and the Tweeds. That was what made my story a little
more believable. All of this evidence was compiled into those two
files Gayle handed to the judge and the DA, all summarized and
written up in a neat, tidy little brief for them to read and consider that
Monday. She’d pulled two all-nighters putting the pieces from the
police analyses and the PI together that weekend. I was off the hook
for some of the trouble I was in, for sure.
Then, something wonderful happened.
Bob died. He was on another one of his benders, only this time he
got into a fight with that orange, leather-skinned trailer slut with the
bubblegum lipstick. He ran out of the trailer, blackout drunk, and
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drove his truck out to the freeway. He slammed into the center divider
and flew through the windshield. The 405 was blocked for almost the
entire working day, much to everyone in the Southland’s
consternation.
This was wonderful, of course, because Bob was a total asshole
and deserved it. His death was also fantastic because it got me off the
hook. Since he’d died and I was the sole heir to the property, I had in
effect set fire to my own property at this point. Since it was,
retroactively, mine, I couldn’t be prosecuted for setting fire to it, even
if I had. The new status of the property, coupled with the evidence
from the party house (traces of cocaine and other drugs were also
found by drug-sniffing dogs in the carpet and tested positive for all
the drugs I had mentioned in my statement), made the DA throw his
hands up and refuse to waste any more time on me. He made a lastditch effort to get a plea bargain out of me, but my lawyer called him
on it and told him to give it up. He was going to lose if he didn’t. And
the DA knew the truth: I was a troubled, sexually abused youth who
was lured and then kidnapped into sex slavery. The cops had found
semen all over those little cubby rooms in the hallway of whores with
their blue UV lights. Under the lights, the place was whitewashed in
glowing semen from beds to couches to carpet. Semen that I, a poor
little kidnapped runaway, had been made to suck and drink and take.
That was my story, and I was sticking to it. The forensic, virtual
certainty of that bomb shelter being a drug den and brothel backed me
up. He wasn’t going to go after a lowly little victim like me. That
would be bad press for a future career in national politics. The media
loves stories like mine; they increase the contrast on a story until all
shades of light and dark disappear, and there’s nothing left but me, the
abused victim with no choice in her life but to burn a house down and
run away, and them: the drug lord, the brothel, the evil stepfather. I
played that part up to my advantage all the way to the women’s
central jail exit gates.
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Chapter 22
“This is Delia Marga, reporting live from the 15 Freeway, just
outside of Victorville. It seems the discovery of runaway alleged
arsonist Angela Nelson, found brutally injured and wandering the
highway just a mile away from the grave site of two dead bodies, was
only the proverbial tip of the iceberg in this vicious story of drugs,
sex, and homicide.
“The Victorville Police Department, in cooperation with the FBI,
has confirmed that Angela somehow survived her captor’s attempt to
murder her at the grave site where ten additional bodies were found in
various states of decay. Most notably, all of the bodies excavated from
this mass grave site were decapitated, the heads ruthlessly tossed on
top of the bodies. The coroner’s office has confirmed that the most
recently deceased was actually dismembered before burial, and all the
decapitated skulls appear to have suffered multiple fractures due to
repeated bludgeoning, according to a joint statement from the
Victorville chief of police and federal agents assigned to this
gruesome case.
“Angela Nelson is again wanted for questioning after the
discovery of these bodies. She disappeared shortly after her release
from LA County Women’s Correctional Facility, after charges of
arson and grand theft auto were unexpectedly dropped by the DA.”
Delia Marga’s such a stupid bitch. Of course she is. She’s an LA
news anchor. She worked her way up from the hot Latina weather girl
a few years back, and thinks she can make a career out of
investigative reporting. Well, bitch, you took the breadcrumbs and ate
the bait.
I’m hiding under witness protection right now. They scooped me
up right after I was released. I was running away from that bitch Delia
Marga and her camera guys at the jail gates. When I signed the last of
my paperwork, collected my clothes, and walked out of County, Delia
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was right there, yelling all kinds of intrusive questions and chasing
me with a microphone, charging at me. I couldn’t take it anymore. I
told her to fuck off and gave her the finger.
A black BMW pulled up. Valeria and Detective Steve the
Schizo’s daddy rolled his window down and ordered me to get inside.
I didn’t have anywhere else to go and didn’t want to listen to Delia’s
annoying, news-anchor, American Standard English affectation
sputtering questions that I had no intention of answering, bitch.
The DA was inside the car, and another guy who said he was from
the FBI said they’d cut me a deal. I said, what deal, I was acquitted.
They said they found evidence that the neighbor’s lawn had caught
fire. They had photographs of the neighbor’s singed grass. The fire
had only spread a few inches onto their property, and the police only
possessed two photos, but that was enough to retry me, put me away
for arson, and maybe one of RK’s people on the inside could take a
hit assignment, and how would I like that. I stole that car and they
could still go after me for that, too. More time to sit like a duck. The
only reason why the DA hadn’t pursued me like a bulldog, it turns
out, was because he’d worked out a deal with the FBI. They told me
that I was going to testify against RK. I was going to get a new
identity, and move away under the witness protection program, and
when they finally caught RK and Giselle, I’d testify against them, put
them away, and start a whole new life for myself. Otherwise, my case
would get a review and be reopened.
I asked if I was going to have to work and look for a place to live
all on my own. They said no, I’d have a stipend and a place to live,
and two agents assigned to protect me for the next six months or year
or however long I’d have to wait until they brought the whole Red
King Crime Syndicate down. I don’t remember which news channel
dubbed RK and his crew the Red King Crime Syndicate. They liked
that name because of all the severed heads, I guess.
Life was pretty bleak, as I saw it. I would have to find work for
the sake of my own sanity, but at least they’d put me up somewhere
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and give me a little money. Nothing would have made me happier
than screwing RK and Giselle over. Those psychos had it coming. I
agreed to be a federal witness, and before I knew it, I was riding a
plane as the filling in the center of an FBI agent sandwich, and we
were all on our way up to Alaska.
There are a lot of dark nights up here in Alaska. The air stings
your face in the winter, and the water in the Gulf Harbor looks like
solid obsidian rock under a sky filled with the most stars you’ll ever
see: black, smooth, and glassy. I got a job working in a bar up there,
taking drink orders from oil riggers and palming big tips and phone
numbers. I had a curfew and one of the officers would wait in the bar
for me to get off of my shift, and escort me home at the end of the
night. Then, their supervisor didn’t like that I was working nights in a
bar, so I had to stop and start work at a diner that served really good
Denver omelets.
The two agents who are assigned to look after me are Heather
Peterson and Dennis Schaeffer. Heather is all about keeping her
distance, obviously because she’s a dyke. I’m allowed to say that, you
know, like black people are allowed to call themselves the “n” word.
Dennis is cool, I guess. He comes out to chaperone me when I
work at the diner. He drinks coffee the whole time and reads law
books on his tablet. He says he wants to be a lawyer one day, but if he
never gets to it, he wants to make sure he does all of his investigations
the right way, so that no lawyer can throw out evidence that he
discovers and submits, no scumbag defense attorney can throw out his
testimony because he said something the wrong way under crossexamination. It pays to know how lawyers think, he says.
We spend our days with each other, bored out of our minds.
Sometimes I make them scrambled eggs and we order pay-per-view.
Heather and Dennis get along well. They both like stupid action
movies and superhero blockbusters. It’s a Sunday today, and they’re
both on the couch watching an installment of a B film noir series. I
watch them laugh at really inappropriate times as I wash the eggs off
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the dishes, like when someone in the movie points a gun or shoots the
thing like it’s a toy. God, I’m bored.
I’m looking at the screen and it’s so obvious the girl’s about to
get shot around the corner, but still she walks down the dark alley, in
search of someone she knows, but doesn’t really know. She doesn’t
know the man around the corner the way that I know about Giselle or
RK. That person she knows but doesn’t really know is waiting around
the corner ahead with a gun in his hand. She thinks he’s a private
investigator, but he’s not. He’s a thug. I sit on the couch about a foot
away from Dennis. The couches in this place are dead-skinned, warm,
and buttery from the central heat. I bought my pajamas from the
Walmart in town (yes, Alaska has Walmart). They’re checkered and
flannel and long like an old man’s. There’s nothing sexy about them
at all.
The movie finishes up and Heather says something about what a
waste of time that was, but the cinematography was decent. She’s
dressed in her thermals, sweats, and running shoes. She straps her gun
into her shoulder holster, puts her windbreaker on over her thermal
shirt. She says she’s going on a run, and asks if we want anything
from the liquor store six miles down the road. We can’t think of
anything, so she straps her empty backpack on her back and laces one
of her untied shoes up near the doorway. The door to our cabin is
made of a light, natural wood. The whole place looks like the insides
of a forest sliced up for its lumber: lines and knot holes run vertically
up the walls and horizontally over the support beams over our heads
that hold up the high ceiling. The cabin’s stained clear, so the light
part of the wood looks unfinished and bright against the grain lines
and knots. It’s really lovely, and I’m so fucking bored I could see
myself stealing one of their guns and shooting myself to give those
walls a little color.
Instead, I look at Dennis, and stroke the top of his hand with my
fingertips. He says we have to stop doing what we’ve been doing. It’s
really unprofessional and he could get fired. I say I’m a big girl and
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I’m really bored and this isn’t anything that needs to be dramatic. I
ask him if he’s into it. He looks at me and chuckles like, what the
fuck; of course I’m into your little eighteen-year-old pussy. He’s, like,
thirty-eight, fucking pushing forty any day now, and he knows it. His
midlife crisis clock is ticking so loud, and the alarm’s going to go off
in about fifteen minutes when we finish doing it. I pounce on top of
him and he picks me up as we’re kissing and I’m straddling him and
he carries me into my bedroom. He takes his gun belt off and takes
off his shirt and I pull my top off. I push him onto the bed and unzip
his pants and make him feel good. He closes his eyes.
When he opens them, he opens them really wide and tells me I’m
a kinky little girl because I’ve handcuffed him to the bedpost with his
own handcuffs. I fuck him and he gets off, but I don’t let him go. I put
his underwear back on, sliding the shorts over his legs. He starts to
talk a little more like an agent now, and says it’s not funny, come on,
let him go. Heather’s going to be back soon. I tell him that I’m sorry,
I can’t. I’m going crazy and I need to take off. Why couldn’t you
fucking sneak out then, instead of doing this, you crazy bitch? he
asks. I tell him one of you guys would have caught me. He pleads
with me not to ruin his life. I say that he could say I conned him into
it. It’s not like he broke any laws. This is just unprofessional. I’m sure
he’ll get excused for it. I pull on my chubby parka and close the door
behind me, blocking his shouting through all that wood.
The air smells like spring water and clean ice. It was so stupid for
them to stash me up here. I guess they thought it was the last place
RK’s goons would look, in the opposite direction of anything fun
anywhere for miles? I head for the main road and crunch the snow
under my boots like rock candy. It’s probably going to be another
hour before Heather gets back, and I have to cover some ground. She
always takes the backroad trails like a jackrabbit, and she’s just as
fast, too. She runs all the way to the liquor store or to the general store
at the other end of town, and walks the whole way back. She’s going
to be mad when she gets home and sees who I seduced. I wish I could
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tell her it’s nothing personal. Her gaydar isn’t broken. Men are just
easier to use.
I pull out another phone I bought from a convenience store, and
waited until today to activate. I met a guy, Bruce, who works on one
of the offshore oil rigs twenty miles west of the harbor. It’s so far
west that it’s almost touching the Far East. He slipped me his number
at the diner when he paid the bill for his eggs last week. He said he’d
like to see me, like to meet me somewhere outside of work and take
me out somewhere. He answers the phone and he’s still at the dock,
loading up some gear and getting ready to go out on the rig for
another month. I ask him if he can help me out. I say I’ve finally had
it with my boyfriend and I want to get out of town. I want to leave
and go out to the rig with him. He thinks this is a bit fast for him, and
not such a great idea, and it’s against rig regulations. I say I don’t
know what to do. I only have a few hours to get away before my guy
gets home and finds me missing. I’m sorry, baby, he says, I can’t help
you.
I ask him if he can pay for a motel near the dock. I tell him I can
stay there and wait for him until he gets back. I kind of feel bad for
asking this guy I barely know to do this, but I’m not sure what to do,
and there are no cars on the road heading south. He says no, which
I’m kind of relieved about, because I already feel bad about the whole
situation back at the cabin. I’m getting cold at this point, and I don’t
think I layered enough clothing to do this whole drifter thing very
well.
I call my next option: a lonely, old lesbian woman who works at
the general store. She’s not home. She’s not at the store either. I’m
kind of relieved because I won’t have to con her if she doesn’t pick
up the phone. At this point, my conscience gets to me. The house is
about a mile back now. I don’t know how I thought this was a good
idea. Just as I’m about to double back, take the handcuffs off Dennis’s
wrists and apologize, a doe walks up out of the forest on the side of
the main road, her hooves and ankles plunging deep into the crusted
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snow. She’s brown, slender, and appears impervious to the cold. She
walks up the embankment toward the open road, and her two small
babies are following behind her. She stops for a moment, and looks at
me. The Bambi deer behind her stop as well, waiting to follow her
lead. We all lock eyes, and share a silent, frozen moment where no
one knows what to do next. I stay still, and she can’t tell that I’m
alive.
Sometimes I can’t tell either.
It’s two in the afternoon, and the sun is almost hidden behind the
horizon, spreading the last of its pale light through a million and more
needles from evergreen forest trees. That’s Alaska in March. The air
is thick with a low-hanging fog layer, and a couple of bright beams of
light cut through the moisture like long swords, clearing the way as a
van drives toward us.
The mother doe flips her head away from me, mesmerized by the
two long stretches of headlights, so solid they could chop you up into
pieces. She’s frozen. Not a muscle moves, and her kids watch her and
follow suit. I hear the bass thumping out of the van: it’s low, tribal,
and rhythmic. There’s a sparkle of psytrance riffs dancing above the
grounding bass: the bump-bump-thump-thump-nth-nth-nth-nth
unmistakable four on the floor downbeat. And the doe stands in its
path, hypnotized.
It’s true what they say about deer in the headlights.
A squeal of brakes joins the chorus of electronic wave forms
dancing in my ears. The van stops about a foot away from the doe,
and drifts a little sideways, a baby Tokyo drift across the road. The
doe comes to her senses and backs up the way she came, turns
around, and runs into the needles of light coming from the forest. The
babies follow her into the refuge.
“Did you see that, bro?” someone behind the wheel asks. I can’t
see who’s in the van. The headlights are blinding; so is the setting
sun. I shield my eyes from both and approach the van to see if they’re
friendly enough to take me away from this place, or so I hope. I wave
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at them with both hands as I get closer, hoping they see me, and
hoping they’ll trust me enough to let me hop inside. The chill in the
air stings my face so hard, my cheeks burn. After a certain point, cold
starts to confuse your skin and it feels like fire instead.
“Hey there,” I say. “Are you guys headed out of town?”
“Hey there, mama,” a girl’s voice says from the back seat. She
rolls open the side door to the van, and a light turns on inside the
compartment. She sits cross-legged, smiling, covered in a suede and
wool hippy coat exactly like the coat my mom used to wear in the
winter. Her hair is sandy brown, long, and dreaded into long worms
that sprout all over her scalp and cover her shoulders. The two bros in
the front seat sport dreads as well. “Where you going?” she asks.
“Anywhere away from here. I’m leaving for good.”
“You’re the girl who works at the diner, huh?” the guy in the front
passenger seat says.
“Yeah. That’s me. I don’t want to work there or live here
anymore.”
“Jenny, right? I remember from your name tag,” he says.
“You remembered my name,” I say. “That’s so sweet. What’s
yours?”
“I’m Raven,” he says.
The driver introduces himself as Celt, and the girl calls herself
Freya. They tell me they’re the Wandering Ravers of Alaska. At least
I imagine it’s an official title with capital letters. They tell me they’re
on a quest to rave and travel all the way from here to Electric Daisy
Carnival in Nevada, a four-month trek that will be the travel of all
gypsy travels. They’re going to live off the land, hit up festivals along
the way, and perform on the streets all the way there. I say that sounds
fantastic, and I’d love to join them. Freya tells me to hop in and share
the love. I jump in and they roll the door closed and soon we’re at the
state line, about to cross over to Canada by midnight.
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Chapter 23
I don’t know how long we drive on the Alcan Highway. I’m
guessing three, maybe four hours. I’m nervous when we arrive at the
US-Canadian border. We’re only a few miles away from British
Columbia.
“Everybody needs to dump the weed,” Raven says, pulling the
van over as we approach the “Border Checkpoint in Three Miles”
sign on the side of the road. “We look like we’re packing so we need
not to be. You holding some?” he asks me, turning around.
“No.”
“Why does it smell like weed back there all of a sudden?”
“It does?” Freya asks. “I just wrapped it.”
“Don’t wrap it, throw it out. I’m serious. It’s just stupid to hold
when we can buy more later.”
“Yeah, okay, here,” she says, turning over the bag she’s wrapped
in tape and cellophane, and pushed into an old film canister.
“Who even uses film anymore? That’s a dead giveaway, right
there. Everyone got their passports?”
I do. I have my fake witness protection passport with a deceased
lady’s name on it: Jennifer McMahon, born a year after I was, died
last year as a result of an unfortunate homeless shelter placement in
the same room with a paranoid schizophrenic who thought Jennifer
was the Antichrist, and stabbed her. Her social security and birth
records were confiscated and resurrected by the Bureau for their
witness protection identification files. They assigned Jennifer’s
information to my case until such a time as I was no longer in danger
from the assailants they plan to prosecute, or at least that’s what they
told me. Jennifer could be my name for the next six months, or, if
determined necessary, the rest of my life. I only hope my FBI agent
friends are still looking for me, hoping to handle their own botched
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assignment, and haven’t reported me missing to the border police and
the Bureau yet. I was sure they had by now. Where else would I have
gone if I’d run off? Covering the border would be my first call if I’d
been an agent, for sure.
I guess calling the border patrol wasn’t the first thing that crossed
Agents Dennis and Heather’s minds, because the officers ask us if
we’re carrying any contraband or produce, check my identification
along with everyone else’s, and wave us through. We roll away from
the border and drive for another six hours to Vancouver. It’s so cold
that you could probably throw a bucket full of water up in the air and
watch ice fall down in solid chunks.
I can only imagine the fight Dennis is having with his partner, and
how he’s perhaps justifying his actions.
The next few months go by like a track on replay. Vancouver,
Seattle, Portland. San Francisco, Reno, Las Vegas. Sure, they’re
different cities, but it’s like a different band covering the same, damn
song, but it’s a song you really like played by bands you’d travel out
of state to see. Vancouver frosts our breath against the windows of the
van when we sleep; we huddle together in the back seat like a puppy
litter, but the air inside the basements and warehouses where we party
and dance our asses off is warm, sweaty, and T-shirt or topless
friendly. The speakers blast dubstep, glitch, and psytrance EDM
through solid concrete foundations in industrial buildings smack in
the center of the other side of the tracks, in between the
neighborhoods with the rows of government subsidized housing.
Thumping beats crack through the permafrost below.
The whole crew and I dance all night, every night, for two or
three nights in a row, sleep, wake up, and maybe shower at a YMCA
or a shelter, or maybe a motel once in a while. We eat Molly like
they’re bitter Sweet Tarts candies, and jump-jump-jump in the center
of the crowd in the dark, black-lit basements, waiting for the music to
drop.
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The drop is the part you wait for, that guessing game when the
music lulls and you’re waiting to dance. It’s like the wait at the
bottom of a roller coaster when you’re being taken to the top: the
slow, click-click-clicking part as you’re taken higher and higher up.
That’s what the drop in EDM is like: the drop on a roller coaster
you’ve been waiting, waiting, waiting for all night: that perfect drop
that perfect dance that perfect ride. Sure, drugs make it fun, but
they’re not the drop. The notes aren’t the drop. The beats aren’t the
drop. It’s the wait—the suspense that can only happen and be shared
by a bunch of people in exactly the same way on that night only—the
wait— That is the drop.
Timing.
You think you’ll get tired of it. You think that it might be the same
thing when you get to Portland, and the basements in Portland. You
think you’ll get tired of it when you hit a stadium in San Francisco.
You think you may be over it when the van parks outside of a real
cave near Reno that’s echoing tribal beats, glowing neon light and
rolling fog out of its mouth.
But the drop is never the same.
The people, strangely enough, are the same. We meet the same
people over and over again. Dance with the same people, massage the
same people, cuddle with, kiss, and maybe fuck the same people. But
that drop. That drop is never exactly the same. The venue and the
timing and the DJ only make that drop on that night. It is a moment
that can be redrawn but never copied, like each roller coaster has its
own character, and no two are exactly alike.
That’s the best way I can describe the drop. And that’s how our
journey plays from city to city, if you watch us: like a track on replay.
Unless, of course, you’re there.
We wear out Vancouver, hop over the border to Seattle, do it all
over again in Seattle, and move on to Portland and San Francisco.
Damn, it’s hard finding a place to park that van in San Francisco. We
find a couple of public parks where we can set up camp.
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Freya and I scramble all over the Bay. We hit up Haight-Ashbury,
and I pierce my nose with a little iridescent stud. I dance a few nights
a week at The Golden Huggit. I’m pretty good at hustling by now.
The guys … oh, the San Francisco guys. One of them comes in
looking almost exactly like David Carradine, but alive and hiding a
bottle of whiskey under his trench coat. We go to the back and take
little nips off his flask as I cuddle him and let him touch me all over. I
had a thing for David Carradine. Even old David Carradine. Even the
thought of old David Carradine choking on his own belt in Thailand,
naked and alone.
My ribs are finally healed, and I’m strong enough to lift myself
and twirl around those stupid poles. I learn a new trick or a new spin
at every club in every city we stop at. I can even climb up and twirl
all the way down, but none of it looks pretty. I don’t know how to
move to the beat when all those men are sitting around, staring. And I
never know what they’re in the mood to listen to, so the DJ plays
whatever crappy music is popular on the radio. It doesn’t really
matter, anyway, just like your makeup doesn’t. They don’t even
recognize my face on the street the next day if I run into them.
After the Huggit closes down and I cash out, I catch a bus over to
the docks, and find my friends still dancing in the cavernous hollow
of a freight warehouse near the water.
In the morning, we slide open the corrugated metal door of yet
another warehouse, and step into the harsh light of an overcast
morning at six a.m. The cold marine layer makes me shiver through
my leggings and pull my sweater from around my waist up over my
head. Raven says we should go out to breakfast before napping, and
we step into a coffee shop, dirty, colorful, and dreaded, looking like a
bunch of street kids hungry for a handout. That’s the joke we’re
playing on the world.
Raven is a trust fund kid who calls his family’s financial advisor
in New York whenever we run low on funds. The accountant wires
just enough to get us through the next few weeks until we reach our
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next town. Raven was educated at Dalton, graduated last summer,
cum laude, and is spending a year between prep school (and a
nepotistic future studded with an Ivy League education and portfolio
management) on the road, like his former hippy dad did in the
seventies. That’s all well and good for feeding us and gas, but he
doesn’t fund my sewn-up cargo pockets or keep me in shoes and
bikinis. That’s all me. And we all like to play the part of gutter hippies
until we have a slow day and the people we ask are stingy or tell us to
get jobs.
But you’re not interested in how we traveled, what we ate on the
way, or the finer points of panhandling, are you? You’re wondering
what happened to RK, what happened to Giselle. If I don’t stay busy,
don’t keep dancing, laughing, and moving, something scratches at my
heart like cold fingers about to squeeze. I know that something is the
gnawing terror of their memory, and the knowledge that they’re still
out there, somewhere, running scams and killing people. I wonder
what happened to Speedy Petey’s kid sometimes. He said she was
only eleven, barely old enough to not only feel, but think really,
fucking, deeply about how bad she feels. She’s a little older than the
age I was when my mom died.
We eventually make our way to the Luxor Las Vegas. It’s May.
Right about the time we need to put a deposit down on our deluxe
Jacuzzi suite (Raven’s tired of roughing it in the van), the accountant
in New York wires twenty thousand dollars onto Raven’s Luxor tab,
under Raven’s non-Burning Man, non-soul-family, non-hippy, real
world name. The accountant is sick and tired of taking calls at three
a.m. Eastern Standard Time, and tells Raven to leave him alone for a
few weeks.
The Luxor is a big, black, metal and glass pyramid out in the
middle of the strip in Las Vegas. The suites are decorated in neoEgyptian kitsch: brown, grainy wallpaper covers the walls,
resembling sandstone. Cheap replicas of papyrus scrolls hang on the
walls in plastic frames. The windows are slanted inward towards the
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center of the room at a sixty-degree angle (all the windows together
form the four sides of the pyramid). As soon as we open the doors to
our suite, I strip off all of my clothes and jump into the Jacuzzi at the
far end next to the slanting window. We haven’t showered since Reno,
three days ago. The first day of the Electric Daisy Carnival
anniversary festival is a few days away, and the plan is to hit up all
the night clubs before then: Hakasan, Day Club, and Hard Rock.
Maya. The temples of second wave EDM worship.
The legendary DJs are playing sets there: EDM, house, dubstep.
These are the DJs past their prime touring days in the nineties. Elvis
and Liberace stopped out here in the desert on their way out of the
spotlight, playing midnight jobs four shows a day, night, whenever.
It’s midnight all day long in Las Vegas, and everyone who lives and
works here knows their whole work day (or night) is a midnight job.
Something you’re not proud of, but you have to do. Something you
hope no one points out to you after too many free casino cocktails.
Something you hope no one you know or ever cared about gets to see.
Elvis and Liberace’s places are now taken by the superstar rave DJs
from the nineties.
Of course, you could always say it isn’t the same thing. Things
are glamorous out here, and always the people who come here are
having a wonderful time. It’s a great gig. And that’s the other way to
look at your career on the way out. Your career’s midnight.
The EDM scene has moved away from LA since a bunch of kids
died at the Coliseum downtown from heat exhaustion or drug
overdoses or alcohol poisoning. I don’t know which year that was. I
was a little too young to find a ride out there back then. Anyway, the
closest thing to EDC in LA these days is nowhere near the scene in
Las Vegas, and that’s where it’s held every year now. Of course, a few
candy kids die from heat exhaustion due to dehydration from the
combination of ecstasy-speed-heroin Molly pills, the desert heat in
the middle of June, and forgetting to drink water. It’s part of the deal.
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The only thing wrong with the past two years is that the number
of deaths had skyrocketed. Promoters are smart, and EDM makes a
lot of money for Nevada in gambling, hotel, and prostitution revenues
when the candy kids (some now well into their forties) show up to
party once a year at the biggest rave in the West. The right people are
paid off, and, generally, the police look the other way at illegal
activity.
My friends and I go over to the Hard Rock hotel pool after
dropping our stuff off in our hotel room. I don’t like all the sunshine
and happy, smiling, party people wearing next to nothing. The bikinis
and drunken mating games remind me of work. Raven, Freya, and
Celt want to hoist me up on Celt’s shoulders so I can play chicken
with Freya while she’s perched on top of Raven’s shoulders, grab her
by her arms, and push her in the water. We play a few rounds, and I
twist her over and off Raven’s shoulders every time. She’s giggling
and unsteady from a few too many margaritas. I’ve had a drink or
two, but I’m not that into the cocktails. The drinks are too sweet and
too strong at the same time.
I tell them I want to hit the casinos. It’s not long before I find a
one deck blackjack game a little off the side of the strip, in a little,
old, run-down casino. The players at the table are old, gray-templed
drunks in their fifties and sixties. Maybe older. The poker dealer
herself is pushing fifty, lazy about flipping, and keeping half an eye
on the players.
As she deals, and the cards are played, I count: +1, 0, 0, -1, -1, -1,
-1. Bet, raise, bet, raise, hit me, call. Twenty-one. Zero. Zero. One.
Zero, -1, and so on. I bet, count, raise, raise-call, bet, fold, bet raise,
hit me-raise-fold, 1, 0, 1, -1, 0, 0, 0,1.
Raise.
Call.
The deck’s fat with aces now. It’s time to double down.
21. 20. 19. 21. 20. 21 …
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I’m five thousand ahead before I know it. This is ridiculously
good luck on top of flawless card counting. This can’t keep going for
long. I know it every way till Sunday that the crest of this wave’s
going to fall, as sure as the black security dome cameras over my
head are trained on my table, and stare with their unblinking, red
pupils. Watching.
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Chapter 24
I’m hitting too many twenty-ones to avoid the casino manager’s
attention. A couple of big guys in wide black suits from the big and
tall shop rush to my side and tell me I’m going with them. Each one
grabs me by an arm, and they pull me across the casino floor, past the
clinking, singing, blinking slot machines, and past the old ladies
pushing quarters and drinking gin and tonics. They push through a
door in the back of the casino marked “Employees Only.”
We rush through the door and down a long, dark hallway that
smells like old cigarettes and stale beer and air that hasn’t seen the
outside world in decades. I tell them to let me go and that they’re
making a big mistake. Who the fuck do they think they are grabbing
me like this. I’m going to call the cops on them. I’m a federal witness
and they need to leave me the fuck alone if they know what’s good
for them. They ignore everything I say, drag me to the end of the hall,
and open up a door with the label “Manager” on it.
Inside is an office with a desk and a single lamp. The room’s all
dark except for the lamp perched on the desk, shedding light over its
surface. The man behind the desk is visible, but only because I can
see in the dark like a bat now from the endless Alaskan winter nights
and over a solid year of living in the dark. The lighting is set to
midnight in this casino, as many of the old-timey, just off the main
strip casinos are. I can see he’s a husky man in a cheap gray suit with
big hands, a long pinky nail and silver hair. He wears a cheap Rolex
knockoff around his wrist, and lifts a cigarette up to his Bolshevik
lips, sucking in a long, KGB Communist-turned-defector-turnedCatholic drag. It’s Yuri.
I recognize him, but he doesn’t recognize me right away. He asks
how I’m winning so much. I say I’m lucky. He says too lucky. He
knows I’m counting. I don’t deny it. I don’t defend myself and what
I’m doing either. The more I talk, the more chance he’ll figure out it’s
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me, and then I’ll probably get buried out in the desert for real this
time. Game over.
He says I remind him of someone. That he knew the person a
while back and she’s dead now. He said his employer doesn’t like
seeing faces that remind him of the past, that I’d be wise to get out of
his office and not come back to that casino with my card counting
ever again, if I knew what was good for me. He shifts his eyes back
and forth between the two security guards that brought me in here,
and tells them to wait outside. They follow orders and Yuri tries to
talk with his eyes and around what he wants to say. He says he’s sorry
that he can’t be more hospitable, that perhaps in another life we could
be friendly. He almost looks sad, but it’s hard to tell. He leans
forward and presses his hands into the desk, and spreads out the
fingers so the tendons in his hands and forearms stick out like white
roots under his hairy skin. He looks into the corner of the room at the
all-seeing, red-eyed spy in the corner. He looks back at me and knits
his eyebrows together. Get out, he says, swinging his hands up in the
air, a pantomime of himself in a silent film. A melodramatic version
of Yuri yells at me to get out, little thief, and never come back as he
points a finger. He’s not a great actor, but the guards hear him yelling,
and come back all the same. His attention shifts to the security guards
and then to the camera with a flicker of eye movement. Take her
outside, he says. It’s her first offense, so don’t hurt her. Just throw her
out.
And with that, the two guards grab my arms and rush me back
through the hallway, out the center of the casino, outside the
revolving doors, and leave me on the street in the middle of this
broken-down, forgotten corner of hell just off the Strip.
By the time I get back to Hard Rock, my friends have moved on
to a mimosa brunch at Day Club minus the orange juice. I join them
and have some champagne, and then dance with Freya, Raven, and
Celt. We all chase down Molly pills with more champagne.
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Freya holds my hips and I swing my arms around her neck. Freya
turns her back to me and pulls Raven in to join us. They’re dancing
forehead to forehead, and Celt comes up behind me, dancing back and
forth and holding my hips. He used to go to Dalton with Raven. They
used to get each other off in the locker room at the end of rugby
practice. But now these boys have new girls around, and they feel like
experimenting with the status quo. Celt kisses my neck as we dance,
and caresses the curve of my waist. Tijesto’s spinning a set that
breaks and breaks and trips and drops. We’re all moving together in
the groove and beat, closer and closer to each other we dance and
drop and drop and drop, until my back is against Freya’s breasts and
Celt is reaching behind me pulling her near, and Raven’s behind
Freya rubbing her shoulders, then holding hands with Celt. We eat
Molly like they’re bitter Sweet Tarts candies, and
Jump—
Jump—
jump in the center of the crowd, waiting for the music to drop.
The drop is the part you wait for, that guessing game wait where
the music lulls and you’re waiting to start dancing. It’s like the wait
at the bottom of a roller coaster when you’re being taken in the ride to
the top: Freya, Raven, and Celt stop and we sway in the music’s lull
on the way to the top.
Waiting,
waiting,
we’ve been waiting all night for that perfect drop that perfect dance
that perfect ride on the way to the top. Waiting, waiting all our lives,
in this room.
We dance and jump and cheer in the dark.
We hold hands and slink through the crowd in micro skirts, suit
pants, and dress shirts pulled down to the wife-beater tank tops
underneath, soaked in sweat. We’re out of the club and winding our
way through the casino full of blinking lights from the machines. All
the lights are surrounded by halos of golden light. Every clink and
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ding-ding-ding and musical blip has an echo like we’re in a big cave
with a mile-high ceiling.
We stumble into the taxi and slur our hotel’s name to the taxi
driver. Celt kisses me and his tongue melts into my mouth. He says I
look very pretty and my skin feels like the softest ever, like velvet.
Raven and Freya are kissing next to us. Raven reaches over and grabs
my leg and squeezes. Celt turns his head to Raven and the boys kiss
open-mouthed as they keep a hand on me and a hand on Freya, too.
Drugs make it fun, but that’s not the drop. The notes aren’t the
drop. It’s the wait—the suspense that can only happen and be shared
at exactly the same moment on that particular night. That’s
That’s
That’s
the drop.
Timing.
Before I know it, Raven’s sliding the key card backwards into the
lock on our door. He’s fuzzy and unsteady. He flips the card around to
the right way, and slips it in and out, but not quickly enough. The
little light at the top blinks red again. Finally, he swipes it the right
way and the light turns green and we’re inside our room at the Luxor.
The four of us pile into the hot tub with our clothes on and paw at
each other, the wet fabric, the water. I’m tasting Freya’s lips, then
Raven’s, then Celt’s. Celt gets the bright idea to turn out the lights
and then we don’t really know who’s touching whom, who’s kissing
whom. We strip off or rip off all of our clothes, and I’m holding
Freya’s breasts and going down on her. I don’t know whose hands are
on me, nor who’s inside me, but it all feels warm and wet and like a
big puddle of love.
I don’t know who comes first or who comes last, but we all end
up hopping over to the bed soaking wet, and rolling around on the
blankets and sheets to get dry. Celt pulls a joint out of his suitcase and
lights it up, and we’re all lying on the bed, holding each other, puffing
and passing the joint along.
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We lie there in silence, totally fried from all the Molly, sex, and
marijuana. The fire alarm goes off above our heads, and its piercing
squeals take on a monstrous echo inside our drug-addled heads. It’s
terrifying. Raven soaks a towel in the Jacuzzi, wrings it out, and
wraps it around the detector. I’m freaking out at this point. I run over
to the windows and open all of them. We’re assaulted by knocks on
our door from the concierge office. The concierge is demanding we
open the door. We say we’re sorry, yeah, we’re sorry. We were
smoking cigarettes and forgot it’s a non-smoking room. The
concierge says it smells like we were burning something else, and we
better have a license for it. We say we do, and we’ve put it all out. It’s
okay, sir, we say. We finished it all up. The smoke detector shuts up
after the concierge demands to be let inside again. We say all the
smoke’s gone and it’s all over. The concierge tells us not to let it
happen again. After Raven says okay and we hold our breath for a
few seconds, Freya holds her nose and mimics the concierge’s voice.
“Don’t let it happen again, hoodlums,” she says in a nasal drawl.
We all laugh so hard we’re spitting for hours, but who knows how
long we’re really sitting there laughing in the dark.
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Chapter 25
I wish I could be sane right now. Even right now, as we wake up
in a haze, only to smoke some more hash and blow it out the open
windows, there’s a little, sane, rational me that’s yelling in a tiny
closet in the back of my head to sober up and get the fuck out of
town. It’s screaming things like, “What the hell are you doing still
getting high with these people? They don’t know you. They don’t
know the monsters that lurk outside our door.” Thing is, I don’t want
to listen. The smart me has been shut up for once in my life, and I feel
cared about, warm, loved. I’m hanging out with people my age who
aren’t totally insane or criminals or prostitutes. I’m fairly certain they
won’t murder me.
We’re so young, so hip, oh, so cool. I can pretend like I’m
innocent and full of hope in the middle of this cuddle bubble of Celt,
Freya, and Raven. Then, I smoke a little more hash, wash down the
Percocet with more champagne, and the last part of me that was
scared is quiet.
Anyway, how many millions of people are in this city? And
what’s going to happen with all the people around, with all my friends
around me? And do I really give a fuck or have a care about living or
dying today versus tomorrow?
Before I know it, we’re all floating in a sea of honey and
painkillers, and stumbling into the elevator.
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Chapter 26
We step out of the casino and into a blanket of dry, 100-degree
Fahrenheit heat. The van hesitates and chokes before it starts. Raven
is blasted like the rest of us, but it’s five p.m. and we’re on a mission
to get to the speedway where they hold EDC these days. He gets on
the freeway for our destination. It’s a racetrack most of the year, but
for the next three days it’s a carnival, a rave, and a tribal gathering of
300,000 over the course of two days and three nights. Raven’s
bobbing and weaving through the traffic, blasting the tracks we’re
about to see live. We all hear the music and bob our heads around,
wave our hands in the air, and hum to the melodies we now know by
heart and guts and soul. The beats course through our blood like a
heartbeat. Our hearts synch up with the tracks, with each other. Freya
holds my hand and her fingers wiggle and tickle the insides of my
palms.
When we get to the parking lot, we feel the beats banging through
the desert floor. The radiator and the loose windows in the van rattle
with the vibrations coming from the speedway. Freya, Celt, Raven,
and I pile out of the van and into a haze of desert dust kicked up by
the vibrations from the carnival:
Nth-Dubdub-nth-dubdub-nth-nth-nth-dubdub.
Dub-dub-dub-dub
Dub-dub-dub-dub
Dub-dub-dub-dub-dub-dub-dub-dub...
The sound only gets louder from here. As we walk into the carnival,
the music hits us in the face like a tidal wave, rolling and blasting its
way through. The place is so big that I can’t really give you an idea of
the scope by telling you, but I’ll try.
There are ten stages and each stage looks like a different slice of
an imaginary world. One stage is decked out like a forest, complete
with green LED light leaves and fiber optic panels and neon tree
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trunks. Another is a tsunami, frozen at the moment of its highest
swell, towering over the DJ spinning music on an elevated platform.
A third is entirely white, covered in fake snow that lights up and
glitters and sparkles in the middle of this arid desert. The edges of the
stage are framed with blinking white icicles.
In the middle of this gigantic midway packed with stages, the
racetrack teems with tens of thousands of people: young, dressed in
bright neon colors and lots of skin. The boys wear nothing on top but
glow jewelry around their necks and rows of plastic, colorful beaded
bracelets around their wrists. The girls wear bikinis and midriff shirts,
bright colored tutus, beads, and neon fishnet stockings. Some gather
in circles, each taking a turn playing with a toy in the center.
A guy hops into the middle of the circle, and pulls out two gauzy
spheres attached to thin metal chains. He douses the spheres with
alcohol from a tiny flask and sets the spheres aflame. Dancers gather
around him and rock their heads and jump in time with the music.
Da-da-da
(nth-nth-nth-nth)
DADADA(NTH-NTH)
DUB…DUB…DUB…DUB
DADA-DAH beats and
SQUEEEEEL-SKREACH.
Distorted noise crashes around us.
We wave our bodies in anticipation. The bro spins the fiery
spheres, suspended by a chain in each hand. The flames blur into two
orange circles on either side of his body. He crosses the flaming
orange circles so they make two LOOps in front of his lanky, tall, and
shirtless frame. The LOOps cross paths, yet the flaming orbs don’t hit
each other, just arc into fiery orange circles in the air. The trailing arcs
look like two flaming, continuous rings that cross each other at two
points. Like a Venn diagram. One circle’s you. One circle’s me. And
where the two intersect lies our friendship. Our hatred for each other.
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Any human relationship there could be in between those two
extremes. What we are with what we consider someone
something
anything
else.
After the poi fire dies out, a girl takes his place, rolls a
luminescent hula hoop across her shoulders and catches it around her
neck while keeping it spinning the whole time. Its pink and green
lights shimmer in time with the DJ’s spinning music.
The hoop works its way down her neck and she lifts her arms up
through the circle, slides the hoop down and spins it across her chest.
Down it circles to her waist. She rolls the hoop down her waist and
hips, down her back, and down the backs of her legs. She hops and
catches it spinning over a single ankle.
We all hop around her as she dances. My friends get out their
glow toys and play. Raven straps LED light rings to his fingers and
moves his fingers and hands in such a way that Freya and Celt stand
in front of him staring, transfixed by the trails of light and finger
movements.
“Hey, baby, can I offer you something and a good time and a
smoke or something or something else, huh?” a very young female
voice asks as she taps me on the shoulder. The girl is still a child, and
talking a mile a minute. She goes on and on about how she has a tent
over there and some fun stuff to smoke if I want it and a lot of toys
and if I want I can come paint with her she’s live painting and her
easels are over there by the tent and if I’m into girls she is too if I
have any donations that’s much appreciated, and if I want I can have
her for some donations or if I want drugs I can have those too that her
manager, Top Hat Doug, handles it. Something about her nose, her
eyes, and the way she twitches her body give away the fact that she’s
Speedy Petey’s daughter. I just know it. They must have kidnapped
her and taken her away when they packed up CRAVE and left town.
Animals. Fucking bastards.
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Shit.
There’s something cold, narrow, and hard sticking into my back.
It’s a gun.
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Chapter 27
“Don’t move, m’lady. My, my. Fancy seeing you here?” Mr.
Hookah says as he sticks the barrel of a handgun into my back. The
gun’s very small, and he’s being sly, holding his other arm across the
front of my chest, swaying and rocking with me in time with the
music. Everyone must think we’re just dancing. If they see anything
at all, they see old friends reuniting after a long time apart.
“Very slowly now, miss, please walk forward with me,” Mr.
Hookah says. He presses the cool, hard barrel of the gun further into
my back. We walk around a group of dancers that form a circle
nearby. Hookah encloses his fingers around my shoulder, squeezes,
and maneuvers me around the gyrating festival revelers as they hop,
dance, and play with their glow toys all around us. The little girl
follows us closely behind. I wonder if they’ll cut her little head off
soon, too. Probably not just yet. She seems useful. My head’s the one
that’s going to be chopped off. It’s amazing how a drug-induced haze
can make the whole exercise of a gun sticking in your back seem like
it’s a dream happening to someone else. Like you’re watching the
whole thing and not living it.
He pokes and pushes and drags me all the way up a wrought-iron
staircase, up to an elevated platform that hosts a whole cluster of VIP
cabanas overlooking the carnival, the rides, and a hundred thousand
ravers. The sun’s setting, and the speedway twinkles with millions of
lights from the rides on the midway, the dancers LED glow jewelry,
and the brilliant lasers and lit up stages. Extending up to the top of a
very high pole several stories above the cabana is a long zip line that
stretches across the entire diameter of the speedway, all the way to the
other side of the festival, far above everyone’s head. “You remember
the king and his queen bee, don’t you?”
There she is. That bitch is sitting on one of the cushioned, chaiselounge style chairs under a cabana. Her legs are wrapped around
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RK’s waist and they’re kissing. She’s wearing a sheer white costume,
nothing more than a white bikini, really. She’s so white that her limbs
and body look like a big, white bow that’s wrapped around RK.
They’re both such beautiful monsters.
“Yoo-hoo,” Mr. Hookah says. “I’ve brought my king and queen a
present.”
The both turn and look at us, and Giselle’s irises glow with hatred
so icy that they almost look white. A long, fat scar stretches from the
right side of her hairline to the top of her eyebrow. The scar’s so thick
that I can see she had to use a pencil to fill in a gap in her eyebrow
where the skin was stitched together, and the hair that was supposed
to make up the middle of her right eyebrow never grew back. I gave
her that scar when I bashed her head into the elevator floor, no doubt.
She scrambles off RK and charges at me as she reaches for a little
knife hidden in her raver utility belt around her hips. RK gets up and
wraps his arms around her waist, restraining her from tearing me into
a million pieces.
“Relax, baby,” RK says. “We don’t want to cause a scene. We’ll
deal with her later. Tonight let’s have fun. Hookah, bring Miss Angela
over to our cabana and strap her to something so she can watch the
carnival with us.”
Hookah does as he’s told, and seats me in the center of their
group, away from too many prying eyes. He zip ties each of my wrists
to the sides of a wicker chair, and sits behind me with his gun pointed.
I know he’s pointing it at my back because he whispers not to move
and that he’s right behind me ready to shoot. The sky is splattered
with shades of orange and red. A soft halo glows from the fog
machines and the stage lights shining through the stage fog. The
music is pounding and
womp—
womp—
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womping all the way up here in our cabanas. Giselle has lost interest
in killing me at the moment, and stands in the corner of our raised
platform, stretching.
“Hookah, you should go sell. It’s what you’re best at. Let me take
over for you,” I hear a gruff Russian voice say. “RK, is okay if
Hookah goes to sell?”
“Of course, Yuri. You’re right. Hookah barely knows how to sit
still and hold a gun.”
By now Giselle is fastening a grappling hook to the zip line above
her head. She loops a harness around her body and fastens the
grappling hook to the harness. The symphony of electronic music
reaches a frenzied tempo, and suddenly all the layers of vibrating,
hypnotic sounds and beats cut off except for a single, otherworldly
melody played live on the Winter Wonderland stage. A lone figure
sways on the stage as she serenades all of us with notes from a violin
hooked into an amplifier, playing a haunting tune in a minor key. A
spotlight shines on Giselle as she moves on cue with the music up to
the edge of the platform. She slides across the zip line over
everyone’s heads as if the notes of the violin carry her, and lands on a
platform above the violin player on the Winter Wonderland stage. The
crowd screams and cheers and howls with ecstatic joy at the sight of
her.
At this point I feel something sharp and metallic against my
wrists. Then pressure. Then the zip ties holding my wrists together
against the chair leg fall off and my hands are free.
“Don’t move,” Yuri whispers. “Wait.”
Yuri’s cut me loose and perhaps grown a bit of a heart inside that
iron chest cavity of his. Why he does this now and was going to let
me get molested and murdered last year, I don’t really know. Perhaps
I never will.
What none of us ever counted on were the drones showing up
overhead. Two oversized dragonfly-looking things fly over our
cabana and emit a few flashes of light. I notice them zipping around
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above us, as does Yuri, but we say nothing as everyone else in our
group sits transfixed by Giselle’s mesmerizing trapeze performance,
especially RK. How two things who are so evil can manage to love
each other so madly is beyond me. Even the concept of love is
beyond me at this point, since I’ve sobered up and there’s no more
Molly MDMA in my system. Unlike everyone else at EDC. I can feel
hatred creep back into my mind like a screaming banshee as the
mellow party drug wears off and I come to my senses.
Giselle twists and turns on brilliant white strips of silk trapeze,
glowing in the dusky sky thanks to a giant track of black lights above
her. The music is lyrical and rhythmic, and soon more beats layer over
the melody of the violin, until the infectious rhythm gets everyone
dancing in time with Giselle’s contorting body. The sea of people
ahead of us contains little zones where flashing fire orbs are spinning
and young girls hoop in time with the music. Stupid bitches.
Everyone in the cabana is so mesmerized by the music and
performance that they don’t notice all the security guards clustering
around the stairs below the VIP area.
Everyone on the Las Vegas SWAT team, it seems, used to work
black ops in Iraq.
RK and his crew don’t know what hit them until it’s too late.
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Chapter 28
The SWAT team must have been instructed to act hard, fast and as
quietly as possible, and not to cause too much alarm among the other
guests. I forgot to mention they’re all dressed up in Hawaiian shirts,
neon, and baseball caps, doing their best to hide the bulletproof vests
and battle gear, Tasers, and guns under the raver gear that’s just a step
off target from what everyone else is wearing. That’s the other reason
why no one saw the NARCs coming. Considering the number of
bodies at this thing, they sort of blended in up until they were pretty
close to the VIP booth. They would have stood out had it not been for
the crowds of people in between them and RK’s crew as they waited
for instructions to strike.
Yuri is probably the only one who would have noticed them
coming. That’s his job. But Yuri said nothing until all the SWAT team
and FBI agents had surrounded the VIP cabana and stormed through
the security checkpoint. RK sees the agents when they are ten feet
away, and he jumps off the side railing into the crowd, and pushes
people aside as he runs into the center of the carnival to get away.
Hookah and Speedy Petey’s girl have already been cuffed and read
their rights. They’re standing next to some officers who have taken
them into custody at the bottom of the VIP entrance stairs. The
NARCs and FBI agents follow RK in hot pursuit. They don’t arrest
Yuri. He must have negotiated a deal with them. Some sort of plea
bargain.
I take this opportunity to chat it up with the field agents who
know who I am and assume I’m a hostage from the surveillance
footage from the drones.
They tell me I’m safe. They tell me all the exits are blocked and
RK will be apprehended and brought to justice, thanks to me.
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I don’t know what safe means. I have absolutely no memories or
understanding of safe.
What I do know is that I’m not under arrest or restrained in any
way at the moment, and Giselle is still twirling around on stage, and
that bitch is going down. Not taken down by the police. Not by the
FBI. I’m going to climb up there and take that bitch down myself.
Ditching the police and the FBI is going to be simple. I tell them I
have to use the bathroom. Of course, a female officer accompanies
me to the ladies’ room for my protection and waits outside. While in
the ladies’ room, I chat with a girl wearing a rainbow colored tutu and
a clown wig. I compliment her by telling her how pretty and cute she
looks. She giggles and says thanks, and slips a multicolored plastic
pony bead bracelet off her wrist and onto mine. I bribe her to switch
costumes with me, and tell her to wait in there for ten minutes
because my annoying ex-boyfriend is following me and I want to
ditch him (which is why I want to wear her costume). She’s of course
thrilled to get a thousand dollars in cash for her white clown wig,
rainbow tutu, rainbow stockings and sweat-drenched tube top. I paint
the tip of my nose with red lipstick and walk right past the police
officer and she doesn’t notice a thing. She’s going to get in trouble for
that. Oh, well. Not my problem.
I exit the speedway through one of the turnstiles, get my hand
stamped, and run around the speedway until I’m at the other side and
near the entrance closest to Giselle’s stage. I have to hurry. The stage
is protected all the way around by big, burly security guards. I dance
all the way at the front of the stage and catch the eye of a bro behind
the security line, somebody who knows somebody who has all access
and is sitting on the edge of the stage rolling and grooving to the
music. He hops off the stage and in between two of the security
guards and extends his hand. He says “hi” and hoists me up onto the
stage, then sits at the edge next to me. The music is so loud and
rolling thick in the air that it almost feels like compression waves are
pushing against my temples. Like my ears just might bleed any
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second. The guy puts his arm around me and tries to be cool and
move with the music and not be creepy. When I’m sure the security
guards have turned their backs to us, I sit at the stage and look up at
Giselle, who performs about four stories above us on a trapeze
suspended by metal scaffolding that arches above and over the stage
like a rainbow. The scaffolding is hidden behind the stage dressing
façade of a lit-up forest that’s covered in fake snow. Little squares of
white tissue paper are blowing out from blowers at the front of the
stage and the ravers are grabbing at the paper “snow” as if it was
something special, like money. They look like kids jumping after
floating soap bubbles. Real soap bubbles are flying out of another
stage across the stadium that is dressed up like an iridescent cathedral,
complete with two-story-high organ pipes and bikini-clad go-go
dancers with angel wings.
But I’m not interested in what every single stage looks like at
EDC. I just want to kill that bitch Giselle. She’s hovering above me
totally oblivious to my rage against her. How can anyone be such a
bitch and such a beautiful thing at the same time? How did I ever let
her have three-way sex with me? Disgusting. I shouldn’t think about
that night. It’ll just upset me even more. I can’t even … ughhhhh.
This guy who let me onto the stage is getting a little “handsy.”
I’m not sure how to get up to the bitch, but I pull the guy’s hands off
me and give them a little squeeze. I yell that I’m going to go dance by
the DJ and he nods.
It’s easy to find the way to the scaffold from there. There are a
couple of groupies hopping around the DJ as he works his magic from
two Macs. We form a three-girl ring around the rosy circle, and I hop
around with the other girls for a few spins so I don’t look suspicious.
The corners of my mouth force open a grin, and I show my teeth to
the other girls and the DJ and pretend I’m happy. I don’t want anyone
on stage to figure out anything’s off. It feels like my grin is psychoticlooking and way too fake, but no one seems to notice. All the other
girls are in their own ecstatic party land, and I’m just another resident
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of their “home.” One of them keeps on murmuring she’s home over
and over again. This whole scene is so fucking stupid. I can’t believe
I even appreciated it at all a few hours ago. What was I thinking?
Giselle is up there, spinning, twirling, and doing air splits up on
her white silk trapeze. I break the rosy circle and spin under one of
the girl’s arms. Skipping, skipping, almost childlike, I dash behind the
DJ booth and spring up onto the scaffolding. All that pole dancing is
paying off in this one climb. I scurry up through the piped scaffold,
foot by foot, gripping around each pipe above my head, bending my
legs and pushing my body up to the next rung and the next grip of
pipe. It looks like a giant erector set or one of those big construction
scaffolds that construction workers climb all over when building high
rises. I climb up the arched structure until I am climbing up over
Giselle’s head, up to the part of the scaffold where her silks are
secured. It’s now that she notices me climbing. She’s confused
because of the clown costume. She’s annoyed but she doesn’t get
angry and pull out a weapon. She does pull out her little knife when I
slide down onto her trapeze and swing over to her, but my added
weight makes her unsteady and our movements unpredictable. She
wobbles a little and shifts her weight, unraveling at her waist to
steady herself. She gets a good look at my face now, and she knows
it’s me. She knows I’ve come for her. The music crescendos louder,
and we fight to hold on and fight to pull each other off this thing. I
kick her hip and the force stuns her for a moment, and I’m stuck on a
single swathe of fabric spinning around in little circles. Like a fly
facing the spider. She heads back in my direction ready to strike, but I
kick her wrist away and the blow unsteadies her. She slips off one of
the strips of silk trapeze so only the swathe around her waist is
holding her, and she unravels from it to catch another part of the
fabric around her free arm.
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Chapter 29
Giselle flies near again, leading with the knife. I dodge her thrust,
and she spins away, carried by a white swathe of silk, the lifeline that
holds her suspended. The silk intertwines with one of the pieces I’m
grasping with all of my strength. I may be stronger than before, but
I’m not the acrobat she’s been her whole life. My arm wobbles and
my grip loosens. The piece of silk that holds one of her legs wraps
around my lifeline, and the momentum of her attack spins her back
around toward the fabric again.
As I spin around Giselle’s silk like prey she’s about to suck dry, a
sharp, stinging feeling stretches across my neck and something warm
and thick drips down to my chest. Drips down my arms. Stains the
white silk red. She’s slashed through an artery in my neck, and I taste
warm, salty blood in the back of my throat. I’m spinning around
Giselle as my grip loosens a little more. She twirls around and
overshoots another stab at my heart, and slices through the fabric of
the trapeze instead like crepe paper. As she loses her balance, I take
the opportunity to pull her by the wrist and hair with my last bit of
grip. I let go of the silk, grasp and unravel her from her white silk
ribbons that keep us both suspended. My blood drips over the silk,
over her white costume that fits her like a second skin. She’s covered
in red and it’s raining red on the crowd below. The ravers think it’s
some sort of performance art. A part of the show. They dance under a
shower of my blood; it’s salty, warm, and already thick as it hits
naked backs and arms and chests. I unravel the last of her body, and
my vision goes dark as we’re falling together and my blood pressure
drops.
It’s the wait—
Waiting
Waiting
We’ve been waiting ...
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The suspense that can only happen and be shared at exactly the same
moment on that night.
All this time
waiting, waiting
All. Our. Lives.
That’s
That’s
That’s
the drop.
Sometimes, there’s an art to destruction that’s as beautiful as creation.
Ring around the rosy.
Pocket full of posies,
Ashes,
We all fall down.
Some of the people in the crowd break our fall, but it’s not enough to
avoid what happens next.
I see her dead body. Her arms and legs are broken and twisted at
all different angles. Her white costume is covered in my red drips and
her red splotches from where she’s coughed up all kinds of blood. I
can see what I look like, too. Damn, I look skinnier than I thought I
was.
The club kids around us finally get it, that the whole thing isn’t an
act. The music has stopped. Security guards are coming over to
investigate the damage. Some of the girls in tutus are screaming and
crying now that they realize that’s my blood on their little tulle skirts
and it’s not part of the show. Although some watch with morbid
curiosity, most of the ravers stampede away from our bodies. The
crowd pushes and tramples and crawls away as the emergency medics
surround us. One EMT presses gauze against my neck as another
checks my pulse. Well, they check my body’s pulse, anyway. They
don’t know my blood type and don’t have time to run some pints into
my veins. My heart’s stopped. It’s over.
Which is why I can watch all this and tell you about it, I guess.
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RK runs over to Giselle, but some undercover officers grab him
before he can get to her. They cuff his hands behind his back and read
him his rights as he yells “baby, baby, baby,” over and over. The
medics already surround Giselle, intubate her. They force air into her
lungs, but her ribs stabbed her lungs on impact and collapsed them
both. There’s no way to cut into her out there and stitch her lungs
back together. Her pale, steel eyes are even lighter than when she was
alive. Her pupils are large, and fixed on nothing.
Mr. Cat is nearby and only smiling with his teeth but not his eyes,
so he looks like a photo of two different people spliced together, one
sad and one happy. As if that wasn’t enough, a couple more
undercover cops in plain raver clothes crawl out of the mass of arms
and legs and bodies, cuff Mr. Cat, Top Hat Doug and Mr. Hookah,
and read them their rights. Speedy Petey’s little girl is cuffed for
solicitation and drug dealing, I’m sure. They’re all led away from our
bodies in handcuffs.
Police roll a barricade around our bodies made out of police tape.
One officer draws chalk lines around my head, neck, and
shoulders. Around each finger. Around each leg and foot. Giselle’s
outline is a little more broken, the angles of her limbs more obtuse
and unnatural. The outline looks like her arms and a leg had joints in
the middle of bones that are usually straight and solid.
Now everyone’s gone.
All the carnival rides have vanished.
The candy kids in their sparkles and lights, tulle and lollipops and
“kandi” beads have gone.
There’s nothing here anymore except parched, dry desert, an
abandoned racetrack, and miles of rocks and desert brush as far as I
can see.
Now, I remember Giselle. Every time I tell this story, I remember
what happened as it happened, but forget the end. I get caught up in
the memories like it’s all still happening today. Whatever day is today
…
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I don’t know.
There’s a word for it when you’re alive. It’s called a flashback.
The survivors of trauma relive memories so vivid that those who
remember feel like it’s all happening again.
And again.
It happened to survivors of ‘Nam and Iraq and Afghanistan. They
freeze up, get tense. Get angry as the memories go viral. They fume
and stories play in their heads automatically, over and over and over.
The survivors of rape and molestation and physical abuse see what
happened and feel and are what happened over and over and over …
But what do you call it when we’re dead, Giselle? What do we
call this?
I know you can hear me, bitch. I see you standing right over
there, with the same look on your face like you just remembered what
happened to us (Again!). You know, and you remember what
happened to us for god knows how many times, just like I do. Your
recognition is written all over your face.
If that can even be called a face, you fucking ghost bitch. What do
you call what we do together when we’re dead here? Huh? Why can’t
we ever, ever leave?
You’re the only one here to talk to, and I’m sick and tired of the
sound of my voice.
Talk to me.
Talk to me.
Just talk to me.
No?
Fine.
So, you want to hear a bedtime story?
THE END
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